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ABSTRACT 

The gastrointestinal (GI) tract is a hollow muscular tubular organ that extends 

from the mouth down to the rectum. Different high pressure zones exist along the tract 

and are referred to as sphincters. Sphincters maintain a closure tone and relax upon 

receiving the appropriate signal to allow movement of food. The GI tract performs 2 

main functions: (1) peristalsis; a coordinated rhythmic contraction and relaxation that 

ensures propulsion of the ingested food along the tract and (2) absorption of nutrients 

through the epithelium of the tract. The GI tract is a highly complex organ system with 

multiple cells layers organized in a structured architecture. Peristalsis is dictated by 2 

smooth muscle layers; the outer longitudinal and inner circular muscle layer along with 

their innervation provided by the enteric nervous system. Absorption of nutrients is 

performed by highly specialized epithelial cells around the lumen of the tract. Several 

diseases affect the tract including cancer, gastroparesis, short bowel syndrome and 

Hirschsprung’s disease. Other diseases of the gut involve segments along with their 

adjacent sphincters. The most common treatment in all these conditions requires 

surgical resections of the diseased segment which results in motility disorders and 

malnutrition in patients. We hypothesized that a tissue engineered tubular neuro-

muscular gut can be used to lengthen the gut and restore its function. Tissue 

engineering and regenerative medicine aims to restore, repair or regenerate tissues and 

organs using a cell/scaffold/bioactive mechanism.  

The material of choice in our study was chitosan. Chitosan is a natural polymer 

that is found in the exoskeleton of arthropods and is widely used in tissue engineering 
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applications. We developed different tubular chitosan scaffolds and reinforced their 

mechanical properties using aligned chitosan fibers. The fibers increased the tensile 

properties (tensile stress and elongation at break) and enhanced the burst pressure 

strength of the scaffolds. We also evaluated the biocompatibility of chitosan using 

smooth muscle cells and neural progenitor cells; the 2 main components of the neuro-

muscular apparatus. Smooth muscle cells maintained their morphology, phenotype and 

function around chitosan scaffolds. Chitosan scaffolds also enabled neural progenitor 

cells differentiation into functional neurons.  

We then moved to engineering human innervated smooth muscle tissues. We 

isolated smooth muscle cells and neural progenitor cells from human gut tissues. We 

developed a technique to engineer intrinsically innervated aligned smooth muscle 

sheets. Smooth muscle cells were grown on grooves and allowed to align.  A collagen 

gel suspension containing neural progenitor cells was overlaid on top of the aligned 

smooth muscle. Sheets were formed and were wrapped circumferentially around tubular 

chitosan scaffolds to form an innervated circular smooth muscle layer. The tissues were 

implanted subcutaneously in the back of athymic rats for 2 weeks. The tissues were 

vascularized, they maintained their luminal patency, and the cells maintained their 

phenotype and functionality as demonstrated by organ bath studies. In another 

approach to regenerate a gut segment along with its adjacent sphincter, an engineered 

sphincter was placed around the scaffold below the circumferential innervated smooth 

muscle sheets to form a gut-sphincter complex around a tubular chitosan scaffold. The 

complex was implanted subcutaneously in the abdomen of athymic rats for 4 weeks. 

The tissues were vascularized. In vivo manometric recordings indicated that the tissues 
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exhibited luminal pressure with a higher pressure at the sphincter zone compared to the 

gut zone. Tensile properties of the engineered complex matched those of a rat intestine. 

Histological studies indicated maintenance of smooth muscle circumferential alignment 

around the scaffold. Immunohistochemical studies demonstrated that the smooth 

muscle maintained its contractile phenotype after 4 weeks of implantation as indicated 

by positive stain for smoothelin. Neural differentiation was demonstrated by positive 

stain for βIII tubulin. The phenotypes of the neurons were further characterized using 

positive staining for excitatory and inhibitory motor neurons. Functionality of the neurons 

was further confirmed by organ bath studies. The implanted tissues contracted in 

response to membrane depolarization using potassium chloride. Neural function was 

demonstrated by electrical field stimulation. Finally, we worked on regenerating the 

epithelial component of the engineered tissues. The engineered tissues were implanted 

in the omentum of the rats followed by intestinal bypass surgery. The intestinal bypass 

surgery consisted of creating an intestinal loop and anastomosing the intestine to create 

a secondary pathway for propulsion of luminal content. Following recovery, the 

implanted engineered tissue was anastomosed to the native intestine within the 

intestinal loop. Histological analysis showed evident regeneration of epithelial cells with 

villi forming in the engineered tissue. 

In summary, studies presented in this thesis demonstrated the biocompatibility of 

chitosan for GI applications. Mechanical properties of chitosan scaffolds can be tuned 

using engineered chitosan fibers. Chitosan also supported the reconstruction of the 

neuromusculature of the gastrointestinal tract. Engineered neuromuscular tissues 

maintained their viability and functionality following implantation and exhibited luminal 
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pressure. In conclusion, the engineered tubular neuro-muscular tissues provide the 

essential components for regenerating the neuro-musculature. Future studies will 

characterize the regeneration process of the epithelium and its function. Transplantation 

of the engineered tissues will help patients restore the continuity of the tract, gut motility 

and the nutritional balance.          
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Propulsion and digestion of ingested food is one of the main functions of 

the gut, achieved by the muscular apparatus. The basic unit of the gut 

musculature consists of smooth muscle, which performs contraction and 

relaxation under the regulation of the enteric nervous system (ENS) and the 

interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs) 1. This regulation results in a synchronized 

contractile pattern that is essential for peristalsis and motility. Absorption of 

nutrients and secretions are also major functions of the gut, regulated by the 

highly specialized epithelial component 2. Additionally, the lymphatic and 

vascular system of the gut support fluid homeostasis, provide immunological 

defense functions and facilitate the uptake of dietary lipids from the intestinal villi 

3. The gut is unique in being a continuous hollow organ which should make it 

simple to replace. However, the complexity of the cellular composition and the 

different functions of the gut make its replacement a challenging process 4.  

Thus, any disorder affecting one or more cell types can result in dysmotility 

and/or malnutrition.  

Esophageal cancer, more specifically squamous cell carcinoma and 

adenocarcinoma, ranks among the most cancer-related causes of death 5. The 

treatment strategy involves esophagectomy or endoscopic mucosal resection 6. 

Even though short term outcomes are promising, patients still suffer from 

bleeding, pain and stricture at the site of surgery 7. Those complications require 
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the patient to undergo injections of steroids, balloon dilatation or implantation of 

esophageal stents which impairs the patient’s quality of life.  

Achalasia of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES) is another disorder 

characterized by the inability of the LES to relax therefore preventing the food 

from going into the stomach. This is attributed to loss of nitric oxide neurons in 

the LES. Treatments include pneumatic dilation or laparoscopic Heller myotomy 

based on the manometric readings. Even though results were satisfactory and 

dependent on the type of achalasia, patients still suffered from dysphagia 8. 

Gastric cancer is currently being treated by gastrectomy with short-term and 

long-term benefits 9. However, malnutrition following gastrectomy remains an 

issue 10. Gastroparesis is a challenging motility disorder characterized by delayed 

gastric emptying partially due to pyloric sphincter dysfunction. There are many 

therapeutic approaches for gastroparesis patients, however none of them 

completely alleviate the symptoms. Prokinetic agents have shown some relief 

over short term but it has been shown that extended treatment can induce 

Parkinsonian symptoms, which limits the lifetime use of some of the prokinetic 

agents. Another way of treating gastroparesis includes botulinum toxin injection 

which has shown mild improvements. Gastric electric stimulation was also 

employed for treating gastroparesis with mixed outcomes. The main drawback 

from implanting the stimulator was infection which required the removal of the 

device 11.  
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Short bowel syndrome is another challenging condition with multiple 

complications associated with the treatment approaches as listed next 12, 13. One 

of the most common treatments is total parenteral nutrition (TPN). Patients are at 

high risk of developing end-stage liver disease with low survival rate. Other 

complications include infection of the catheter or catheter occlusion. Intestinal 

transplant is another option for patients with short bowel syndrome. This is also 

associated with the issue of available donors. If a match-donor was found, 

complications of intestinal transplant include rejection of the graft, non-functional 

graft, ischemia/bleeding, organ failure and others. In addition to health 

complications, patients undergoing treatments for short bowel syndrome face 

financial issues. Charges for home parenteral nutrition can be over 

$150,000/year.  

For patients presenting with Hirschsprung’s disease, inflammatory bowel 

disease, colorectal cancer or fecal incontinence, the creation of a permanent 

stoma is one of the most common treatment options. Complications resulting 

from stoma include prolapse or stenosis 14. The quality of life of the patients with 

a permanent stoma becomes poor and stressful. Patients suffer from skin 

irritation, limited physical activity, leakage, offensive odor and economic burden 

15.  

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine provide an alternative 

beneficial approach to restore gut structure and function. Cell-seeded scaffolds 

have been used to regenerate gut tissues. This requires an adequate cell source 

and a scaffolding material to support the cells 16, 17. Cells such as smooth muscle 
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cells, epithelial cells, stem cells and organoid units are potential cell source 

candidates for regenerating, reconstructing or modeling gut tissues. Different 

scaffolds (natural and synthetic) exist as supporting matrices for the regeneration 

process. Results from these studies indicated the possibility of regenerating the 

epithelium using acellular scaffolds or using organoid units seeded onto scaffolds 

18. The regeneration of the epithelium is essential to restore the surface area 

needed for absorption and restoring nutrition balance. Other studies have 

focused on regenerating the neuro-musculature to restore motility in the gut 19, 20. 

Current approaches have failed in some aspects to regenerate the musculature 

of the tract in terms of phenotype, architecture and its intrinsic innervation. The 

work described in this dissertation evaluated the use of a natural tubular chitosan 

scaffold to support an engineered intrinsically innervated circular smooth muscle 

layer for gut replacement. The phenotype and function of the engineered 

musculature was evaluated in vitro and in vivo in an athymic rat model. Future 

goals this approach can be scaled up to be evaluated in large animals for 

evaluation of peristalsis and regeneration of a fully differentiated epithelium. This 

model also provides a model to study the microbiota in the newly generated gut.    
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Introduction: 

Loss of tissue function is associated with various rates of morbidity and 

mortality depending on the degree of severity of the disease. Different therapies 

exist for diseases affecting different tissues or organs in the body. Therapies can 

include surgical replacement, surgical resection and in the case of cancer, 

chemotherapy and radiotherapy. End stage diseases or complete organ failure 

require surgical transplantation to restore functionality. The high costs of 

surgeries, the variability in the success of surgeries, the waiting list for organ 

transplantation and the limited availability of donors place the patient under 

socioeconomic pressure. An alternative to the above listed therapies is needed. 

These limitations have led to the outgrowth of new fields, whereby engineering 

aspects are incorporated into the principles of surgery and biology. 

Regenerative medicine is an emerging field that aims to improve or repair the 

function of a tissue or an organ. The primary phase of regenerative medicine 

included the use of cells, preferably the patient’s own cells, in combination with a 

biocompatible biomaterial as a way of delivery of these cells. Soon after that, the 

spectrum has broadened to include cell-based therapies, genetics, bioactive 

molecules, tissue engineering, and clinical approaches. This phase of 

regenerative medicine included the use of various technologies to precondition 

the cells-biomaterials composite in order to obtain a mature engineered tissue. 

These tissues are further characterized using molecular and genetics tools to 

confirm structure and function. Additionally, regenerative medicine often includes 

a clinical component. Surgical techniques are applied to evaluate the engineered 
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tissues in vivo before moving towards translational applications. This review will 

focus on the source of cells used in regenerative medicine, the different designs 

of biomaterials along with their biomechanical properties and finally the 

challenges encountered in regenerative medicine. 

Cell source in regenerative medicine: 

The first step towards success in regenerative medicine is the ability to find a 

viable cell source. It is of paramount importance to obtain adequate number of 

functional cells that are able to expand in vitro and that do not cause an immune 

response upon their implantation. The challenge in obtaining autologous cells 

resides in the fact that the diseased tissue might not be a good source of cells. 

This shifts the search to other sources in the body. The use of stem cells in 

regenerative medicine has gained special attention. Different stem cells are 

currently being investigated to determine the best candidate. The cells must be 

immediately available, easy to expand in vitro, and immunocompatible. 

Mesenchymal stem cells are considered as the leading stem cell in tissue 

engineering applications. These cells can be harvested from different sources in 

the body for in vitro expansion. Mesenchymal stem cells from different sources 

have also shown comparable characteristics of cell surface markers, osteogenic 

and adipogenic differentiation [1]. 

Bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells can be obtained from bone 

marrow aspirate. The fraction of stem cells found in the aspirate is low. However, 

these cells can be easily expanded in culture and can differentiate into 

endodermal and ectodermal cells. Bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells are 
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commonly used in tissue engineering and protocols for their isolation and 

differentiation are characterized [2-4].  

Adipose derived stem cells are also a practical cell source [5, 6].  A large 

quantity of these cells can be obtained through a minimally invasive procedure. 

Methods of isolation of these cells are available, however additional optimization 

is required [7]. In previous studies conducted in mice, it has been documented 

that fat obtained from different depots share the same characteristics, however 

the growth rate of the cultured cells decreases with age [8]. Adipose derived 

stem cells have also been induced to differentiate into Schwann cells in nerve 

regeneration applications. Differentiated Schwann cells promoted neurite 

outgrowth when cultured with neurons [9]. These cell sources serve as 

autologous sources given that the cells can be isolated from the patient, avoiding 

any immune rejection after their transplantation.  

Another source of stem cells is the umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells 

[10]. Human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells isolated from the Wharton’s 

Jelly in umbilical cords were tested in muscle tissue engineering [11]. The cells 

were embedded in fibrin gel at different mass fractions to determine the optimal 

composition for cell viability. Myogenesis was demonstrated qualitatively using 

immunohistochemistry and quantitatively using PCR. Umbilical cord 

mesenchymal stem cells have been also tested in bone tissue engineering [12]. 

Cells that were seeded onto collagen-calcium phosphate cement scaffolds 

synthesized minerals, indicating osteogenic differentiation. The advantage of 

using umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells is that they are easily accessible at 
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low cost and without invasive procedure. These cells have high proliferative rate. 

However, the chance of tumorigenesis after their transplantation remains a 

challenge that requires further investigations. 

Placenta, as other gestational tissues, is usually considered as medical waste 

following birth. However, a population of mesenchymal stem cells resides in the 

placenta, which serves as a new potential cell source in regenerative medicine 

[13-16]. The differentiation of placenta-derived mesenchymal stem cells and their 

application in tissue engineering has been demonstrated [17, 18]. Placenta can 

be easily obtained without an invasive procedure and with no risk to the donor. 

Mesenchymal stem cells can be harvested and expanded in abundance; 

however the issue of being immunologically rejected by the body when used in a 

non-autologous setting is still controversial. Recently, a pilot study aimed to 

determine the efficacy and safety of using allogeneic stem cells [19]. Placenta-

derived mesenchymal stem cells were transplanted in patients with type 2 

diabetes. Although the study was promising, a larger, more controlled study is 

required to confirm the results.  

Scaffold design and synthesis: Physical and chemical 

modifications 

The second component in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 

includes the design of a scaffold that acts to either supplement the regeneration 

process or to replace the diseased tissue. The scaffold is a temporary matrix that 

supports cell attachment, proliferation and differentiation. An ideal scaffold must 

have an excellent biocompatibility to ensure cell survival and minimal immune 
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response after implantation. Biodegradability of the scaffold is another important 

factor in the design of scaffolds. Biodegradability falls in line with adequate 

mechanical properties of the scaffold. Following implantation, the scaffold must 

degrade in a timely manner to ensure proper remodeling of the tissue. Highly 

porous scaffolds are critical for cell infiltration especially when it comes to thick 

scaffolds where diffusion becomes a limitation. Porosity also plays a role in 

providing surface area for cell attachment. An ideal scaffold is the outcome of a 

balance between all these factors. Finally, physical and chemical modifications 

can be applied to the scaffolds to enhance their bioactivity.  

Given all the above listed factors, a perfect design of scaffolds for tissue 

engineering and regenerative medicine is still a challenge. For example, even 

though the trachea and the gastrointestinal tract consist of tubular organs, their 

architecture is very complex and requires sophisticated designing [20, 21]. 

Different types of cells, each with a specific alignment necessitate the synthesis 

of various scaffolds with precise structures that match the native tissue. Different 

biomaterials are available to synthesize the scaffolds and different techniques 

are available to modulate the design of these scaffolds.  

Physical modification:  

The microarchitecture of the tissue is an important element that determines 

tissue function. Long term success of the engineered tissues requires the 

recapitulation of the environment in which the cells must reside. Different 

approaches to develop scaffolds with specific architectures have been 

demonstrated. An important factor in the synthesis is the reproducibility in the 
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manufacturing process. Recent reports emphasized the use of computer aided 

design (CAD) in engineering scaffolds [22-24]. This technique allows fine-tuning 

the geometry of the scaffold with precise structures. 

Our group has previously bioengineered circumferentially aligned intrinsically 

innervated smooth muscle rings to mimic the circular smooth muscle layer of the 

gastrointestinal tract [25, 26]. Tissue culture plates were coated with Sylgard and 

left to cure. A cylindrical post was fixed in the center of the plate in order to 

create the lumen of the engineered tissue. Enteric neural progenitor cells were 

suspended in collagen/laminin gel and seeded onto the plate. An additional gel 

layer of smooth muscle cells was added on top of the first one. Within a period of 

7 days, the smooth muscle cells aligned concentrically around the central post. 

Histological evaluation of the engineered tissues revealed smooth muscle 

alignment and differentiation of the neural progenitor cells into different types of 

neurons (excitatory and inhibitory neurons). Electromechanical integrity of the 

smooth muscle was demonstrated using potassium chloride in the absence and 

presence of calcium channel blocker, Nifedipine. The presence of muscarinic 

receptors was also demonstrated using acetylcholine in the absence and 

presence of muscarinic receptor antagonist, atropine. Neuronal functionality was 

also demonstrated by electrical field stimulation in the absence and presence of 

blockers. Although the architecture and functionality of these tissues are 

established, their mechanical properties are yet to be determined.  

In vivo assessment of the bioengineered sphincteric smooth muscle tissues 

was determined in mice and rat models [27, 28]. The implanted engineered 
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tissues integrated with the native internal anal sphincter. The tissues were 

evaluated for their physiological functionality using an organ bath connected to a 

force transducer set up (Figure 1). They maintained their myogenic and 

neurogenic functionality and they became neo-vascularized. The animals 

survived throughout the study period and there were no signs of obstruction. 

 

Figure 1: A 
bioengineered 
smooth 
muscle tissue 
in an organ 
bath for 
testing 
physiological 
functionality. 

 

 

In other studies, smooth muscle tissue rings were also engineered on 

agarose-coated wells [29, 30]. The cells aggregated around a central post and 

formed a ring structure. Mechanical properties of the rings were determined at 

days 8 and 14 post-formation [31]. The ultimate tensile strength and ring stiffness 

were found to be higher in larger rings but decreased as a function of time. 

However, functionality of the smooth muscle was not evaluated. A correlation 

between the different mechanical properties of the different ring sizes and the 

force generated from the smooth muscle is an important factor that needs to be 

determined in tissue regeneration.  
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When designing scaffolds in tissue engineering, it is important to keep in mind 

the physiological condition under which the scaffold will be implanted. Tensile 

properties, suture retention strength, burst pressure strength and compliance are 

among the common properties evaluated for scaffolds. The scaffold must have 

enough strength not to break following suturing or when exposed to pressure. 

Compliance ensures that the scaffold does not compress or twist arbitrarily. To 

guarantee long term success, these tests must be performed in vitro before 

implantation. Different designs of scaffolds have been pursued to mimic the 

architecture of the native tissue. Lee et. al. have engineered a bilayered scaffold 

for blood vessel replacement using a co-electrospinning technique [32]. A 

polymer blend of polycaprolactone (PCL) and type 1 collagen was electrospun in 

a 2 step process. Small diameter fibers were electrospun as a first layer then 

larger diameter fibers were electrospun on top of that layer. This technique 

allows the seeding of endothelial cells on the small fibers from the luminal side 

and smooth muscle cells on the large fibers from the external side. The 

biomechanical and biological properties of the electrospun PCL/collagen 

scaffolds were also characterized [33]. Mechanical properties of the composite 

scaffolds are within the physiologic range. 

Other approaches to control the design of the engineered tissues have 

attempted to prepare micropatterned thermoresponsive surfaces [34]. This 

technique allowed the formation of aligned cell sheet layers which were placed 

on top of each other to form 2 layers. Cells were grown on plates at a specific 

temperature and then were lifted as a layer at a different temperature. The 
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advantage of using thermoresponsive surfaces is that the cell sheet maintains 

the extracellular matrix components secreted by the cells which are beneficial for 

cell-cell interaction. Our group has developed a technique to align smooth 

muscle using a substrate microtopography technique [35]. The cells were aligned 

longitudinally in a similar fashion to the longitudinal smooth muscle layer of the 

gastrointestinal tract. The cells were lifted as a sheet using laminin/collagen gel. 

These smooth muscle sheets have also been tested for their physiological 

functionality.  

Our group has used tubular chitosan scaffolds as matrices for bioengineered 

smooth muscle tissues. Chitosan is a natural polymer known for its wide 

application in tissue engineering. We demonstrated the biocompatibility of 

chitosan with gut smooth muscle [36]. Chitosan scaffolds also promoted the neo-

innervation of bioengineered smooth muscle tissues when placed around the 

scaffold using enteric neural progenitor cells [37]. Our scaffolds were prepared 

using the freeze-drying method as described previously (Figure 2A). Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) revealed highly porous scaffold with average pore 

size of around 170 µm (Figure 2B). Our scaffolds did not leak or burst when 

pressure was applied; however they do not possess enough strength to maintain 

luminal patency. Different techniques are available to improve on the mechanical 

properties of the chitosan scaffolds. Recently, chitosan fibers were prepared by 

an extrusion/gelation technique to reinforce the mechanical properties of 

chitosan-based heart valve scaffolds [38]. Tensile properties were improved in 

the reinforced scaffolds. Additionally, the fibers mechanical properties were 
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modulated following different methods of fabrication [39]. The benefit of this 

technique, where chitosan fibers were used to enhance chitosan scaffold 

mechanical properties, is that the same material is used but in a different 

structure. This reduces the issues of biocompatibility and inconsistency using 

other materials. 

 

Figure 2: Scaffold Characterization: (A) An image of tubular chitosan scaffold 
prepared using the freeze-drying method. (B) Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM) characterization of the scaffold reveals a highly porous scaffold. 

 

Chemical modifications: 

In addition to changing the physical characteristics of the scaffolds, 

chemical modifications are available approaches to enhance the properties of the 

material. In designing a blood vessel graft, a gradient nanofibrous tubular 

scaffold was synthesized by electrospinning the polymer solution at different flow 

rates [40]. Heparin was conjugated to the nanofibers as an antithrombogenic 

factor. The gradient scaffolds were then loaded with VEGF in a way that heparin-
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VEGF level was higher on the luminal side and lower on the external side. 

Gradient heparin-VEGF enhanced the release of the loaded VEGF from the 

scaffold and promoted cell attachment. Controlling the release of VEGF helps in 

tuning the attachment and function of the cells seeded on the scaffold. 

In a recent study, a microporous fibrin scaffold was designed with open 

microchannels and adequate mechanical stiffness in an attempt to engineer 

cardiac tissue [41]. The design of the scaffold allows the seeding of 

cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells and fibroblasts in a similar alignment as the 

native tissue. The architecture of the scaffold also facilitated better cell seeding 

and survival. The tri-cell seeded scaffolds promoted the formation of a 

prevascular network with aligned cardiac tissue. 

The disadvantage with the use of synthetic polymers is their inability to 

support cell attachment. Chemical surface modification can improve the 

biocompatibility of materials and enhance cell growth. Electrospun ploy(L-lactide) 

scaffolds were treated with Ar/NH3 plasma to introduce amine groups to the 

scaffold [42]. Surface characterization of the scaffolds using atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed an 

increase in hydrophilicity of the material without affecting the structure of the 

fibers. Surface modification promoted cell attachment, spreading and infiltration. 

In another study, addition of gelatin type B and fibronectin to poly(ε-caprolactone) 

improved the biological behavior of the scaffold and enhanced cell colonization 

and extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition[43]. Different strategies to modify the 

surface of scaffolds exist. These strategies can either be applied individually or in 
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combination. It is critical to determine the necessary modification to enhance the 

activity of the scaffold.  

Chemical modification of the scaffold proved to be as critical as physical 

modification. A polymer solution composed of poly-l-lactic acid (PLLA), poly-

(α,β)-DL-aspartic acid (PAA), type I and type III collagen was used to electrospin 

nanofibrous scaffolds[44]. Addition of functional groups to the scaffold made it 

more hydrophilic as demonstrated by water contact angle measurement. This 

characteristic allowed more cell attachment, increased the rate of proliferation 

and increased secretion of ECM proteins. Polyethylene glycol hydrogels were 

evaluated as injectable biomaterials [45]. The hydrogels were functionalized with 

laminin at different ratios to assess the attachment of nucleus pulposus cells. The 

stiffness of the hydrogels can be modulated by changing the concentration of the 

polyethylene glycol-laminin conjugate. This study supports the idea that 

manipulating different features in the design of the material provides an optimal 

scaffold/carrier that can be used in tissue regeneration. 

In other tissue regeneration applications, chemical surface modification is 

used to manipulate cell differentiation. Adhesion peptides such as fibronectin and 

laminin and neurotrophic factors were immobilized on polymer substrates to 

evaluate the differentiation of neural stem cells [46]. The modified surface was 

characterized by AFM and SEM to look at morphology and roughness. 

Wettability was evaluated by water contact angle measurement. Immobilized 

surfaces were more hydrophilic with enhanced neuronal differentiation. On the 

other hand, changing the composition of the extracellular matrix components has 
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an influence on differentiation of neural stem cells into specific types of neurons. 

Our group has demonstrated the ability to differentiate enteric neural progenitor 

cells into specific types of neurons using different combination of extracellular 

matrix components [47]. The composition of the substrates modulated the extent 

of neuronal and glial differentiation. A higher neuronal population was observed 

when enteric neural progenitor cells were seeded onto composite mixtures 

(Collagen IV, laminin and heparan sulfate) than glial population. 

Growth factor delivery is also a technique used for tissue regeneration. 

Delivery can be done by incorporating growth factors onto scaffolds or through 

carriers. However, when using carriers as means for delivery, it is critical to take 

into account the release kinetics of the growth factor. The activity of the growth 

factor must be timely controlled as well as spatially controlled. Recently, Simson 

et. al. have mixed chondroitin sulfate-bone marrow adhesive hydrogel with bone 

morphogenetic-2 protein as an attempt to regenerate cartilage tissue [48]. The 

carrier allowed the chondrocytes to maintain their phenotype and to produce 

sulfated glycosaminoglycans. The efficacy of this system is demonstrated by the 

retention and activity of the growth factor during the experiment and by the 

adhesive properties of chondroitin sulfate. A challenge that the authors have 

brought up to their system is the stability of the carriers, which is a pre-requisite 

for translational purposes. 

Cell viability in the scaffold: Design process 

The long term success of implanted scaffolds is dependent on the delivery of 

an adequate number of viable and functional cells required to repair damaged 
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tissues. As the scaffolds or the grafts get bigger, the hypoxic regions within the 

scaffolds limit the performance of the cells to support regeneration. Nutrients, 

and most critically oxygen, need to be made available for cells post-

transplantation. Recently, Wang et. al. developed oxygen-enriched scaffolds to 

enhance cell survival and function following implantation [49].  

A major challenge in tissue engineering application is the limited diffusion 

ability of oxygen in the scaffold. Scaffolds design must ensure that cells have 

access to nutrients until neo-vascularization occurs. Uneven distribution of cells 

is associated with different oxygen distribution in the scaffolds. Improved 

expression of markers, enhanced cell functions and maintenance of cell 

phenotypes are the result of uniform distribution of viable cells in the scaffolds.  

Mathematical models were developed to predict the oxygen gradients within 

engineered scaffolds taking into account scaffold dimensions and cell 

function[50-53]. These models can be used to organize design criteria. Studies 

have shown that high cellular viability correlates with higher oxygen 

concentration within the scaffolds. Cells at the surface of the scaffolds exhibited 

better viability than cells deeper in the scaffold, and this is attributed to the limited 

diffusivity of oxygen [54]. 

Diffusion-reaction models based on diffusive oxygen transport are commonly 

applied to correlate the distribution of oxygen within a construct cultured to the 

distribution of cell density and viability. These models assume that there is no 

convective flux within the scaffold, the oxygen diffusion coefficient is constant 
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and that there is homogenous distribution of cells in the scaffold. The change in 

oxygen concentration is described by the balance of oxygen diffusion through the 

scaffold and the rate of oxygen consumption by the cells. Oxygen is considered 

to be consumed by the cells according to the Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Defining 

boundary conditions, oxygen profile within the scaffold can be modeled and 

correlated with cell viability. Scaffolds placed in static conditions behaved 

differently from scaffolds exposed to flow. The profile of oxygen concentration in 

static conditions showed a linear decrease as a function of depth. However, flow 

conditions improved the oxygen concentration in the scaffold [54]. 

These models can become more complicated when different factors are 

accounted for in the design of the scaffolds. In addition to oxygen, availability of 

other nutrients can be also modeled. Deviations may occur during long term 

culture due to the remodeling of the scaffold by ECM deposition by the cells [55]. 

Therefore, changes in nutrient diffusivities are additional factors that must be 

taken in account in these models.  

 

Closing remarks:  

Despite the advances in technologies and techniques used in tissue engineering 

and regenerative medicine, there are more questions that need to be answered. 

Design of scaffolds is an essential feature in regenerative medicine. It dictates 

cell behavior and function. Physical and chemical modifications exist to enhance 

the bioactivity of the scaffolds. Although different designs have proven to be 
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beneficial, further optimization is needed. It is critical that cells maintain their 

phenotypic characteristics when seeded on the scaffold. Maximum cell viability is 

also crucial for long term success of the implant. Additionally, design of the 

scaffold affects tissue remodeling and performance after implantation. 

Vascularization is another challenging task that must be taken into consideration 

in tissue regeneration. Several studies are currently being conducted to 

precondition tissues prior to their implantation in order to maximize 

vascularization. The field of regenerative medicine is still in its early stages of 

emergence where there is still room for optimization. 
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Abstract: 

The gastrointestinal (GI) tract is susceptible to multiple neurodegenerative 

diseases that can result in motility disorders. Current surgical treatments are 

associated with limited outcomes and high rates of morbidity. The GI tract 

consists of multiple cell types arranged in a specific alignment and location. 

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine provide an alternative approach 

by taking into account the different layers of the tract. Finding a cell source is a 

major challenge with the autologous source remaining the ideal one. Apart from 

the cell source, different biomaterials are available for scaffolds fabrication. This 

unique combination of cells and scaffolds dictates the biocompatibility of the 

scaffold, cell attachment and survival, maintenance of cell phenotype and 

mechanical properties of the scaffolds. All these factors are critical for successful 

regeneration outcomes. In this chapter, we will focus on the recent advances in 

the regeneration of different parts of the GI tract.    
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The gastrointestinal tract: Overview 

The gastrointestinal tract (GI) is a continuous tubular system that extends 

from the mouth to the anus.  The GI tract exhibits diverse motility patterns that 

aid in performing a variety of functions including ingestion, digestion, absorption 

of nutritive elements and excretion of waste. The organs that make up the GI 

tract are not limited to, but include: mouth, esophagus, stomach, small intestine 

and large intestine. The food enters through the mouth where it gets ingested, 

chemically and mechanically. The food bolus then passes into the esophagus, 

where alternating contractions and relaxations, a process defined as peristalsis, 

initiate to help propelling the food down to the stomach. Additional peristaltic 

pattern in the stomach coordinate digestion and propulsion of the food into the 

small intestine. The food is then transferred into the large intestine and any waste 

products are excreted form the body. Digested materials are absorbed into the 

blood through the epithelium. Waste substances get excreted from the body 

through the anus. Discontinuity exists along the tract between the different 

organs. The discontinuities serve as checkpoints to ensure unidirectional flow of 

the food down the tract.  

Coordinated chemical and electrical interactions exist between smooth 

muscle, intramural innervation, interstitial cells and mucosal epithelial layers. 

Those interactions are essential for proper GI motility. The inability of the GI tract 

to perform its function due to malformations or defects along the GI tract may 

lead to surgical resection which could cause loss of functionality. Surgical 
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intervention serves as a short-term cure to many of the diseases. Major 

drawbacks of surgical resections are classified into psychological, economic and 

social distress (1-6). Currently, tissue engineering provides a promising field that 

can offer treatment for most parts of the GI tract. The goal is to obtain a biopsy 

from the patient for cell isolation and expansion in vitro. The cells are then 

seeded onto biodegradable, bioactive polymer scaffolds. The result is an 

engineered autologous tissue that can be implanted back into the same patient to 

regenerate a defective segment of the GI tract. The GI is composed of multiple 

cell layers including smooth muscle, enteric neurons, interstitial cells of Cajal 

(ICCs), epithelial cells, and skeletal muscle which populate one third of the 

esophagus. This innate anatomical and physiological complexity dictates the 

requirement for a multi-disciplinary approach to regeneration of functional tissue 

replacements. The main challenge lies in the ability to recapitulate the 

architecture and function of different components of the GI tract. 

Engineered scaffolds are designed to recreate the anatomic complexity of 

the micro-environments associated with the native tissue. Design strategies for 

scaffolds include physical as well as chemical modifications (7). After the design 

and manufacturing process, scaffolds are characterized by their porosities and 

stiffness. Cell-seeded scaffolds help the process of remodeling post-implantation 

and result in a functional final bioengineered product. The primary goal of tissue 

engineering is to be able to develop physiologically functional replacement 

tissues that have similar architecture and composition as the native tissue. Pre-

conditioning the engineered tissues using bioreactors or mechanical cycling is 
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one way of inducing maturation to the tissue prior to implantation. The goal is to 

obtain a functional engineered replacement while maintaining its integrity. 

Although the GI tract is a hollow tubular organ, it requires sophisticated design 

processes in order to generate functional replacements.  

This chapter will focus on the main steps in engineering the neuro-

musculature of the GI tract. These steps are considered as the basic 

requirements for successful outcomes. An overview on the regeneration of the 

esophagus, stomach, small intestine and colon including the sphincters will be 

discussed in this chapter. 

In the last couple decades, tissue engineering evolved quickly with the aim 

of reconstructing functional tissues and organs. Regenerative medicine 

approaches seek the reconstruction of tissues using cells and scaffolds. 

 

Neurodegenerative diseases of the GI tract 

 The integrity of the neuronal circuitry in the GI tract is essential for 

coordination of cell function. Loss or defects of neuronal integrity leads to 

diseases related to motility and secretion. The smooth muscle is the basic 

musculature unit in the gastrointestinal tract that is responsible for contraction 

and relaxation. The smooth muscle receives regulatory signals from different 

levels including the enteric nervous system and ICCs (8). The enteric nervous 

system is arranged into 2 ganglionated plexi. The myenteric plexus exists 

between the 2 muscle layers and contains excitatory and inhibitory motor 
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neurons. Neurons secrete neurotransmitters responsible for neural transmission 

to the smooth muscle. The submucosal plexus is located between the circular 

muscle layer and the submucosa. Neuro-neuronal transmission is mediated by 

ascending and descending interneurons. Neural dysfunction affects different 

parts of the GI tract and result in diseases that alter motility.  

The inability of the sphincters to relax due to loss of inhibitory motor 

neurons, more specifically the nitrergic neurons is a condition known as 

achalasia. The lower esophageal sphincter (LES) mediates the transport of food 

from the esophagus into the stomach. Esophageal achalasia is a 

neurodegenerative condition where the LES fails to relax. This condition is 

characterized by the absence of nitrergic neurons, however the excitatory 

cholinergic neurons are intact (9, 10). Absence of nitrergic neurons and presence 

of cholinergic neurons result in tonic contraction of the sphincter. Similarly, 

achalasia of the internal anal sphincter (IAS) is another form of neuropathies of 

the GI tract. In normal conditions, the distention of the rectum by luminal content 

induces rectoanal inhibitory reflexes (RAIR) that allow the relaxation of the IAS. 

This is followed by excretion of rectal luminal content. In achalasia, RAIR is lost 

due to the loss of nitrergic neurons. Achalasia is characterized by the absence of 

nitrergic neurons (11). Both forms of achalasia can be diagnosed by manometric 

pressure measurement. Loss of intrinsic inhibitory innervation to the pyloric 

sphincter leads to pyloric stenosis, which is associated with gastric obstruction 

and altered gastric emptying. Current treatments for sphincteric achalasia include 
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injection of botulinum toxin in order to reduce the tonic contraction and thus 

facilitating the relaxation of the sphincter (12, 13).  

Intestinal pseudo-obstruction is another form of neurodegenerative 

diseases resulting from loss of intrinsic innervation. This disease is characterized 

by altered motility in the GI tract (14). Pharmacological treatments are considered 

as the most effective way of relieving the symptoms and restoring intestinal 

motility (15). Surgical correction does not provide long term satisfactory 

outcomes (16). 

Hirschsprung’s disease is another well characterized enteric neuropathy. It 

is characterized by either partial or total loss of enteric neurons in the gut. Areas 

of aganglionosis lack intrinsic inhibitory motor neurons and are dominated by the 

excitatory motor neurons. Aganglionated lengths are tonically contracted which 

leads to obstruction of the gut (17). The most common and effective surgery 

involves a pull-through. Although the surgery is helpful, it often causes disruption 

of the anal sphincter and loss of innervation of the rectum. Patients with pull 

through surgeries suffer from fecal incontinence (18).  

Given the limited success of surgical intervention, there is an urgent need 

for functional replacements of the GI tract. Tissue engineering and regenerative 

medicine provide a therapeutic option for diseases that affect the GI tract. The 

concept of tissue engineering is to recapitulate the architecture and function of 

the tissue using the patient’s own cells in combination with a scaffolding 

biomaterial. In the next sections of this chapter, we will discuss the different 
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sources of cells and materials used in tissue engineering. The last section will 

also discuss the recent advances in tissue engineering of different regions of the 

GI tract. 

 

Cell source in regenerating the neuro-musculature of 

the GI tract 

Cell source is an essential component in the design of bioengineering 

tissues/organs. The ability to find an appropriate cell source using minimally 

invasive surgeries has been recently the focus of research. This becomes more 

challenging when the organ is complex in its cellular composition, such as the GI 

tract. Ideally, biopsies obtained from patients are used to isolate the type of cells 

that is needed. It is critical to be able to culture the cells, expand them in vitro to 

obtain adequate number for reseeding. Depending on the tissue source and the 

type of cell needed, expansion might be problematic. Another challenge resides 

in the fact that some tissues, in their diseased state, do not provide a good 

source of cells. Finding other sources for biopsies might become an alternative 

approach. In the case of regenerating the GI tract, finding an efficient source of 

highly proliferative cells is a major limitation and is the focus of on-going 

research. Stem cells derived from different parts of the body are being 

investigated to overcome the concern of cell source. Mesenchymal stem cells 

(from different sources), induced pluripotent stem cells and organoid units are all 

examples of potential cell sources in tissue engineering (19-23).  
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Tissue-specific cells obtained from biopsies are usually considered as the 

ideal source given the fact that they have a determined physiological function. 

Tissue-specific smooth muscle cells have the contractile properties when 

cultured and used in the regeneration process. Smooth muscle cells can be 

isolated from gut segments using well established enzymatic digestion protocols. 

The cells have the potential to be expanded and passaged in vitro. A major 

concern with tissue-specific cells is their ability to maintain their phenotype after 

isolation and expansion, and following their implantation (24, 25). Muscle 

derived-stem cells have the advantage of self-renewal and multi-lineage 

differentiation where they have been shown to differentiate into myotubes as well 

as smooth muscle (26-28).  

The GI tract is known to have its own nervous system which is referred to as 

the enteric nervous system (ENS). The ENS is considered as the intrinsic 

innervation of the GI tract and it is a major player in the regulatory apparatus that 

controls the smooth muscle function. Neural stem cells derived from both the 

central nervous system and the enteric nervous system are sources for neurons 

(29). Well established protocols have been developed to isolate enteric neural 

stem cells from embryonic, fetal, post-natal and adult rodent as well as human 

gut tissue (30-36). Enteric neural stem cells reinstated the innervation of 

denervated colon (37). Enteric neural stem cells have the potential to migrate, 

proliferate and differentiate into different subtypes of motor neurons (38-41). 

Additionally, neural stem cells isolated from the central nervous system have the 
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potential to differentiate into enteric-like neurons and treat gastrointestinal 

disorders (35, 42-46). 

 

Scaffolds as support for neuro-musculature 

regeneration 

The GI tract is a hollow tubular organ that extends from the esophagus 

down to the rectum. Natural and/or synthetic biomaterials can be used to develop 

tubular scaffolds to mimic the GI tract. Biomaterials are tested for their ability to 

support cell attachment, survival, proliferation and differentiation. While designing 

scaffolds for tissue engineering applications, it is essential to characterize the 

scaffolds in terms of biocompatibility, porosity and pore sizes, mechanical 

properties and biodegradability (7, 47). Determining all these characteristics of 

scaffolds will help in modulating the interaction of the cells with the scaffold 

including cell attachment, alignment, and maintenance of phenotype. Taken all 

together, these elements are key for successful outcomes of the implant. A major 

hurdle in GI tissue engineering is the failure of the scaffold to support cell 

alignment (48). A wide spectrum of natural and synthetic biomaterials is under 

investigation for the support of GI tissue engineering. 

 

Natural materials 

The most common natural material is collagen. It is the most abundant and 

major component of the extracellular matrix. Collagen scaffolds were developed 
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as support in GI tissue engineering. Collagen was tested using smooth muscle 

cells (49-52). In addition to collagen scaffolds, collagen was used as a coating 

material to favor the regeneration process (53). Studies have already 

demonstrated the excellent biocompatibility of collagen by supporting cell 

attachment and differentiation.  Some of the weaknesses of using collagen as a 

scaffold are the low mechanical properties and its inability to support the native 

architecture of the tissue. Another common natural material is chitosan (54). 

Chitosan is widely used natural polymer in tissue engineering and it has gained 

special attention due to its biocompatibility. Chitosan has been tested in several 

applications including skin and bone tissue engineering. Our group demonstrated 

the biocompatibility of chitosan in GI applications (55). Smooth muscle cells 

derived from the gut demonstrated attachment, proliferation and maintenance of 

phenotype in vitro. Fibrin is another natural biomaterial used in GI tissue 

engineering. Circular smooth muscle tissue constructs were engineered using 

fibrin gel (56). The smooth muscle cells demonstrated concentric alignment 

similar to the orientation of circular smooth muscle cells seen in native gut. Our 

group developed hollow tubular chitosan scaffolds for intestinal tissue 

engineering applications. Characterization of the scaffolds demonstrated high 

porosity. Engineered smooth muscle tissues maintained functionality around the 

tubular chitosan scaffolds. In order to obtain a scaffold that closely mimics the 

native tissue, physical and chemical modifications have been employed. 

Unidirectional porous structures were formed on OptiMaix collagen scaffolds 

(57). The scaffolds were designed to allow unidirectional smooth muscle growth. 
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Longitudinal smooth muscle tissues were engineered  using substrate 

microtopography (58). The tissues contracted and relaxed in a similar manner to 

native longitudinal smooth muscle layer. On the other hand, decellularization 

protocols have been well documented to remove cellular component of the tissue 

while preserving the native architecture (59). The decellularized tissue is then 

reseeded with the appropriate cell types. The maintenance of architecture in the 

decellularized tissue guides the cells to orient themselves along the grooves.  

 

Synthetic materials 

Apart from natural materials, synthetic materials are potential candidates for 

GI tissue engineering applications. Synthetic materials display strong 

biocompatibility and biodegradability properties. Synthetic materials lack binding 

domains, which makes them suitable for modifications (60). Electrospun poly(L-

lactide-co-caprolactone) (PLLC) scaffolds were immobilized with fibronectin as 

an attempt to enhance cell attachment (61). Polyglycolic acid (PGA) scaffolds are 

also synthetic scaffolds that were coated with collagen to enhance the cell 

seeding process (53, 62). 

 

Tissue engineering of different parts of the GI tract: 

current concepts 

The GI tract has multiple complex functions that include transporting and 

digesting food, absorbing nutrients and excreting waste. These functions are the 
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result of coordinated interactions by the different cell types that make up the GI 

tract. Different layers of the GI tract consist of different cell types, arranged in a 

specific alignment. Smooth muscle cells are considered as the main effectors of 

motility, performing contraction and relaxation to propel luminal content. The 

outer smooth muscle layer or also known as the longitudinal smooth muscle is 

responsible for shortening the length of the intestine when contracted. The 

contraction of the inner circular smooth muscle layer is responsible for narrowing 

the lumen of the intestine. A primary regulator of the function of smooth muscle is 

the ENS which contains neurons (sensory, motor, secretory, etc.) and glia (63). 

Regulation of function is also provided by the interstitial cells of Cajal, which have 

pacemaker activity within the gut (64). Unidirectional flow of luminal content is 

ensured by sphincters along the GI tract. Intestinal epithelial cells mediate 

absorption and secretion within the gut. 

 

Post-natal diseases, damages, injuries, surgical or obstetric trauma, and age 

are causes of motility disorders. Additionally, motility can be altered due to 

congenital defects such as Hirschsprung’s disease, intestinal pseudoobstruction 

and achalasia (65). Surgical intervention does not provide a long-lasting solution. 

Tissue engineering provides an approach to regenerate different parts of the GI 

tract using a combination of cells and scaffolds (66, 67). 
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Esophagus: 

The esophagus is a muscular tubular organ that extends from the pharynx 

to the stomach. A series of peristaltic waves mediate the transport of food bolus 

into the stomach through the lower esophageal sphincter (LES). Diseases 

affecting the esophagus such as esophageal atresia and tracheoesophageal 

fistula result in esophageal stricture and gastroesophageal reflux disease 

(GERD), which lead to impaired motility (68). Esophageal cancer is one the most 

leading causes of deaths. Patients with esophageal cancer have low quality of 

life. Any engineered esophagus must take into consideration the gravitational 

characteristic and the coordinated rhythmic activity of the tissue itself.  

The basic requirements for a successful engineered esophagus include 

the following properties. First, the engineered esophagus must be a tubular 

structure with luminal patency. Second, all types of cells that make up the 

esophagus must be taken into account. The cells include epithelial cells along 

the lumen, the muscle component (striated muscle and smooth muscle). Intrinsic 

and extrinsic neural pathways are responsible for swallowing and for peristalsis. 

Third, analysis of the basement membrane of the esophagus is a pre-requisite 

for designing scaffolds in tissue engineering (69). The basement membrane 

composition of the esophagus dictates cell growth and differentiation. Defects or 

loss of function of any of the mentioned cell types will impair the process of 

motility. 

The regeneration of the esophageal tissue has been studies using 

different natural-based scaffolds. OptiMaix collagen scaffolds with unidirectional 
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porous structures were seeded with smooth muscle. This resulted in successful 

alignment of regenerated smooth muscle (57). Removal of the cells from specific 

tissues using different detergents results in a matrix that lacks cells but maintains 

the native architecture of the tissue. This process of decellularization allows the 

reseeding of the tissue with healthy functional cells. A wide range of organs were 

decellularized and tested for their potential to regenerate esophageal tissue. 

These organs include the esophagus, urinary bladder, stomach and small 

intestinal submucosa. Studies have shown that decellularized ovine esophagi 

exhibited rough surfaces with preservation of the extracellular matrix component. 

Reseeding these matrices with specific cells can be one approach to regenerate 

the esophagus (70).  

Porcine urinary bladders were also decellularized and resulted in matrices 

suitable for implantation in dog models. Results demonstrated the potential of 

using these tissues to reconstruct the esophagus. The mechanical properties of 

the regenerated tissue were similar to native esophagus. Additionally, histological 

analysis demonstrated the presence of organized layers that constitute the 

esophagus (71). Small intestine submucosa (SIS) was seeded with bone 

marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs). The seeded SIS was used 

as autologous replacement in dogs. Results have shown re-epithelization, re-

vascularization and muscle regeneration (72).  

First attempts to reconstruct the esophagus using synthetic materials have 

tested nitinol and silicon rubber. These approaches were associated with 

complications such as anastomosis and shedding problems. Further 
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modifications of the model by adding polyester connecting rings reduced the risk 

of anastomotic leakage and improved the shedding time (73). Another synthetic 

material polycaprolactone (PCL) was used as a matrix to support esophageal 

epithelial cells. PCL was coupled to type IV collagen in order to accelerate the 

regeneration process, cell spreading and cell-cell interaction. The epithelial 

phenotype of the cells was confirmed via histological analysis (60).  

Synthetic materials often require chemical modifications in order to 

enhance the performance of the cells. Epithelial cells adhesion and growth on 

electrospun poly(L-lactide-co-caprolactone) (PLLC) scaffolds was improved by 

fibronectin immobilization. Cells demonstrated morphological characteristics of 

epithelium with maintenance of function (61). Adipose-derived smooth muscle 

cells seeded onto PGA/PLGA scaffolds were implanted in rat models. Results 

have shown re-epithelialization and muscularis regeneration (74). 

Stomach 

The stomach is the site of food mixing through cycles of coordinated 

rhythmic contractile activities. The luminal content then leaves the stomach and 

goes into the small intestine through the pylorus sphincter. Several diseases alter 

gastric motility. Gastroparesis is characterized by delayed gastric emptying due 

to autonomic neuropathy (75, 76). Current solutions include gastric electrical 

stimulation (77, 78). Gastric electrical stimulation requires surgical intervention 

which is associated with infection, pain, and device relocation.  
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Gastric cancer is another cause of dysmotility. The main solution is 

surgical removal of part of the stomach. This is also associated with high rates of 

morbidities including malnutrition, anemia and weight loss. Tissue engineering 

remains a promising field to regenerate the stomach.  

Organoid units seeded onto different scaffolds have been the most 

common approach for regenerating the stomach. Composite scaffolds composed 

of polyglycolic acid (PGA), poly-L-lactic acid and collagen have been tested using 

organoid units. Following their implantation, the organoid units resulted into 

differentiated epithelium as well as muscularis layer (53). One of the drawbacks 

was the lack of muscularis architecture, which is critical for proper function. 

Gastric patch was developed by seeding organoid units onto PGA scaffolds. A 

defect in the stomach was created and then replaced with engineered patch. 

Results have shown integration of the patch with the host tissue. Regeneration of 

the epithelium as well as the muscularis layer was also demonstrated by 

immunostaining (79). Although the organoid units have resulted in successful 

regeneration of the epithelium, the architecture and function of the regenerated 

muscle remains a challenge (80).   

Small intestine: 

As the food gets processed in the stomach, it gets emptied into the small 

intestine. Nutrient absorption mainly takes place in the small intestine. The 

microvilli structures in the epithelium enhance nutrient absorption. The smooth 

muscle performs peristalsis to propel food through the intestine. Inflammation or 

cancer of the intestine requires massive truncation of regions of the intestine 
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which results in short bowel syndrome. Patients often suffer from malnutrition, 

malabsorption and motility dysfunction. Patients experience weight loss, vitamin 

deficiency and potential infections (2). The most common therapies include 

chronic parenteral nutrition and intestinal transplantation. High costs of 

transplantation, availability of donors and lifetime administration of 

immunosuppressive drugs are some of the limitations (1-3).  

A main requirement for successful regeneration of the muscularis layer of 

the intestine is the exact recapitulation of the alignment of the native smooth 

muscle. Additionally, providing the innervation using neuronal cells is essential 

for smooth muscle function. Pacemaker cells, ICCs, also provide additional 

regulation for motility. A tissue engineered intestine must take into account the 

complexity of the native tissue. 

Regeneration of the muscularis layer is a challenge in tissue engineering. 

This may be due to the fact that smooth muscle has a dynamic phenotype, 

switching between synthetic and contractile phenotype. Mesenchymal stem cells 

failed to regenerate the smooth muscle components (48). Recent studies 

reported successful differentiation of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) into 

smooth muscle sheets with peristaltic features (81). This characteristic is 

promising to tissue engineer physiologically functional intestine.  

Organoid units have also been tested in regenerating the small intestine. 

Following implantation of scaffolds seeded with organoid units, evidence of 

muscle and neuronal regeneration was observed (82, 83). The architecture of the 
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muscularis layer was also regenerated.  PGA scaffolds coated with PLLA and 

type I collagen were developed. Organoid units were seeded onto the scaffolds 

and were implanted into the omentum of mice. Organoid units generated the 

epithelium with villi structures. Regeneration of the smooth muscle layer was 

confirmed by positive stains for smooth muscle markers (84). The regenerated 

muscle lacked the native orientation. 

Attempts to reconstruct the small intestine employed decellularized 

tissues. In one study, smooth muscle cells were derived from the intestine and 

seeded onto SIS sheets. Following implantation, the implant became 

vascularized. Partial epithelialization was documented. There was a variation in 

the expression of smooth muscle markers (85). Recently, a new decellularization 

protocol was developed using rat small bowel. The study had optimized the 

protocol in terms of number of cycles of detergents needed to completely remove 

all cellular components. The advantage of using decellularized matrices is the 

preservation of both the native architecture and the mechanical properties of the 

tissue (86).  

Large intestine: 

The last part of the GI tract is the large intestine, where water absorption 

and waste excretion take place. In terms of cellular composition, the large 

intestine is considered as a continuation of the neuro-musculature layer of the 

small intestine. Several diseases can affect the large intestine and therefore 

cause dysmotility in the large intestine. Diseases include inflammation (Crohn’s 

disease) and loss/lack of innervation (Hirschsprung’s disease). This is associated 
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with either constipation or diarrhea. Engineered functional replacements must be 

available in order to restore motility.  

Well established protocols have successfully isolated organoid units 

directly from the large intestine. Organoid units were seeded onto polymer 

scaffolds. Results have shown regeneration of the musculature with a similar 

architecture to the native large intestine (83). Those studies haven’t evaluated 

peristalsis in the engineered large intestine. Another approach to regenerate the 

innervation of the large intestine involved the use of neural crest progenitor cells. 

The large intestines of rats were denervated using benzalkonium chloride (87). 

Neural progenitor cells were delivered to the site of denervation and 

differentiated into neurons and glia. Results have shown restoration of motility. 

Our group has successfully regenerated the neuro-musculature of the GI tract 

using a combination of cells and biomaterials. We developed techniques to 

engineer the circular and longitudinal smooth muscle layers with the appropriate 

alignment. We were also successful in innervating the engineered smooth 

muscle using primary isolated neural progenitor cells derived from the gut. The 

engineered circular smooth muscle constructs maintained smooth muscle 

phenotype and contractile function around tubular chitosan scaffolds. We 

developed a novel approach to neo-innervate bioengineered smooth muscle 

constructs (Figure 3:). Our approach involved the use of scaffold as support for 

the constructs. Non-innervated smooth muscle constructs and innervated smooth 

muscle constructs were bioengineered. The constructs were placed next to each 

other around tubular chitosan scaffolds as shown in the figure. The initially 
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innervated constructs maintained neural differentiation and function. Neo-

innervation of the abutting constructs around the scaffolds was demonstrated by 

immunohistochemistry and physiological functionality assays (55). Longitudinal 

smooth muscle layer was engineered using molds with longitudinal grooves (88, 

89). The influence of the extracellular matrix composition on the differentiation of 

the neural progenitor cells in the engineered longitudinal smooth muscle tissue 

was studied. Changing the composition of the extracellular matrix modulated the 

extent of differentiation of neural progenitor cells into different neuronal subtypes. 

Figure 3: Schematic for neo-innervation concept in tissue engineering: 
Intrinsically innervated, concentrically aligned, smooth muscle constructs were 
bioengineered using smooth muscle cells and enteric neural progenitor cells 
(innervated constructs). Three dimensional smooth muscle constructs were 

bioengineered using smooth muscle cells only (noninnervated constructs). The 
bioengineered constructs were placed next to each other around tubular chitosan 

scaffolds as shown in the figure. After 14 days in culture in vitro, the 
noninnervated constructs became neo-innervated as demonstrated by 

immunohistochemistry and physiological functionality assays. The intrinsically 
innervated construct maintained neuronal differentiation. 
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Fecal incontinence is caused by the degeneration or loss of function of the 

internal anal sphincter (IAS) (90). This could be due to injury or aging. The 

sphincteric nature of the IAS smooth muscle is responsible of keeping the muscle 

in a constant contracture state until stimulated to relax. Current approaches 

involve the injection of silicone material or the use of mechanical devices (91, 

92). However, these approaches fail to fully restore continence. We were 

successful in developing IAS constructs using primary isolated sphincteric 

smooth muscle and neural progenitor cells (56, 93). The engineered IAS 

constructs generated a spontaneous tone, which is a characteristic of native IAS. 

Following their implantation in situ in rodents, the engineered IAS constructs 

became neo-vascularized and maintained their myogenic and neurogenic 

phenotype and function (94, 95).  

Conclusion 

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine provide an alternative 

approach as potential therapy for disorders affecting the GI tract. Current 

treatments for dysmotility in the GI tract involve surgical intervention associated 

with high rates of complications and limited success. Ongoing research has 

demonstrated promising results in generating three-dimensional tissues using 

autologous cells. The ultimate goal of tissue engineering and regenerative 

medicine is to recapitulate the architecture and function of the native tissue. The 

GI tract is highly regulated. In a system as complex as the GI tract, it is important 

to keep in mind all the different cell types and the specific cell alignment in each 
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layer. Maintenance of cell phenotype is also critical for proper function. These 

characteristics are essential for peristalsis.  
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CHAPTER IV: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF THE 

THESIS 

 

The hypothesis of this thesis work was that tubular chitosan scaffolds will 

support the reconstruction of the neuro-musculature of the GI tract.  

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 

approach: 

Surgical management of the gut remains the gold standard treatment for 

GI diseases. Post-operative complications such as leakage [1, 2] and stricture 

have shifted the focus to an alternative treatment approach. Tissue engineering 

and regenerative medicine aim to regenerate or reconstruct tissues and organs 

with restoration of their specific functions. The paradigm is described in Figure 4. 

The cellular and architectural complexity of the GI tract is considered as one of 

the greatest challenges in the regeneration process. The most common 

engineering tools used in the field of tissue engineering and regenerative 

medicine include one or multiple cellular components, scaffolding materials and 

bioactive components. Those tools require quality testing before translation into 

humans.  
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The scaffold component: 

A wide range of biomaterials (natural and synthetic) is available for 

developing scaffolds. For GI applications, tubular hollow structures facilitate the 

regeneration process. Synthetic materials such as poly-ε-caprolactone and 

polyglycolic acid have been previously used for regeneration of the epithelium 

and the musculature [3, 4]. Natural polymers such as collagen and chitosan are 

also widely used in different tissue engineering applications. Collagen supported 

the regeneration of different cell layers however; the weak mechanical properties 

of collagen necessitated its reinforcement using synthetic materials [5, 6].  

Figure 4: Paradigm of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. 
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Chitosan has the ability to form porous structures and its mechanical 

properties are tunable [7]. Chitosan hasn’t been previously used in GI 

applications. In this thesis work, we demonstrated the biocompatibility of chitosan 

in 2 steps; using smooth muscle cells (Chapter 5) and neural progenitor cells 

(Chapter 6) in terms of phenotype and functionality. After demonstrating the 

biocompatibility of chitosan for GI applications, we moved into developing tubular 

scaffolds with enhanced mechanical properties. Tubular porous chitosan 

scaffolds were developed with aligned chitosan fibers to reinforce their 

mechanical properties when compared to tubular porous scaffolds without fibers 

(Chapter 7).  

The cellular component: 

The next step of the regeneration process is the cellular component. The 

neuro-musculature of the GI tract requires an adequate source of smooth muscle 

and neural cells. Isolation of smooth muscle cells from the GI tract has been well 

established, even though maintenance of its contractile phenotype in vitro is still 

a challenge [8]. Additionally, the GI tract is a rich source of enteric neural 

progenitor cells [9]. Those cells have shown the potential to differentiate into 

functional neurons to treat neurodegenerative diseases. Another cell source 

recently employed in regenerating the gut is gut-derived organoid units. Those 

units were seeded onto scaffolds and differentiated into a gut tissue that contains 

all cell layers [10-12]. Even though an innervated musculature is regenerated, 

assays are needed to confirm its functionality.  
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The gut has 2 smooth muscle layers (longitudinal and circular) that run in 

different directions along the tract. Circular muscle contraction induces narrowing 

of the luminal diameter whereas contraction of the longitudinal muscle shortens 

the gut. An intrinsically innervated smooth muscle layer was engineered and 

wrapped around hollow tubular chitosan scaffolds to form the innervated circular 

smooth muscle layer. The engineered tubular neuro-muscular tissues maintained 

their phenotype and function following their subcutaneous implantation in rats for 

2 weeks (Chapter 8) and 4 weeks (Chapter 9). The tissues exhibited luminal 

pressure and mechanical properties comparable to native rat intestine.  

In addition to the regeneration of the neuro-musculature of the GI tract, 

regeneration the epithelial component is also of paramount importance for 

absorption of nutrient [13, 14]. Therefore, incorporating the epithelium in the 

regeneration process is essential to achieve the translational aspect of this 

thesis. Chapter 10 of this thesis work was to study the epithelial regeneration in 

the engineered neuro-muscular tissues. The hypothesis for this aim was that 

anastomosis of the engineered tubular neuro-muscular tissue with the native 

small intestine of the rat will allow epithelial cell migration and colonization of the 

engineered tissue. Cell migration and infiltration from the native intestine into the 

anastomosed engineered tissue was evident. These studies provided preliminary 

promising results about the potential of regenerating an intestinal segment with 

the necessary cellular components for peristalsis and for absorption/secretion. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Intestinal tissue engineering is an emerging field due to a growing demand for 

intestinal lengthening and replacement procedures secondary to massive 

resections of the bowel. Here, we demonstrate the potential use of a 

chitosan/collagen scaffold as a 3D matrix to support the bioengineered circular 

muscle constructs maintain their physiological functionality. We investigated the 

biocompatibility of chitosan by growing rabbit colonic circular smooth muscle 

cells (RCSMCs) on chitosan-coated plates. The cells maintained their spindle-

like morphology and preserved their smooth muscle phenotypic markers. We 

manufactured tubular scaffolds with central openings composed of chitosan and 

collagen in a 1:1 ratio. Concentrically-aligned 3D circular muscle constructs were 

bioengineered using fibrin-based hydrogel seeded with RCSMCs. The constructs 

were placed around the scaffold for 2 weeks, after which they were taken off and 

tested for their physiological functionality. The muscle constructs contracted in 

response to Acetylcholine (Ach) and potassium chloride (KCl) and they relaxed in 

response to vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP). These results demonstrate that 

chitosan is a biomaterial possibly suitable for intestinal tissue engineering 

applications. 
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1. Introduction: 

Damaged or diseased segments of the intestinal tract require surgical 

intervention and extensive resection. This can lead to malabsorption and 

malnutrition eventually resulting in high mortality and morbidity rates in children 

and in adults [1-3].  Intestinal transplantation is a common treatment but its 

limitation resides in the high incidence of rejection, availability of donor organs 

and the size of the donor graft [4-6]. Hence, there is a clinical demand for 

generating physiologically functional intestinal replacement. The challenge in 

tissue engineering functional intestinal replacement lies in the anatomic 

complexity of this tubular organ. The intestine is composed of two layers of 

smooth muscle cells that are arranged in distinct orientations; the inner muscle 

layer consisting of concentrically oriented circular smooth muscle cells, and the 

external muscle layer consisting of parallel longitudinal smooth muscle cells. 

These two smooth muscle layers, along with their innervations, perform 

propulsive peristaltic function. 

Tissue engineering provides an approach to generate new tissues using a variety 

of biomaterials with different cells. In intestinal tissue engineering, it is essential 

to develop a physiologically functional intestinal segment that could serve as a 

replacement. To date, both synthetic and natural polymers are used to design 3-

D scaffolds to serve as temporary matrices for cell seeding until mature 

regeneration of the intestine occurs. Synthetic biomaterials used in intestinal 

tissue engineering applications include polyglycolic acid (PGA) and 

polycaprolactone (PCL).  Vacanti et. al have successfully seeded intestinal 
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organoids isolated from rat guts onto PGA scaffolds and reported recovery after 

small bowel resection in rat models [7]. Another group has reported the 

biocompatibility of PCL as an alternative biomaterial for intestinal regeneration 

[8]. These polymers demonstrate adequate mechanical properties and are easily 

reproducible. Intestinal segments have been tissue engineered using collagen 

due to its excellent biocompatibility, cell-binding affinity and biodegradability [9, 

10]. However, the mechanical properties of collagen are unsuitable for intestinal 

tissue engineering applications [11]. In vivo, collagen scaffolds display rapid 

degradation rate; therefore they do not allow enough time for tissue regeneration. 

This imposes limitations on the use of collagen alone as biomaterial in tissue 

engineering.  

Chitosan is a partially or fully deacetylated form of chitin, which is the second 

most abundant natural polymer found in the shells of shrimps, lobsters and 

crabs. It is a natural polymer that is commonly used as a biomaterial in many 

tissue engineering applications. Chitosan is a linear polysaccharide linked by 

(1→4)-β-glycosidic bonds. [12-14]. It has a degradation rate that can be 

controlled by enzymatic reactions and its biocompatibility has shown promising 

results in vivo [15-17]. The hydroxyl and amino groups of chitosan allows this 

polymer to be derivatized under mild conditions [15]. Chitosan has the ability to 

modify the mechanical properties of collagen when mixed together [18]. Little is 

known about the use of chitosan in intestinal tissue engineering applications; 

however, it is thought to be well-tolerated by the digestive system as it has been 

used as a component of dietary supplements for a number of studies [19-21]. 
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Our laboratory first reported the bioengineering of 3-D physiological model of 

rabbit internal anal sphincter (IAS) and colonic smooth muscle constructs using 

fibrin-based gels. These constructs showed cellular alignment similar to native 

tissue [22]. Yoshikawa and colleagues have implanted collagen sponges seeded 

with smooth muscle cells as a potential for intestinal regeneration [10]. The 

smooth muscle cells demonstrated an arrangement similar to the native circular 

muscle layer but functionality was not assessed. Also, the degradation time of 

the collagen sponges in vivo was very short which caused shrinkage of the graft 

sites. 

In our current study, we have developed a composite scaffold composed of 

collagen as the bioactive component combined with chitosan to provide 

mechanical stability to the scaffold. The composite scaffold was then cross linked 

with heparan sulfate using carbodiimide cross linker. We propose to use the 

composite chitosan scaffold as a support for the bioengineered constructs. We 

first investigated the biocompatibility of chitosan with intestinal smooth muscle 

cells on 2D composite chitosan membranes by evaluating cellular attachment 

and smooth muscle phenotypic markers expression. Secondly, we bioengineered 

3D smooth muscle tissue constructs and placed them around the composite 

chitosan tubular scaffold. The bioengineered muscle constructs were taken off 

the scaffold after a period of 2 weeks and their physiological functionality was 

compared to constructs that were not around the scaffold.  
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2. Materials and Methods: 

 

2.1. Reagents: 

 

All cell culture reagents including growth medium and supplements were 

purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Growth medium consisted of 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum (FBS), 1.5% antibiotic-antimycotic, and 0.6% L-glutamine. 

Differentiation medium consisted of 73% DMEM, 20% medium 199, 7% heat-

inactivated horse serum, and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic. Collagenase type II was 

from Worthington (Lakewood, NJ). 

 

Medium molecular weight chitosan (75-85% deacetylation), glycosaminoglycan 

heparan sulfate, 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC), 

acetylcholine (ACh) and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) were purchased from 

Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Sylgard [poly(dimethylsiloxane); PDMS] was from World 

Precision Instruments (Sarasota, FL). Type I collagen was purchased from BD 

Biosciences.  

 

2.2. Isolation of Rabbit Colonic Circular Smooth Muscle cells: 

 

Rabbit colonic circular smooth muscle cells (RCSMCs) were isolated as 

described previously [23]. Briefly, rabbit sigmoid colon was cleaned of fecal 
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content. The serosa, longitudinal smooth muscle and mucosa were removed. 

The circular smooth muscle was finely minced, digested twice in type II 

Collagenase (Worthington), and filtered through a 300 µm mesh to eliminate 

cellular debris. The filtrate was centrifuged at 600 g for 5 min, washed three 

times in Hank's buffered salt solution HBSS, and then plated in growth medium. 

Cells were grown to confluence before use in the experiments. 

 

2.3. Fabrication of composite chitosan membranes and scaffolds: 

 

A 2% w/v chitosan solution was prepared by dissolution in 0.2 M acetic acid. 500 

µl chitosan: type I collagen (1:1) solution was added to each well of a 12-well 

plate and the plate was left to air-dry overnight. The resulting dry membranes 

were cross linked with heparan sulfate using the carbodiimide cross linker (EDC) 

under moderate shaking at room temperature following the method used by 

Uygun et. al [24]. The membranes were neutralized with 0.2 M sodium hydroxide 

and washed several times with 1X PBS. Heparan sulfate (10mg/ml) solution was 

activated by EDC in a 1:10 ratio. The activated heparan sulfate was then applied 

to the dried chitosan. The plates were left under moderate shaking at room 

temperature overnight. This resulted in the production of composite chitosan 2D 

membranes, which were then sterilized with 70% ethanol and UV light. 

Membranes were washed several times with sterile PBS before use.  

Composite chitosan scaffolds were prepared using the freezing and lyophilizing 

method described by Madihally et. al. [15]. Briefly, the 2 w/v % chitosan solution 
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was mixed with type I collagen in a volume ratio of 1:1. The mixture was poured 

into a custom made mold. The mold consisted of a cylindrical tube with a central 

port. The inner lumen was created by inserting tubing in the center of the mold. 

The mold, containing the mixture, was frozen at -800C for 3 hours and then 

lyophilized for 24 hours. The scaffolds were neutralized in 0.2 M NaOH and 

covalently crosslinked with heparan sulfate using EDC. The scaffolds were then 

washed several times with PBS and distilled water and then placed in 70% 

ethanol until time of use. 

2.4. Microscopic Analysis: 

RCSMCs were seeded on 2D composite chitosan matrices at a density of 20,000 

cells per well. Fresh growth medium was supplied every 2 days. Microscopic 

analysis was performed on days 2 and 7 to determine whether the smooth 

muscle cells had attached to the chitosan membranes and to record their 

morphology. Cells grown on chitosan were compared to control cell cultures, 

which consisted of RCSMC grown directly on tissue culture dishes (no 

membrane).  

2.5. Immunofluorescence Analysis: 

RCSMCs were grown to confluence on microscope chamber slides and were 

supplied with growth medium. The cells were fixed, blocked and permeabilized. 

Primary antibodies directed against smooth muscle markers; α-smooth muscle 

actin (F3777; Sigma) and smooth muscle specific Caldesmon (c-4562; Sigma) 
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were used. Fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies were used to detect 

immunofluorescence using a Nikon Ti-E fluorescence microscope. 

2.6. Scanning Electron Microscopy: 

Lyophilized scaffolds were sectioned using a sharp scalpel. Cross sections were 

placed on a stub with double sticky tape and colloidal graphite and then sputter-

coated with gold prior to examination under an AMRAY 1910 Field Emission 

Scanning Electron Microscope (FEG-SEM). Porosity and average pore sizes 

were determined by scanning 3 images of the scaffold and averaging the pore 

size using Sigmascan Pro 5 software (Systat software Inc, San Jose, CA). 

2.7. Fabrication of three-dimensional tissue constructs using 

rabbit circular smooth muscle cells and placing them around 

a composite chitosan scaffold: 

The process of bioengineering three dimensional circular smooth muscle 

constructs is similar to the one previously described using internal anal sphincter 

smooth muscle cells [22]. Briefly, gels were fabricated by polymerizing 20 mg/ml 

of fibrinogen with 10 units of thrombin. RCSMC density was adjusted to 2x105 

cells/ml and 2 ml of solution was added to fibrin gels. Plates were incubated in 

growth medium overnight. The next day, the growth medium was replaced with 

differentiation medium to promote smooth muscle differentiation. These fully 

formed, 3-dimensional bioengineered rabbit circular smooth muscle (RCSM) 

tissue constructs remained stable in culture for 7 days until used for the purpose 

of the experiment. 
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At day 7, RCSM tissue constructs were completely formed. Four of the 

constructs were placed around a tubular composite chitosan scaffold and left in 

culture for an additional two weeks. The four constructs were placed 1 mm apart. 

 

2.8. Physiologic functionality measurement and testing protocol: 

The physiological functionality of the bioengineered rabbit colon tissue constructs 

was assessed in terms of real-time force generation. The force measurements of 

the constructs were conducted following the protocol previously described in 

human Internal Anal Sphincter (IAS) and implanted mouse IAS constructs [25]. 

All constructs were tested using an isometric force transducer with an attached 

vernier control (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA). The force transducer set up 

consisted of a warm tissue bath keeping the tissue samples at conditions of 37oC 

± 1oC. Noise and liquid measurements were evaluated by recording air tension 

and warm liquid force respectively. The bioengineered RCSM tissue constructs 

were taken off the scaffold at day 14 and real time force generation was 

measured on each one. RCSM constructs that were not placed around the 

scaffold were also tested as control. 

One end of the tissue sample was hooked onto the measuring arm of the 

transducer and the other end was hooked onto a fixed reference pin. Tissue 

constructs were allowed to equilibrate in the tissue bath containing fresh medium. 

All reported values of force are active tension produced as a result of the tissue. 

The tissue constructs were immersed in the fluid throughout the testing period to 
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avoid any air vibration. After establishment of baseline, the tissues were 

stretched by 10% - 15% using the micromanipulator. The same stretch was 

maintained during the testing. The stretch baseline established by the tissue 

samples was arbitrarily set to zero and the values represent change in force 

generation. Potassium chloride (KCl) was used for testing electromechanical 

coupling, Acetylcholine (Ach) for cholinergic stimulation and Vasoactive Intestinal 

Peptide (VIP) for relaxation. Before addition of any reagent, the baseline was 

established. At the end of each experiment, the tissues were washed with buffer 

and supplied with fresh basal DMEM. 

2.9. Quantification of protein: 

Rabbit colonic circular smooth muscle cells grown on tissue culture plates were 

scraped using PBS. Aliquots of 200,000 cells were lysed in 100 µl of lysis buffer 

(Radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer) by sonication. The lysates were 

centrifuged at the end of which the pellets were discarded. For protein 

quantification, 2 µl of the protein extract was removed and added to water. 

Coomassie blue dye was added to the solution and absorbance was measured 

at 490 nm. The results were plotted against a standard curve made with γ-

globulin ranging from 0 to 11.5 µg/µL. Total protein was then calculated by 

extrapolation for the volume of the lysate. All reported forces are expressed in 

terms of Newtons per gram of protein content in the bioengineered constructs. 
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2.10. Data Analysis: 

Force generation data was acquired using LabScribe2 (iWorx, Hanover, NH). 

GraphPad Prism 5.01 for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego CA; 

www.graphpad.com) was used for data analysis. Data was exported at 100 

samples/second. All values were normalized to millinewton per milligram of 

protein content in the bioengineered constructs. Second order Savitzky-Golay 

smoothing was applied to raw data. Expressed values represent mean and 

standard error of the mean. Student t-test was used to compare the means. A p-

value less than 0.05 was considered significant. 

 

3. Results: 

 

3.1. Microscopic analysis: 

The ability of composite chitosan membranes to support attachment, viability and 

growth of circular smooth muscle cells was evaluated. Rabbit circular smooth 

muscle cells were seeded on composite-chitosan-coated wells and on non-

coated wells of a 12 well plate for comparison. Growth medium was supplied 

every other day for a period of 7 days. Microscopic analysis showed good 

attachment of RCSMCs on composite chitosan membranes at day 2 (Figure 5). 

Cells on composite chitosan membranes displayed the normal spindle-like 

morphology of smooth muscle, when compared to cells on non-coated wells. The 

cells showed uniform distribution on the composite chitosan membrane. The 

smooth muscle cells maintained their spindle-like morphology at day 7 on both 
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coated and non-coated wells. Thus, chitosan did not change the normal 

morphology of the smooth muscle cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Microscope evaluation of cells: Microscopic pictures of RCSMCs on 

tissue culture plates (A, C) and composite chitosan membranes (B, D) at day 2 

(A, B) and day 7 (C, D) after cell seeding. Pictures were taken at 10X 

magnification. Cells attached on composite chitosan membranes and they 

maintained spindle-like morphology, a characteristic of smooth muscle cells. 

 

3.2. Immunofluorescence assay:  

RCMCs were cultured on cover slips coated with composite chitosan for one 

week and growth medium was applied every 48 hours. The cells were analyzed 

by immunofluorescence using antibodies to smooth muscle markers α-smooth 

muscle actin and smooth-muscle-specific heavy Caldesmon (Figure 6). All the 

cells cultured on composite chitosan membranes stained positive for both 
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markers, indicating a highly enriched population of smooth muscle cells. The 

nuclei stained positive with DAPI. 

 

Figure 6: Immunofluorescence assay: IHC on RCSMCs grown on composite 

chitosan membranes for α-smooth muscle actin (A, green color) and smooth 

muscle specific heavy Caldesmon (B, green color). Nuclei stain 4′-6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (DAPI) appears in blue. Cells stained positive for α-SMA and 

smooth muscle specific heavy Caldesmon, indicating the maintenance of smooth 

muscle contractile phenotype on composite chitosan membranes. 

 

3.3. Characterization of composite chitosan scaffolds: 

Tubular chitosan scaffolds were fabricated using the freezing and drying method 

[15]. The custom-made cylindrical molds consisted of cylindrical tubes with 

annular spaces. The mold containing the chitosan-collagen mixture was frozen 

for 3 hours at -80⁰C and then lyophilized for 24 hours. Figure 7 shows different 

tubular scaffolds fabricated with different lengths ranging from 3 cm up to 12 cm. 

The diameter of the inner lumen and the wall thickness of the mold were 

controlled during the manufacturing process by controlling the tube sizes. The 
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fabricated scaffolds had different wall thicknesses and different diameter of 

central opening. The porosity of the scaffolds was observed under low power 

using a scanning electron microscope. Pore sizes were measured from 3 

samples and averaged using Sigmascan Pro 5 software. Figure 8 shows highly 

porous scaffolds with mean pore size of 170 µm. Additionally, the pores had a 

uniform and homogenous pattern. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Composite chitosan tubular scaffolds: Different lengths ranging from 3 

cm up to 12 cm (A) and different lumen diameters and wall thicknesses (B). 
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Figure 8: Scanning Electron Microscopy of the scaffolds: A section of the 

scaffold was mounted on a stub and coated with gold using sputter coater. 

Porosity was characterized by SEM under low power. The image depicted a 

highly porous scaffold with uniform pore structure at 300X (A) and 500X (B). The 

mean pore size was found to be 170 µm. 

 

3.4. Bioengineered RCSM constructs placed around the tubular 

scaffold: 

The RCSM constructs were formed using the fibrin-based method [22]. The 

circular smooth muscle cells were seeded on a fibrin gel. The cells were 

concentrically aligned around the post at the center of the plate. The constructs 

were fully formed by day 7 in culture and they were separated from the post 

using forceps.  
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Figure 9 shows the RCSM construct with an inner diameter of 5 mm and a 

thickness of 2 mm. The tubular scaffold had the following dimensions: 2.5cm 

length, 5mm outer diameter and 3.25mm luminal diameter. The bioengineered 

RCSM tissue constructs were placed around the composite chitosan tubular 

scaffold and left in culture for 2 weeks (Figure 10). The scaffold was easy to 

handle and there was no sign of disruption or disintegration of the RCSM 

constructs while sliding them around the scaffold. They maintained their integrity 

throughout the culture period of 14 days. Precaution was taken to ensure 

complete immersion of the scaffold along with the constructs in medium. These 

bioengineered constructs did not adhere to the tubular scaffold as they were 

easily taken off the scaffold at the end of the culture period. The bioengineered 

constructs didn’t appear to change the structure of the scaffold as it maintained 

its luminal patency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Bioengineered RCSM construct: Day 7 - Three dimensional RCSM 

bioengineered construct with concentrically aligned smooth muscle cells. The 

internal lumen diameter is 5 mm and wall thickness is 2 mm. 
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Figure 10: Constructs around tubular chitosan scaffold: Four bioengineered 
constructs were mounted around the composite chitosan tubular scaffold and 
maintained in culture for 2 weeks. Tissue constructs were placed 1 mm apart. 

 

 

3.5. Physiological testing of the bioengineered constructs: 

The muscle constructs were taken off the scaffold and immersed in a tissue bath 

for force measurements using the force transducer set up. The response of the 

bioengineered constructs taken off the scaffold was compared to that of the 

control constructs (that were not around the scaffold). Pharmacologic studies 

were carried out to evaluate the maximal contractile responses observed on the 

bioengineered constructs in response to depolarization with KCl as well as in 

response to acetylcholine. Relaxation was determined in response to VIP. All 

reported force values are expressed in Newtons per gram of protein content in 

the bioengineered constructs.  
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a) Contractile Response: 

A final concentration of 60 mmol/L of KCl was added to the 4 ml tissue bath 

containing the RCSM constructs taken off the scaffold or the control RCSM 

constructs (Figure 11). The bioengineered constructs that were around the 

scaffold and the control constructs both produced an increase in force generation 

with a mean maximal contractile response of 0.48 ± 0.10 mN/mg of protein (n=3) 

and 0.48 ± 0.05 mN/mg of protein (n=4) respectively 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Physiological functionality: KCl response. Real time force generation 

was measured on the constructs taken off the scaffold at day 14 and on the 

control constructs using a force transducer. The graphs show the average force 

generated up on treatment with 60 mM potassium chloride (KCl) of an average of 

0.48 ± 0.10  mN/mg of protein (n = 3) in the constructs that were around the 

scaffold (A) and 0.48 ± 0.05 mN/mg of protein (n = 4) in the control constructs 

(B). Addition of KCl is marked by the arrow at 180 seconds. Representative 

tracings for 3D bioengineered scaffold and control constructs have been chosen. 
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Acetylcholine was added after the bioengineered constructs established 

baseline. The arrow indicates the time of treatment with Ach. Addition of 1 µM 

Acetylcholine to the RCSM constructs that were around the scaffold for 14 days 

caused a mean contractile force of 0.55 ± 0.08 mN/mg of protein (n=4). Similarly, 

treatment of the control constructs with 1 µM Acetylcholine caused a contraction 

with an average of 0.5 ± 0.17 mN/mg of protein (n=4) (Figure 12). Both groups of 

bioengineered RCSM constructs showed a sustained contraction in response to 

Ach. The bioengineered constructs that were around the scaffold preserved the 

integrity of their cellular receptors. Their maximal contractile response seen with 

KCl and Ach was similar to that observed for the corresponding responses in the 

control constructs that were not around the scaffold. 
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Figure 12: Physiological functionality: Ach response. Response in µN/µg of 

protein of the constructs that were around the scaffold (A) and control constructs 

(B) to Acetylcholine (Ach). Addition of 1µM of Ach is marked by the arrow. The 

constructs taken off the scaffold generated an average contraction of 0.55 ± 0.08 

mN/mg of protein (n = 4) and the control constructs showed an average 

contraction of 0.5 ± 0.17 mN/mg of protein (n = 4).  

 

b) Relaxation Response: 

The ability of the RCSM constructs to relax in response to 1 µM VIP was 

investigated. The observed relaxation in both the constructs that were around the 

scaffold and the control constructs was rapid. An average relaxation of -0.79 ± 

0.06 mN/mg of protein (n=3) was shown in the constructs that were around the 

scaffold following the addition of VIP. The control constructs showed an average 

relaxation of -0.89 ± 0.18 mN/mg of protein (n=4) up on treatment with VIP 

(Figure 13). There was no difference seen in relaxation in response to VIP 

between the constructs taken off the scaffold and the control constructs. 
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Figure 13: Physiological functionality: VIP response. RCSM constructs taken off 

the scaffold at day 14 (A) and control constructs (B) were tested for relaxation 

with Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide (VIP). VIP caused an average relaxation of -

0.79 ± 0.06 mN/mg (n = 3) in the constructs that were around the scaffold and an 

average of -0.89 ± 0.18 mN/mg (n = 4) in the control constructs. This graph is a 

representative figure. 

 

 

 

4. Discussion: 

Severe weight loss and malnutrition constitute a major threat to patients with 

extensive bowel resections. Patients with inflammatory bowel disease typically 

require surgical intervention. Surgical resection has shown improved conditions 

in patients but the chance of recurrence is still high [26]. Tissue engineered 

intestinal grafts are beneficial to create intestinal replacements or to lengthen the 

bowel. Smooth muscle is a crucial component of the gastrointestinal system, and 

the myoarchitecture of the intestinal wall is of paramount importance. The use of 

oriented smooth muscles to mimic the native tissue arrangement is more 

advantageous than randomly seeding smooth muscle cells onto a scaffold. In 
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dysmotility, smooth muscle layer loses its ability to function normally. Thus, in 

intestinal tissue engineering it is necessary to duplicate the structure and function 

of the muscle layers in vitro. Dunn et. al. used fibroblast growth factor 

incorporated into a scaffold seeded with smooth muscle cells in order to induce 

vascularization and to help regenerating the smooth muscle layer of the intestine, 

which is a significant challenge in intestinal tissue engineering [27]. 

Several challenges to tissue-engineer intestinal grafts reside in mimicking in vivo 

arrangement of cells and extracellular components. Research is ongoing to 

bioengineer scaffolds with aligned structure to serve the purpose of their 

application. Our group has previously bioengineered longitudinally aligned 

colonic smooth muscle constructs [28]. The specific alignment of these 

constructs is thought to be responsible for the similarity in force generation 

between the bioengineered constructs and the native tissue. Other examples 

include the use of tissue scaffolds with longitudinal grooves structures to 

enhance the alignment of vascular smooth muscle cells [29]. A biodegradable 

polymer scaffold made out of aligned nanofibers improved the adhesion, 

proliferation and alignment of vascular smooth muscle cells while maintaining 

contractile phenotype [30]. Scaffolds with longitudinally oriented structures are 

shown to be required for the reconstruction of injured peripheral axons [31]. Graft 

replacements are usually developed using scaffolds and seeding them with cells, 

but in our method, we successfully developed concentrically oriented smooth 

muscle constructs to mimic the native architecture. The alignment of the cells 

was done using fibrin-based 3D culture. The potential of placing the muscle 
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constructs around the tubular composite chitosan scaffold for 14 days with the 

ability to maintain physiological functionality in vitro is promising for intestinal 

regeneration. Our approach has the advantage of combining bioengineered 

muscle constructs aligned in an identical way to the native tissue with a 

biodegradable chitosan scaffold.  

In this study, a 2 w/v % medium molecular weight chitosan solution was used to 

prepare the scaffolds by the freeze-drying method. Scanning electron microscopy 

was employed to characterize the porosity of the scaffold. Our results revealed a 

porous scaffold with an average pore size of 170 µm. Porosity is essential in 

intestinal tissue engineering in order to facilitate vascularization. Previous 

attempts to induce vascularization and to enhance cell survival have seeded 

smooth muscle cells in bFGF-releasing collagen scaffolds [27]. To mimic the 

physiological environment, we cross linked the scaffolds with heparan sulfate 

because of the abundance of this glycosaminoglycan in the intestinal 

extracellular matrix [32]. This is the first report that assesses the biocompatibility 

of chitosan using intestinal smooth muscle. Our data indicates that chitosan was 

not toxic to these cells as they maintained their spindle-like morphology. The 

rabbit intestinal smooth muscle cells preserved their contractile phenotype and 

their smooth muscle specificity as shown by the positive expression of 

differentiation markers (α-smooth muscle actin and smooth muscle specific 

heavy Caldesmon). Moreover, the above findings show that these smooth 

muscle cells were able to contract and relax in response to contractile and 

relaxant agonists, which are functions associated with high level of differentiation.  
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In recent years, acellular collagen scaffolds or collagen scaffolds seeded with 

mesenchymal stem cells have been developed. Results have shown lack of 

smooth muscle layer regeneration which is essential for the functionality of the 

tissue-engineered intestine [9, 33]. Other approaches have used collagen 

sponges seeded with smooth muscle cells as a potential for intestinal 

regeneration [10]. The main limitation is the lack of a functional smooth muscle 

layer. In our study, the three-dimensional circular smooth muscle tissue 

constructs were bioengineered by seeding circular smooth muscle cells isolated 

from rabbit colon in a thrombin polymerized fibrinogen hydrogel. The cells were 

self-organized concentrically around the central post of the plate and formed 

three-dimensional ring-like structures. We showed that 14 days post-placing the 

muscle constructs around the composite scaffold in culture, they displayed 

characteristics of colonic physiology, including contraction and relaxation 

mediated by physiologically relevant neurotransmitters like Acetylcholine and 

Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide. We were able to slide the constructs without 

causing rupture, and this shows the flexibility of the composite chitosan scaffold. 

During the culture period, the composite chitosan scaffold did not cause damage 

to the tissue constructs as they maintained their integrity and morphology. Also, 

there was no sign of damage to the scaffold throughout the culture period as it 

retained its luminal patency.  
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Some studies have seeded collagen scaffolds with autologous smooth muscle 

cells to regenerate the intestine. The smooth muscle cells formed a circular 

smooth muscle layer similar to in vivo arrangement, but there was no evidence 

for functionality [10]. The group of Vacanti has reported the use of intestinal 

organoids derived from animal guts to seed polymer scaffolds in order to 

regenerate the intestine [7, 34]. Histological studies have shown positive staining 

for the muscularis propria and electrophysiological studies have shown similar 

parameters to the native colon tissue [34]. In our case, the force generated by 

the constructs that were around the scaffold was compared to that of the control 

ones. Force was expressed in terms of Newton per microgram of protein content 

in the constructs. The RCSM constructs taken off the scaffold displayed a 

physiologic response to KCl in a way similar to the control constructs. This shows 

the maintenance of the electromechanical coupling and integrity of the cell 

membrane of the constructs after being placed around the composite chitosan 

scaffold for 14 days. Smooth muscle receptor-mediated contraction in response 

to Ach has been previously reported [35, 36]. Both the constructs that were 

around the scaffold and the control constructs demonstrated a similar sustained 

contraction with the addition of 1 µM Ach. This indicates that the smooth muscle 

cells in the RCSM constructs maintained their receptor integrity after being 

around the composite chitosan scaffold for 14 days. Smooth muscle relaxation 

has been documented to be dependent on protein kinase PKA [37, 38]. There 

was no difference in relaxation response between the constructs taken off the 

scaffold and the control constructs, which proves again that chitosan did not 
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affect the receptors on the smooth muscle cells. Preincubation of our 

bioengineered constructs in a medium containing PKA inhibitor abolished the 

relaxation seen with VIP (data not shown), which means that the intracellular 

signaling pathway leading to relaxation was also preserved. Our constructs 

produced only a fraction of the contractile response (13%) compared to muscle 

strips from rabbit sigmoid native colon tissues (data not shown). The difference in 

response compared to native tissue was reported in previous studies using 

vascular smooth muscle cells [39, 40]. 

Alignment of smooth muscle cells is essential for muscle peristaltic function and 

therefore for the coordination of motility. To date, several scaffolds have been 

successfully seeded with smooth muscle cells and have shown to be capable of 

maintaining the smooth muscle characteristics. However, these structures lack 

the orientation of the native tissue, which is considered as the gold standard for 

treating colonic motility. Until today, no work has been done to successfully 

bioengineer concentrically oriented smooth muscle tissue constructs however our 

bioengineered constructs are expected to provide promising results in 

regenerating gut motility and functionality. Hori et. al. have used collagen 

sponges seeded with mesenchymal stem cells to reconstruct the intestine. Their 

results showed cells positively stained with α-SMA on the scaffold but there was 

no regeneration of the muscle layer [33]. Our model suggests the potential use of 

chitosan as an appealing biomaterial in the field of intestinal regeneration. 

Chitosan can easily form a porous tubular scaffold that can serve as a temporary 

support for physiologically functional smooth muscle constructs. In this study, we 
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provide evidence that RCSM constructs exhibited fundamental functional 

characteristics of intestinal tissues. In the future, it will be necessary to include 

other cell types in the bioengineering of these muscle constructs in order to gain 

higher force.  

5. Conclusion: 

Tissue engineering of the intestine imposes the challenge of regeneration the 

smooth muscle layer. This present study describes the use of chitosan as a 

biomaterial in intestinal tissue engineering applications. The use of aligned 

smooth muscle constructs is beneficial to the restoration of intestinal motility and 

propulsion of the intestinal content. The evidence of functionality of the smooth 

muscle constructs after being placed around the composite chitosan scaffold 

suggests the potential use of this biomaterial to produce a functional tissue. 

Ongoing work in our laboratory aims to create a continuous circular smooth 

muscle layer around the tubular scaffold and to characterize its physiological 

functionality and mechanical properties. Additional studies also intend to explore 

the ability of chitosan to support the regeneration of the intestine. 
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The work described in this chapter demonstrated the 

biocompatibility of chitosan using gut-derived smooth muscle 

cells as a first step for engineering the neuro-musculature of the 

GI tract. This was shown by maintenance of morphology, 

phenotype and function of smooth muscle. The next step was to 

demonstrate the biocompatibility of chitosan using neural 

progenitor cells, which will be described in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VI: NEO-INNERVATION OF A 

BIOENGINEERED INTESTINAL SMOOTH MUSCLE 

CONSTRUCT AROUND CHITOSAN SCAFFOLD  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Neuromuscular disorders of the gut result in disturbances in gastrointestinal 

transit. The objective of this study was to evaluate the neo-innervation of 

smooth muscle in an attempt to restore lost innervation. We have 

previously shown the potential use of composite chitosan scaffolds as 

support for intestinal smooth muscle constructs. However, the constructs 

lacked neuronal component. Here, we bioengineered innervated colonic 

smooth muscle constructs using rabbit colon smooth muscle and enteric 

neural progenitor cells. We also bioengineered smooth muscle only tissue 

constructs using colonic smooth muscle cells. The constructs were placed 

next to each other around tubular chitosan scaffolds and left in culture. Real 

time force generation conducted on the intrinsically innervated smooth 

muscle constructs showed differentiated functional neurons. The 

bioengineered smooth muscle only constructs became neo-innervated. The 

neo-innervation results were confirmed by immunostaining assays. 

Chitosan supported (1) the differentiation of neural progenitor cells in the 

constructs and (2) the neo-innervation of non-innervated smooth muscle 

around the same scaffold.   

 

Keywords: 
Chitosan, Neo-innervation, Enteric neural progenitor cells, Force 
generation, Smooth muscle constructs 
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1. Introduction: 

The large intestine has an extensive intrinsic innervation through the 

enteric nervous system (ENS). It displays a coordinated contraction/relaxation 

process known as peristalsis. The ENS and the smooth muscle are two major 

regulators of motility patterns in the colon [1, 2]. Neuromuscular diseases of the 

gastrointestinal tract result in dysmotility due to impaired peristalsis. 

Hirschsprung’s disease is a well-understood neuropathic disorder of the ENS 

characterized by the absence of intrinsic enteric innervation at variable lengths of 

the distal colon. Symptoms of hirschsprung’s disease include distention of the 

abdomen, megacolon and inability to defecate [3-5]. Current treatments include 

surgical removal of the defective, aganglionic section of the bowel. However, the 

outcome of these surgeries is associated with post-operative complications and 

poor long-term quality of life [6]. Hirschsprung’s disease and other diseases 

affecting the large intestine represent targets for tissue engineering and 

regenerative therapies. 

 

 Attempts to regenerate the enteric nervous system involve cell 

transplantation as a therapeutic strategy to treat neurodegenerative disorders of 

the gut. The therapeutic use of neural stem cells derived from the central nervous 

system for gastrointestinal disorders was initially evaluated [7]. Neural stem cells 

were isolated from rat central nervous system and transplanted into denervated 

rat recta [8]. Following transplantation, differentiation of the cells into neurons 

and glial cells was observed in the aganglionic rectum. A recent study aimed to 
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deliver colon-derived neural crest progenitor cells to denervated areas of the 

colon [9]. Differentiation of the neurons was observed with partial restoration of 

functionality. While these results are promising, cell transplantation therapy 

requires additional studies to optimize the survival, differentiation and source of 

the neural stem cells [10, 11]. In our study, we employ a tissue engineering 

approach where we use post-migratory adult enteric neural progenitor cells in 

combination with gut smooth muscle cells to neo-innervate bioengineered 

smooth muscle tissue construct around chitosan scaffold.   

Different scaffolds have been engineered to promote neuronal 

regeneration. Chitosan scaffolds have gained special attention in supporting 

neural stem cells survival and differentiation [12-14]. Wang et. al. studied the use 

of chitosan matrices and demonstrated their ability to promote neural stem cell 

proliferation and differentiation [15]. In recent studies, neural stem cells were 

obtained from animal brains and seeded onto chitosan scaffolds to investigate 

the ability to repair spinal cord injury. Chitosan was reported to support neural 

stem cells survival, proliferation and differentiation [16]. However, there are no 

studies reporting the use of chitosan to support the differentiation of gut-derived 

enteric neural progenitor cells in an attempt to treat neuromuscular disorders of 

the gut. 

We have previously demonstrated the potential use of chitosan based 

scaffolds to support bioengineered circular smooth muscle constructs [17]. The 

constructs mimicked the architecture of the circular smooth muscle layer of the 

intestine. However, the constructs lacked the neuronal circuitry which will be 
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required to coordinate motility. Here, we bioengineered concentrically aligned 

circular smooth muscle constructs by co-culturing gut-derived neural progenitor 

cells and intestinal smooth muscle cells. The aim of this study was to evaluate 

the ability of the enteric neural progenitor cells to differentiate into neurons 

around chitosan scaffolds and to evaluate the neo-innervation of smooth muscle 

tissues around the same scaffold.  

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Reagents 

All cell culture reagents including growth medium and supplements were 

purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Growth media for smooth muscle 

consisted of Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 

10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1.5% antibiotic-antimycotic, and 0.6% l-glutamine. 

Growth media for neural progenitor cells consisted of neurobasal, N2 supplement 

and antibiotic-antimycotic. Neural differentiation media consisted of neurobasal 

medium-A supplemented with fetal calf serum, B27 supplement and antibiotic-

antimycotic. Collagenase type II was purchased from Worthington Biochemicals 

(Lakewood, NJ). Type I rat tail collagen was purchased from BD Biosciences 

(Bedford, MA), and Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) was purchased from 

Hyclone (Logan, UT). Medium molecular weight chitosan (75–85% 

deacetylation), glycosaminoglycan heparan sulfate, 1-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC), acetylcholine (ACh), vasoactive 

intestinal peptide (VIP) and tetrodotoxin (TTX) were purchased from Sigma (St. 
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Louis, MO). Sylgard [poly(dimethylsiloxane); PDMS] was from World Precision 

Instruments (Sarasota, FL). 

 

2.2. Isolation of rabbit colonic circular smooth muscle cells and 

enteric neural progenitor cells 

Rabbit colonic circular smooth muscle cells (RCSMCs) were isolated as 

described previously from rabbit sigmoid colon [18]. Briefly, colon tissue was 

cleaned and washed in ice-cold HBSS. The serosa, longitudinal smooth muscle 

and mucosa were removed. The circular smooth muscle was finely minced, 

digested twice in type II Collagenase (Worthington), and filtered to eliminate 

cellular debris. Digested cells were washed, resuspended in growth media and 

plated on tissue culture flasks. Cells were grown to confluence before use in the 

experiments. 

Neuronal progenitor cells were isolated as described previously [19]. Briefly, a 

biopsy of rabbit jejunum was cleaned of any material using HBSS. The tissue 

was minced and digested in a collagenase/dispase mixture. The cell suspension 

was then filtered through a 40µm mesh and plated on petri dishes. 

2.3. Preparation of composite chitosan scaffolds 

Composite chitosan scaffolds were prepared as described previously [17, 

20]. Briefly, the 2 w/v % chitosan solution was mixed with type I collagen (0.1 

mg/ml) in a volume ratio of 1:1. The mixture was poured into a tubular mold with 

a central opening, frozen at −80 °C for 3 h and then lyophilized for 24 h. The 

scaffolds were neutralized in 0.2 M NaOH and covalently cross linked with 
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heparan sulfate using EDC. The scaffolds were then washed several times with 

PBS and distilled water. The scaffolds were UV sterilized and then coated with 

laminin (0.05 mg/ml) for 2 hours at room temperature. 

2.4. Bioengineering of three-dimensional rabbit colon smooth 

muscle constructs: 

Intrinsically innervated, concentrically aligned, smooth muscle constructs 

were bioengineered following the method used previously with bioengineered 

internal anal sphincters [21]. Collagen/laminin gel containing 2 x 105 rabbit neural 

progenitor cells was overlaid down on a Sylgard-coated plate with a central 

cylindrical post. A second layer of collagen gel containing 5 x 105 rabbit colon 

circular smooth muscle cells was overlaid down on top of the first layer of gel. 

After gelation, neural differentiation media was added to the plate and incubated 

at 370C. Three-dimensional circular smooth muscle constructs were 

bioengineered by laying down 5 x 105 rabbit colon circular smooth muscle cells in 

collagen gel on a Sylgard-coated plate with a central post. After gelation, the 

same neural differentiation media was added to the plate. Both bioengineered 

smooth muscle tissue constructs were placed next to each other around the 

same tubular composite chitosan scaffold.  

2.5. Microscopic evaluation of the constructs 

Five days post-placing the constructs around the scaffold, microscopic 

analysis of the junction between the two bioengineered smooth muscle 

constructs was evaluated. The scaffolds with the constructs were left in neural 

differentiation media for a period of 16 days, at the end of which, each construct 
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was taken off the scaffold. Microscopic evaluation was conducted on each 

construct. 

2.6. Measurement of physiological functionality of the constructs 

The protocol for physiologic functionality was described previously [21]. An 

isometric force transducer (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) was used to 

record real time force generated by the constructs. The constructs were kept 

incubated in a warm tissue bath keeping the tissue samples at 37 °C ± 1 °C. The 

bioengineered tissue constructs were taken off the scaffold at days 16 for force 

generation measurement. One side of the tissue constructs was looped around 

the measuring arm of the transducer and the other side was attached to a fixed 

reference pin. Tissue constructs were allowed to equilibrate in the tissue bath 

containing fresh medium. All reported values of force represent active tension 

produced as a result of the tissue. After establishment of baseline, a 10%–15% 

stretch was applied to the tissues using the micromanipulator. The stretch 

baseline established by the tissue samples was arbitrarily set to zero and the 

values represent change in force generation.  

Testing protocols were designed to determine the feasibility of neo-

innervation of the smooth muscle construct that initially lacked neural progenitor 

cells. Electromechanical coupling was tested using potassium chloride (KCl) in 

the absence and presence of calcium channel blocker nifedipine. Cholinergic 

contraction was studied using acetylcholine (Ach) in the absence and presence 

of TTX. Relaxation was evaluated by studying the effect of vasoactive intestinal 

peptide (VIP) and electrical field stimulation, in the absence and presence of 
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nerve blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX). The tissues were washed with fresh buffer 

between each experiment.  

2.7. Immunofluorescence of bioengineered constructs 

Sixteen days post placing them around the scaffolds, constructs were taken off 

and were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde and paraffin-embed. Cross sections of 6µm 

thickness were obtained using a microtome. Sections were then deparaffinized 

and rehydrated. Immunostaining analysis for smooth muscle specific Caldesmon 

(c-4562; Sigma) and neuron specific β-III tubulin (ab25770, Abcam) were 

performed on both constructs. Slides were visualized using a Nikon Ti-E 

fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan). 

2.8. Data analysis 

GraphPad Prism 5.01 for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego CA; 

www.graphpad.com) was used to analyze acquired force generation data. All 

values were expressed as means and SEM of 3-5 experiments. Second order 

Savitzky–Go  lay smoothing was applied to raw data. Student paired t-test was 

used to compare the means of forces in the absence and presence of neurotoxin 

TTX. A p-value less than 0.05 was considered significant. 

3. Results: 

3.1. Analysis of the bioengineered constructs: 

Rabbit colon circular smooth muscle cells were overlaid along with rabbit 

enteric neural progenitor cells in a collagen/laminin gel. Neural differentiation 

media was supplied to the constructs every other day. The process of the 
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bioengineering is shown in Figure 14. Figure 14 A&D show the smooth muscle 

cells and neural progenitor cells in co-culture at day 0. At day 1, the cells are 

concentrically aligning around the post in the center of the plate (Figure 14 B&E). 

At day 4, Figure 14 C&F show a fully formed bioengineered colon smooth 

muscle construct with enteric neural progenitor cells arranged towards the 

periphery of the construct. At day 4 post formation, the constructs were placed 

around the chitosan scaffold. 

Figure 14: 

Bioengineering 

innervated constructs: 

Evaluation of the 

bioengineering process 

of the innervated smooth 

muscle construct. 

Microscopic images at 

day 0 (A), day 1 (B) and 

day 4 (C) show the cells 

aligning concentrically 

around the lumen. 

Macroscopic images at 

day 0 (D), day 1 (E) and 

day 4 (F) show the 

construct fully formed 

around the central post 

by day 4. 

 

3.2. Microscopic evaluation of the bioengineered constructs 

The smooth muscle construct containing neural progenitor cells was 

placed attached to a smooth muscle construct lacking neural progenitor cells 

around the same composite chitosan scaffold (Figure 15A). The scaffold along 
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with the constructs was incubated in neural differentiation media. Day 5 post-

placing the constructs around the scaffold, microscopic evaluation of the junction 

between the 2 constructs was evaluated. Figure 15B shows elongated cellular 

processes bridging the constructs and forming a continuous network.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Constructs around scaffold: (A) Both bioengineered colonic smooth 

muscle tissue constructs were placed next to each other around the same 

chitosan based scaffold. (B) Microscopic image of the junction between the 2 

constructs showing cellular processes bridging the constructs. Construct 1 is the 

construct that initially contained enteric neural progenitor cells. Construct 2 is the 

construct that lacked enteric neural progenitor cells. 

 

At day 16, both tissue constructs were taken off the scaffold and were 

microscopically evaluated. Figure 16A shows axonal projections forming in the 

construct that initially contained neural progenitor cells. Cellular projections were 

also visualized in the smooth muscle construct that was initially lacking neural 

progenitor cells (Figure 16B). 
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Figure 16: Microscopic evaluation of the constructs: (A) Initially intrinsically 

innervated smooth muscle construct was taken off the scaffold. Microscopic 

analysis reveals differentiated neuronal projections (red arrows). (B) The neo-

innervated smooth muscle construct was taken off the scaffold. Microscopic view 

of the periphery of the construct shows cells with neural-like phenotype (red 

arrows). The luminal side of each construct is indicated. 

 

3.3. Physiologic functionality of the constructs: 

The constructs were left around the composite chitosan scaffold for a 

period of 16 days, at the end of which they were taken off. Physiological 

functionality of the constructs was evaluated using real time force generation.  
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a) Contractile response: 

To test the electromechanical coupling integrity in the smooth muscle, the 

constructs were treated with 60 mM KCl. A rapid-rising contraction was 

generated in the intrinsically innervated constructs (Figure 17A) and in the neo-

innervated constructs (Figure 17B). An average contraction of 300 ± 24 µN was 

seen in the innervated constructs and 224 ± 42 µN in the non-innervated 

constructs. In the presence of calcium channels blocker nifedipine, the same 

concentration of KCl did not induce an equivalent contraction in either constructs 

(green tracings) suggesting the presence and maintenance of calcium channels 

in these constructs. Response to KCl shows the maintenance of the integrity of 

the smooth muscle component. 

 

Figure 17: Physiological functionality: KCl response. Smooth muscle constructs 

were taken off the scaffold and physiological studies were performed. (A) 

Intrinsically innervated construct: As the baseline was established, treatment with 

60 mM KCl caused an increase in force generation. (B) Neo-innervated 

construct: The construct exhibited a robust response to KCl. Constructs 

recovered back to baseline. Addition of calcium channel blocker, Nifedipine, 

inhibited contraction of both constructs in response to KCl (green trace). 
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Cholinergic contraction was studied using acetylcholine (Ach). Treatment 

with 1 µM Ach induced immediate contractions in the intrinsically innervated 

constructs with an average contraction of 150 ± 26 µN (Figure 18A). An 

immediate rise in force generation was also seen in the neo-innervated 

constructs with an average contraction of 130 ± 24 µN (Figure 18B). Peak 

maximal contractions in the intrinsically innervated constructs were attenuated by 

50-60% in the presence of the neuronal blocker TTX (Figure 18A, red tracing). 

Similarly, TTX reduced the maximal contraction in the neo-innervated constructs 

(Figure 18B, red tracing). Constructs were able to return back to the resting 

basal force. In both constructs, contractile responses induced by the excitatory 

neurotransmitter Ach displayed a neuronal component (contraction without TTX) 

as well as a myogenic component (contraction in presence of TTX).  

Figure 18: Physiological functionality: Ach response. Cholinergic contraction was 

studied using acetylcholine (Ach). (A) Intrinsically innervated construct: 

Treatment with Ach caused a rapid and sustained contraction. Construct 

recovered back to baseline. Pre-treatment of the constructs with TTX (red trace) 

attenuated the contraction in response to Ach by 50%. The arrow indicates the 

time of treatment with Ach. (B) Neo-innervated construct: When baseline was 

established, treatment with Ach caused a rapid and sustained contraction. In the 

presence of TTX, the same dose of Ach caused a contraction reduced by 30-

40% (red trace). 
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b) Relaxation response: 

Relaxation of these constructs was first studied by treatment with VIP 

(Figure 19). Addition of 1 µM VIP induced a rapid decrease of baseline with a 

maximal relaxation averaging 175 ± 10 µN in the intrinsically innervated 

constructs and 147 ± 28 µN in the neo-innervated constructs. In the presence of 

TTX, the same concentration of VIP induced an attenuated relaxation (60% 

inhibition) in the intrinsically innervated constructs (red tracing). TTX also 

inhibited (50%) the relaxation in response to VIP in the neo-innervated constructs 

(red tracing). The responses of both constructs to VIP in the absence and 

presence of TTX indicate the involvement of myogenic and neuronal component.  

Figure 19: Physiological functionality: VIP response. Relaxation of the constructs 

was studied using vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP). (A) Intrinsically innervated 

construct: The construct exhibited a reduction in the basal force. The construct 

recovered back to baseline. In the presence of TTX, VIP caused a relaxation with 

50-60% inhibition (red trace). (B) Neo-innervated construct: When the construct 

established baseline, treatment with VIP caused a relaxation followed by 

recovery back to baseline. Pre-treatment of the construct with TTX attenuated 

the magnitude of relaxation by 50% (red trace). 
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Electric field stimulation (EFS) of the bioengineered colonic smooth 

muscle tissue constructs at 8 Hz, 0.9ms induced a rapid relaxation of the basal 

force followed by recovery back to baseline (Figure 20). An average relaxation of 

291 ± 13 µN was assessed in the intrinsically innervated constructs. 

Preincubating these constructs with TTX completely abolished the response to 

EFS indicating that the relaxation originated from the stimulation of fully 

differentiated intrinsic neurons (red tracing). Same parameters of EFS applied to 

the neo-innervated constructs caused a relaxation with an average of 125 ± 15 

µN. The relaxation was completely blocked in the presence of TTX (red tracing). 

This indicates that the relaxation was partially neuronally mediated in these 

constructs as well. 

 

Figure 20: Physiological functionality: EFS response. Relaxation studied by 

electric field stimulation (EFS). (A) Intrinsically innervated construct: When the 

construct established baseline, electric field stimulation caused a decrease in 

basal force. Construct recovered back to baseline. TTX completely abolished 

relaxation by EFS (red trace). (B) Neo-innervated construct: Treatment of the 

construct with EFS caused a relaxation. Pre-treatment of the construct with TTX 

inhibited the relaxation seen with EFS (red trace). 
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3.4. Immunofluorescence of bioengineered constructs 

Both bioengineered smooth muscle constructs were taken off the scaffold at day 

16, fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde and embedded in paraffin.  

Immunofluorescence assays demonstrated positive stain for smooth muscle 

specific Caldesmon, indicating a contractile smooth muscle phenotype in both 

constructs (Figure 21). Cross-sections of the intrinsically innervated constructs 

stained positive for the neuron-specific marker β-III tubulin confirming neuronal 

differentiation. The neo-innervation was confirmed by the positive β-III tubulin 

stain of the constructs (Figure 22). Immunofluorescence demonstrated the 

presence of functional neurons in both constructs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Smooth muscle phenotype: Bioengineered (A) intrinsically innervated 

construct and (B) neo-innervated construct showed positive stain for smooth 

muscle specific heavy Caldesmon indicating smooth muscle phenotypic 

characteristics in the constructs. 
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4. Discussion: 

The enteric neurons coordinate the activity of the smooth muscle of the 

gastrointestinal tract. This coordination is necessary for proper peristaltic patterns 

required for postprandial mixing and motility. Neuromuscular diseases of the 

large intestine are associated with loss or dysfunction of the smooth muscle as 

well as the enteric neurons resulting in gut paralysis and dysmotility. 

Regeneration of both the smooth muscle and the enteric neurons is critical to 

ensure proper motility in the colon. Here, we showed that chitosan scaffolds 

support enteric neural progenitor cells differentiation and promote neo-

innervation of bioengineered smooth muscle constructs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22:  IHC neo-innervation: (A) The intrinsically innervated construct 
stained positive for neural specific marker β-III Tubulin indicating the presence of 

differentiated neurons in the constructs. (B) The neo-innervated construct also 
stained positive for β-III Tubulin, indicating the emergence of new differentiated 

neurons. 
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Regenerative medicine approaches to repair neural tissues considered the 

use of scaffolds combined with bioactive components to provide a 

microenvironment for cell survival and differentiation [22, 23]. In this study, 

laminin is used as a coating material. Laminin is one of the ECM components 

commonly used with chitosan to enhance axonal outgrowths and neural 

regeneration [24, 25]. Additionally, chitosan scaffolds were cross linked with 

heparan sulfate. Laminin and heparan sulfate are two molecules that are 

detected in the basement membrane of the enteric ganglia [26]. Incorporation of 

laminin and heparan sulfate into the chitosan scaffolds serves to mimic the 

extracellular matrix component of the enteric nervous system and the 

surrounding smooth muscle cells. 

In intestinal tissue engineering, the proper architecture and innervation of 

the smooth muscle layers are crucial components for adequate functionality [27-

29]. The use of organoid units in combination with synthetic polymers is being 

investigated for the potential to regenerate different layers of the intestine [30, 

31]. We previously bioengineered concentrically aligned intestinal smooth muscle 

constructs to mimic the architecture of the circular smooth muscle layer of the 

intestine. We have also demonstrated that the constructs maintained 

physiological functionality around chitosan scaffolds. In this current study, we 

also incorporated a neuronal component in the bioengineered smooth muscle 

constructs to provide the necessary innervation around the chitosan scaffold.  

Contractile phenotype of smooth muscle is an indicative of fully 

differentiated cells. In a recent study, intestinal smooth muscle cells were seeded 
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onto small intestinal submucosa [32]. Following implantation, contraction of the 

cell-seeded scaffold was assessed by immunostaining assays of contractile 

proteins (alpha smooth muscle actin, smooth muscle myosin heavy chain and 

calponin). The expression of these markers was variable at different time points. 

The maturation of the smooth muscle in our study was confirmed by the positive 

stain for smooth muscle specific heavy Caldesmon. Heavy Caldesmon is 

expressed specifically in differentiated smooth muscle and is a characteristic of 

the contractile state of smooth muscle cells [33]. This demonstrated that the 

smooth muscle cells did not dedifferentiate into a synthetic state. 

Peristalsis and motility in the GI tract depend on smooth muscle activity 

which is controlled by the enteric neurons. Tissue engineering of the intestine 

attempts to restore motility by reinstating the contraction and relaxation patterns 

of the smooth muscle. Force generation studies were designed to test the 

differentiation of neurons and the neo-innervation of bioengineered smooth 

muscle. In the gut, smooth muscles are innervated by excitatory and inhibitory 

enteric neurons [34, 35]. Cholinergic contraction is mediated by the excitatory 

neurotransmitter acetylcholine, which is the principal contractile neurotransmitter 

in gastrointestinal motility [36]. Contractile activity is fundamental in propelling the 

luminal content throughout the colon. Our results indicated that TTX markedly 

reduced Ach contraction in the intrinsically innervated constructs, demonstrating 

the presence of differentiated enteric neurons that could be responsible for 

releasing Ach. The decrease in Ach contraction in the presence of TTX is 

consistent with our previous work with intrinsically innervated IAS constructs [21]. 
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Neo-innervation of the abutting construct was demonstrated by the reduction in 

Ach contraction post treatment with TTX. In the presence of TTX, treatment with 

Ach caused a contraction that is lower in magnitude compared to Ach contraction 

in the absence of TTX. This showed that contraction was mediated by both a 

myogenic and neuronal component. The maintenance of smooth muscle 

electromechanical integrity was also demonstrated in both constructs by the 

inhibition of KCl contraction in the presence of nifedipine.  

VIP is one of the neurotransmitters that contribute to inhibitory 

neurotransmission in the GI tract. It acts through VPAC1/2 receptors on the 

smooth muscle, causing the activation of adenylyl cyclase. This leads to the 

production of cAMP and activation of cAMP-dependent protein kinase A [37]. 

Both the intrinsically innervated and neo-innervated constructs relaxed rapidly in 

response to exogenous VIP, indicating the preservation of VIP receptors on the 

smooth muscle. The VIP relaxation in both constructs was shown to be TTX 

sensitive. This suggested that the response is partially mediated by VIP-ergic 

neurons that mediate inhibitory neurotransmission to the smooth muscle in both 

constructs. These results correlate well with our previous work involving TTX-

sensitive VIP relaxation in intrinsically innervated constructs [21]. Constructs 

retained their ability to recover back to baseline. 

Direct stimulation of the enteric neurons in the constructs was studied 

using EFS. EFS stimulated the release of neurotransmitters that caused 

relaxation in both, the intrinsically innervated and neo-innervated constructs. 

EFS-induced relaxation was completely abolished in the presence of TTX in both 
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constructs. These results indicated that relaxation was purely neuronally 

mediated. The parameters were previously used for direct stimulation of enteric 

neurons in colonic strips in vitro [38]. To futher confirm the presence of 

differentiated neurons, constructs were stained for the neuronal marker β-III 

tubulin. Both constructs stained positive, therefore, differentiation of enteric 

neurons and neo-innervation occured around chitosan scaffold.  

Chitosan scaffolds have shown promising results in spinal cord injury 

repair, nerve regeneration and functional recovery [16, 39-41]. Here, we provide 

a proof of concept for the ability of chitosan scaffold to support (1) differentiation 

of enteric neural progenitor cells and (2) neo-innervation of smooth muscle. Loss 

of intrinsic innervation in large segments of the GI tract could have devastating 

impact on the quality of life of patients. The goal is to bioengineer larger, 

continuously innervated, smooth muscle tube that functions as a replacement. 

This study shows that gut-derived adult enteric neural progenitor cells can be 

used as a source to innervate smooth muscle around chitosan scaffolds. Further 

studies will require evaluating the distance that the neural progenitor cells can 

cross along smooth muscle around chitosan scaffold in order to ensure adequate 

innervation. 

5. Conclusion: 

Intestinal tissue engineering aims to create functional tissue replacements. 

Peristalsis in the gut requires coordination between the smooth muscle and the 

enteric nervous system. This study showed that the use of chitosan is 

advantageous in tissue engineering GI neuromuscular segments. Chitosan 
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provides a promising material in combination with enteric neural progenitor cells. 

We show that enteric neural progenitor cells have the potential to innervate 

bioengineered smooth muscle constructs around the scaffold. We also provide 

an evidence of functionality of both the smooth muscle and the neuronal 

component of the constructs around chitosan scaffolds.  
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The work described in this chapter demonstrated the 

biocompatibility of chitosan using the neural component of the 

neuro-muscular apparatus of the GI tract. Chitosan supported 

the survival, differentiation and function of the neurons. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Massive resections of segments of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract lead to intestinal 

discontinuity. Functional tubular replacements are needed. Different scaffolds 

were designed for intestinal tissue engineering application. However, none of the 

studies have evaluated the mechanical properties of the scaffolds. We have 

previously shown the biocompatibility of chitosan as a natural material in 

intestinal tissue engineering. Our scaffolds demonstrated weak mechanical 

properties. In this study, we enhanced the mechanical strength of the scaffolds 

with the use of chitosan fibers. Chitosan fibers were circumferentially aligned 

around the tubular chitosan scaffolds either from the luminal side or from the 

outer side or both. Tensile strength, tensile strain and Young’s modulus were 

significantly increased in the scaffolds with fibers when compared with scaffolds 

without fibers. Burst pressure was also increased. The biocompatibility of the 

scaffolds was maintained as demonstrated by the adhesion of smooth muscle 

cells around the different kinds of scaffolds. The chitosan scaffolds with fibers 

provided a better candidate for intestinal tissue engineering. The novelty of this 

study was in the design of the fibers in a specific alignment and their 

incorporation within the scaffolds.  
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1. Introduction 

Diseases of the gastrointestinal tract including short bowel syndrome result 

from massive resections of the intestine [1]. Patients usually suffer from 

malabsorption and malnutrition which is associated with high mortality and 

morbidity rates [2]. One of the treatment options includes intestinal 

transplantation but it is limited by many factors such as immuno-rejection of the 

graft, shortage of donor organs, and the size of the graft to be transplanted [3,4]. 

Another option for patients is total parenteral nutrition [5]. This is associated with 

complications related to the catheter and liver diseases [6]. Therefore, 

engineered intestinal replacements offer an alternative promising solution.  

A wide range of materials exists for tissue engineering applications; natural, 

synthetic or a hybrid of the two. Previously, synthetic biomaterials polyglycolic 

acid (PGA) and polycaprolactone (PCL) were evaluated for intestinal tissue 

engineering applications [7,8]. Even though the polymers supported the 

regeneration of intestinal segments, the mechanical properties of the scaffolds 

were not evaluated. Collagen, as a natural material, was also evaluated for its 

potential in intestinal tissue engineering [9,10]. Collagen alone has weak 

mechanical properties which makes it unsuitable for intestinal tissue engineering 

applications. One of the limitations of using collagen alone as a scaffold is its fast 

degradation in vivo due to its low mechanical properties. 

Chitosan is another natural material that is widely used in different tissue 

engineering applications [11]. Chitosan is a natural material derived from chitin with 

various degrees of deacetylation. Structurally, chitosan is a linear polysaccharide of 
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2-amino-2-deoxy-β-D-glucopyranose units linked by (1→4)-β-glycosidic bonds. The 

advantage of using chitosan in tissue engineering is its biocompatibility in vivo, its 

controllable degradation rate and mechanical properties. One of the approaches to 

modulate the mechanical properties of chitosan scaffolds involves modifying the 

manufacturing process [12]. Chitosan fibers have been recently reported to 

enhance the mechanical properties of chitosan scaffolds.  

We have previously demonstrated the biocompatibility of chitosan scaffolds in 

intestinal tissue engineering [13,14]. Smooth muscle and enteric neurons 

maintained their phenotype and functionality around chitosan scaffolds. In our 

previous studies, we engineered porous tubular chitosan-collagen scaffolds using 

the freeze/dry method. The mechanical properties of the porous tubular scaffolds 

did not match those of native intestines. The scaffolds failed to maintain their 

luminal patency. The aim of this study was to engineer circumferentially-aligned 

chitosan fibers and to incorporate them into the tubular scaffolds as a way to 

enhance the mechanical properties. We demonstrated that chitosan fibers 

circumferentially embedded in the tubular scaffolds have higher Young’s Modulus 

and burst strength than tubular chitosan scaffolds without fibers. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Reagents 

Medium molecular weight chitosan (75%–85% deacetylation) was purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Type I collagen was purchased from 

BD Biosciences. 

2.2. Chitosan Fibers Preparation 

A 2% w/v chitosan solution was prepared by dissolution in 0.2 M acetic acid. 

Chitosan fibers were formed using the extrusion/gelation method as described 

previously [15]. Chitosan solution was extruded using a syringe pump through a 

catheter into a flask containing 10 wt % ammonia solution. Fibers were allowed 

to neutralize in the ammonia solution and then dried at room temperature in 

different forms as described below.  

2.3. Scaffolds Preparation 

Four different kinds of scaffolds were engineered, all having the same basic 

components (chitosan and collagen). A 2% w/v chitosan solution was prepared by 

dissolution in 0.2 M acetic acid. A 0.1 mg/mL collagen type I solution was prepared 

by dissolution in acetic acid. Tubular chitosan-collagen scaffolds were prepared 

using the freeze/dry method as described previously [14]. Briefly, the 2% w/v 

chitosan solution was mixed with 0.1 mg/mL rat tail type I collagen in a volume 

ratio of 1:1. A custom made mold was used to prepare the scaffolds. The mold 

consisted of an outer cylindrical tube of 0.7 cm diameter. An additional tube of 

0.3 cm diameter was inserted in the center of the outer tube to create the inner 

lumen of the scaffold. 
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c) Porous scaffolds 

The chitosan-collagen mixture was poured into the space between the two 

tubes of the mold. The composite was then frozen at −80 °C for 3 h and then 

lyophilized for 24 h.  

d) Scaffolds with inner fibers 

Chitosan fibers were consistently wrapped circumferentially, attached to each 

other, around the inner tube of the mold and allowed to dry at room temperature. 

Following drying, the tube was inserted into the center of the mold. The same 

chitosan-collagen mix was then poured into the space between the two tubes of 

the mold. The mold was then frozen at −80 °C for 3 h and then lyophilized for 24 

h. 

e) Scaffolds with outer fibers 

The chitosan-collagen solution was first poured into the space between the 

two tubes of the mold followed by freezing the sample at −80 °C for 3 h and then 

lyophilizing for 24 h. Following lyophilization, the prepared chitosan fibers were 

wrapped circumferentially, attached to each other, around the dried chitosan 

scaffold. The fibers were allowed to dry around the scaffold at room temperature 

in a similar manner as described above. 

f) Fiber-sandwiched scaffolds 

Fiber-sandwiched scaffolds were prepared as a combination of the two 

previously described scaffolds. Briefly, after preparing the scaffolds with inner 

fibers as described in (b), additional chitosan fibers were wrapped 
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circumferentially around the lyophilized scaffolds and allowed to dry. After drying, 

the scaffolds were analyzed. 

 

2.4. Characterization of the Fibers and Scaffolds 

The chitosan fibers and scaffolds were observed under scanning electron 

microscopy. Chitosan fibers were allowed to dry at room temperature and used 

for imaging. Different types of lyophilized scaffolds were sectioned using a sharp 

scalpel. Fibers and cross sections of scaffolds were mounted on a stub with 

double sticky tape and colloidal graphite. Samples were then sputter-coated with 

gold prior to examination under scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Model S-

2260N, Hitachi Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). 

 

2.5. Tensile Properties of the Scaffolds 

Lyophilized scaffolds were neutralized in 0.2 M NaOH and then washed with 

phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at room temperature. Scaffolds were cut into 

tubular structures of 30 mm length, 30 mm inner diameter and 0.2 mm thickness. 

Tensile properties were measured using a uniaxial load test machine (Model # 

5544, Instron Corporation, Issaquah, WA, USA) equipped with a maximum 2 kN 

load cell at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/s. Measurements of tensile strength, 

Young’s modulus and elongation at break were obtained from stress-strain 

curves. Native rat intestine was used as control. 
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2.6. Burst Pressure Strength 

The burst pressure strength of the different kinds of scaffolds was measured 

by increasing the luminal pressure inside the scaffolds until failure. The test was 

performed using a pressure transducer catheter which was inserted inside the 

scaffolds. The luminal pressure was gradually increased using a pressure 

syringe until failure of the scaffolds occurred. The pressures were then recorded. 

 

2.7. Cell Adhesion and Alignment on the Scaffolds 

Smooth muscle sheets were engineered following our previously published 

methods. Briefly, intestine-derived smooth muscle cells were isolated by 

collagenase digestion. Cells were then grown on wavy molds with longitudinal 

grooves. Following cell alignment along the grooves, a collagen gel was then 

overlaid on top of the aligned smooth muscle. A smooth muscle sheet formed 

and was lifted off the plate. The sheets were then wrapped circumferentially 

around the different tubular scaffolds and left in culture in vitro for 14 days. At the 

end of the culture period, the scaffolds were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde and 

processed. Cross sections of 6 µm thickness were stained with α-smooth muscle 

actin (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) and DAPI to evaluate maintenance of 

cell phenotype and alignment on the scaffolds. 

 

2.8. Statistical Analysis 

The differences in tensile strength, tensile strain, Young’s modulus, and burst 

strength between the different types of scaffolds and the native tissue were 
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evaluated using ANOVA. Values reported are mean ± SEM. Differences were 

considered statistically significant for p < 0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1. Characterization of the Fibers and Scaffolds 

Tubular chitosan scaffolds with luminal opening were prepared following 

the freeze/dry method. The scaffolds were 3 cm in length and 0.3 cm internal 

diameter. We developed a technique to form continuous, circumferentially-

aligned, chitosan fibers using the extrusion/gelation method. Representative 

images of the mold, the scaffolds and the fibers are shown in Figure 23. 

Representative SEM images of the fibers and the different scaffolds are 

illustrated in Figure 24: Representative SEM images of the tubular 

scaffold (A) without fibers; (B) the fibers; (C) scaffold with inner fibers; (D) 

scaffold with outer fibers; and (E) with inner and outer fibers. 

The fibers appeared to be incorporated within the scaffold, either from 

the luminal side or from the outer side of the tube. The scaffolds without 

fibers had a wall thickness of 1.7 ± 0.1 mm. 

Those scaffolds did not maintain their luminal patency in wet conditions. 

The fibers had a diameter of 100 µm (). For the scaffolds with inner fibers, 

the inner tube of the mold was used to wrap the fibers around it. The fibers 

were then allowed to dry. The chitosan-collagen solution was poured into 

the annular space of the mold, frozen, and then lyophilized. The fibers 

became incorporated within the lumen of the scaffold. 
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The fibers were uniformly aligned around the inner tube. The distance 

between the inner fibers was 0.4 mm. The engineering process was 

consistent in that the fibers were uniformly distributed within the lumen of 

the scaffolds. The wall thickness of the scaffolds with inner fibers was 1.3 

mm. For the chitosan scaffolds with outer fibers, the fibers were wrapped 

circumferentially around the scaffolds and allowed to dry. The scaffolds 

shrunk and their wall thickness was 0.4 mm. The distance between the 

outer fibers was 2.9 mm. The fiber-sandwiched scaffolds had two layers of 

circumferentially aligned fibers; one layer on the outside and one layer on the 

inside. The scaffolds also shrunk with wall thickness of 0.4 mm. Figure 25 

shows an SEM of the porosity of the different scaffolds. A non-uniform 

morphology was seen, especially in the scaffolds with outer fibers and the 

fiber-sandwiched scaffolds.  

 

Figure 23: Representative 
images of the tubular scaffolds 

(A) without fibers; (B) with 
inner fibers; (C) with outer 

fibers; and (D) with inner and 
outer fibers (fiber sandwiched 
scaffold). (E) Circumferentially 
aligned chitosan fibers were 

engineered using the 
extrusion/gelation method. (F) 

The mold for scaffolds 
consisted of an outer tube and 

an inner tube to create the 
lumen of the scaffold. 
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Figure 24: Representative SEM images of the tubular scaffold (A) 
without fibers; (B) the fibers; (C) scaffold with inner fibers; (D) scaffold 

with outer fibers; and (E) with inner and outer fibers. 
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Figure 25: Morphology of the pores: SEM of the different scaffolds 
shows the morphology of the pores. (A) scaffold without fibers; (B) 
scaffold with inner fibers; (C) scaffold with outer fibers and (D) fiber 

sandwiched scaffold. 

 

 

3.2. Mechanical Properties 

The summary of the mechanical properties of the different kinds of scaffolds is 

presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Summary of the mechanical properties of the different kinds of 
scaffolds. 

Samples 
Tensile 

Stress (MPa) 

Elongation 

at Break (%) 

Young’s 

Modulus 

(MPa) 

Burst 

Pressure 

(mmHg) 

Native intestine 0.076 ± 0.007 230 ± 13 0.122 ± 0.01 – 

Scaffolds without 

fibers 
0.013 ± 0.003 124 ± 6 

0.022 ± 

0.004 
715 ± 38 

Scaffolds with inner 

fibers 
0.065 ± 0.008 262 ± 35 

0.117 ± 

0.007 
1327 ± 75 

Scaffolds with 

outer fibers 
0.071 ± 0.01 137 ± 10 

0.101 ± 

0.019 
1276 ± 75 

Fiber sandwiched 

scaffolds 
0.243 ± 0.033 114 ± 9 

0.392 ± 

0.089 
– 

a) Tensile properties 

Tensile properties of the different scaffolds and the native intestines were 

compared (Figure 26). The tensile properties were measured using the Instron 

machine which generated the stress-strain curve of the various scaffolds and 

tissues. Tensile strength, elongation at break, and Young’s modulus were 

obtained from stress strain curves. The tensile stress of the scaffolds with inner 

or outer fibers was significantly increased when compared to the porous 

scaffolds without fibers and not significantly different from the native intestine. 

However, the tensile stress of the fiber-sandwiched scaffolds was significantly 

higher from the rest of the scaffolds and the native intestine. The tensile stress of 
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the porous chitosan scaffolds increased from 0.013 ± 0.003 MPa to 0.065 ± 

0.008 MPa (inner fibers), 0.071 ± 0.01 MPa (outer fibers) and 0.243 ± 0.033 MPa 

(fiber-sandwiched scaffolds). Elongation at break of chitosan scaffolds with inner 

fibers (262% ± 35%) was significantly increased to match that of the native 

intestine (230% ± 13%). Elongation at break for the chitosan scaffolds without 

fibers (124% ± 6%), the chitosan scaffolds with outer fibers (137% ± 10%), and 

fiber-sandwiched scaffolds (114% ± 9%) were significantly lower than the native 

intestine and the scaffolds with inner fibers. Additionally, the Young’s modulus of 

the chitosan scaffolds reinforced with inner fibers was increased to 0.117 ± 0.007 

MPa and that of chitosan scaffolds with outer fibers increased to 0.101 ± 0.019 

MPa. The values were not significantly different from the native intestine (0.122 ± 

0.01 MPa). Young’s modulus of the chitosan scaffolds without fibers (0.022 ± 

0.004 MPa) was significantly lower than that of the native intestine. Young’s 

modulus of the fiber-sandwiched scaffolds (0.392 ± 0.089 MPa) was significantly 

higher than the native intestine and all other scaffolds.  
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Figure 26:  Tensile properties of the different kinds of scaffolds 
compared to native intestine: (A) Stress-strain curve; (B) Tensile stress; 

(C) Tensile strain at break, and (D) Young’s modulus. 

 

b) Burst pressure strength 

Burst pressure strength test was performed to evaluate the maximum pressure 

that the scaffolds can withstand following increasing the luminal pressure of the 

tubular scaffolds. The pressures reported are the pressures at which the scaffolds 
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failed (Figure 27). Both chitosan scaffolds with outer (1276 ± 75 mmHg) and inner 

(1327 ± 75 mmHg) fibers demonstrated significantly increased burst pressure 

strength when compared to porous chitosan scaffolds (715 ± 38 mmHg). 

 

Figure 27: Burst pressure strength of different kinds of scaffolds. 

3.3. Cell Adhesion and Alignment on the Scaffolds 

Smooth muscle cells aligned along the grooves of the molds. Five days 

following alignment, collagen gel was overlaid on top of the smooth muscle. 

Smooth muscle sheets were formed and wrapped circumferentially around the 

different tubular scaffolds. The tissues were left in culture for 14 days. Cross 

sections were stained with α-smooth muscle actin and DAPI to evaluate cell 

attachment and alignment (Figure 28). In all kinds of scaffolds, cells were shown 
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to align circumferentially around the scaffold. Smooth muscle cells stained 

positive for α-smooth muscle actin indicating preservation of smooth muscle 

phenotype. DAPI staining showed maintenance of alignment of smooth muscle 

cells around the lumen of the tubular scaffolds. 

Figure 28: Cell alignment and phenotype around the scaffolds. 
Different kinds of scaffolds were seeded with aligned smooth muscle 
sheets. Tissues stained positive for α-smooth muscle actin, indicating 

the maintenance of smooth muscle phenotype around all scaffolds. 
DAPI staining demonstrated maintenance of alignment of the cells 

around the scaffolds. (A) Scaffolds without fibers; (B) scaffolds with 
inner fibers; (C) scaffolds with outer fibers; and (D) fiber-sandwiched 

scaffolds. Scale bars 100 µm.  
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4. Discussion 

The selection of biomaterials is an essential factor in tissue engineering 

applications. When designing scaffolds, several factors must be taken into 

account, including biocompatibility of the scaffolds, biodegradability, and their 

mechanical properties. All these factors taken together result in engineered 

tissues with the characteristics required for successful outcomes. In intestinal 

tissue engineering, hollow tubular scaffolds are needed. 

Even though the intestine is considered as a simple tubular structure, the 

complexity lies in the different types of cells that line the intestine. The 

mechanical properties of native gut tissues were previously tested. Given that 

there are different cell layers in the intestine, the contribution of each layer to the 

mechanical strength of the GI tract was an area of study. Previous reports have 

shown that the muscularis and the submucosal layers contribute the most to the 

mechanical strength of the intestinal wall [16,17]. Additionally, the physical 

properties of the luminal material of the GI tract change from liquid (small 

intestine) to solid (large intestine). In rats, the tensile strength increases from the 

proximal to the distal colon [18]. This is attributed to the increased in stress as 

the luminal content gets harder. The difference in mechanical strength of different 

segments of the gut is an essential factor when designing scaffolds for intestinal 

tissue engineering application. Another factor to take into account is the age of 

the patient. In the aging population, the connective tissue composition differs and 

the mechanical strength of the tissue decreases [19]. A successful scaffold must 

be compliant with the native tissue. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the 
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engineered intestinal segments must match those of the native tissue and must 

be specific to the site of implantation and the age of the patients.  

Previous attempts to regenerate the intestine have focused on the source of 

cells seeded onto the scaffolds. There has been little focus on the mechanical 

properties of the engineered scaffolds. Studying the mechanics of the 

gastrointestinal tract helps in developing scaffolds suitable for the application. 

Natural and synthetic materials have been investigated as potential candidates in 

intestinal tissue engineering. Synthetic scaffolds can be consistently 

reproducible; however, these scaffolds lack the biomimetic properties which are 

essential for cell-scaffold interaction. Additionally, disadvantages include 

degradability byproducts and variation in mechanical properties which can be 

limiting in certain applications [20]. The synthetic polymer polyglycolic acid (PGA) 

was used as support for isolated organoid units [7]. The scaffolds were coated 

with collagen I as a way to enhance cell attachment. 

Ploy-ε-caprolactone (PCL) was also evaluated for its biocompatibility in intestinal 

tissue engineering [8]. Even though the mechanical properties can be modulated, 

the degradation rate of PCL is slow. This raises the problem of tissue remodeling 

in vivo. Even though the synthetic scaffolds showed promising results following 

their implantation in animal models, the mechanical properties of the scaffolds 

were not studied. Confirming the mechanical strength of the scaffolds is essential 

especially when it comes to scaling up the scaffolds for translational purposes. 

On the other hand, the most common natural material collagen has been 

tested for intestinal tissue engineering application. Collagen has excellent 
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biocompatibility, however, its low mechanical properties limits its use as the sole 

composition of the scaffold. We have previously-prepared scaffolds made of 

chitosan and collagen. We demonstrated the biocompatibility of chitosan-

collagen composite scaffolds in intestinal tissue engineering [13,14]. The benefit 

of using chitosan as a component of our scaffold is its tunable mechanical 

properties, biocompatibility, controllable degradation rate and, finally, its ability to 

form porous scaffolds with different shapes. Our previous studies focused on 

engineering porous chitosan-collagen tubular scaffolds. We demonstrated that 

gut-derived smooth muscle cells and neurons maintained phenotype, 

morphology, and function when seeded onto the tubular scaffolds. However, the 

scaffolds failed to maintain their luminal patency. In this study, we investigated 

the possibility of increasing the mechanical strength of our scaffolds. We 

prepared chitosan fibers with a specific alignment. The advantage of our 

technique is the use of fibers made of the same material as the scaffold itself but 

in different physical property. Chitosan fibers have been previously used to 

enhance the mechanical properties of heart valve scaffolds [21]. In previous 

applications, small-cut fibers were randomly incorporated within the scaffolds and 

were able to improve the mechanical properties of the scaffolds. One 

disadvantage of this technique is the reproducibility of the manufacturing 

process. The randomness and the inconsistency in the amount of fibers 

incorporated within the scaffolds increase the variability of the mechanical 

properties. In our study, the fibers were consistently and uniformly prepared with 

a certain alignment. The fibers also improved the tensile properties of the tubular 
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scaffolds. The scaffolds with fibers demonstrated mechanical strength similar to 

native intestine. The burst pressure is a measure of the maximal pressure that 

the scaffold can withstand before it fails and leaks. The burst pressure in 

intestinal tissue engineering application is important to ensure that the scaffold 

does not burst or leak due to luminal pressure. Our results indicated that the 

fiber-reinforced scaffolds have burst pressure that is almost 50% more than 

porous scaffolds without fibers. 

In conclusion, we showed in this study that chitosan fibers can be developed 

with a specific and consistent pattern. We incorporated the fibers within tubular 

chitosan scaffolds. The mechanically reinforced scaffolds had higher tensile 

properties and burst pressure than scaffolds without fibers. In our case, we found 

that scaffolds with inner or outer fibers enhanced the mechanical properties of 

the tubular scaffolds to a similar extent. However, the scaffolds with outer fibers 

had decreased in wall thickness, which may be a limiting factor during surgical 

anastomosis with the native tissue and for cell infiltration during the regeneration 

process. Additionally, the fiber-sandwiched scaffolds have mechanical properties 

beyond the range of the native intestine, which make them non-suitable for our 

application. Future studies will be conducted to implant the scaffolds and 

evaluate their mechanical properties following implantation. This is important to 

ensure that the implants will maintain their integrity in vivo for long term success. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Background: There is an urgent need for gut lengthening secondary to massive 

resections of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. In this study, we propose to evaluate 

the remodeling, vascularization and functionality of a chitosan-based tubular 

neuro-muscular tissue upon subcutaneous implantation in the back of athymic 

rats. Methods: Aligned innervated smooth muscle sheets were bioengineered 

using human smooth muscle and neural progenitor cells. The innervated sheets 

were wrapped around tubular chitosan scaffolds. The engineered tubular neuro-

muscular tissue was implanted subcutaneously in the back of athymic rats. The 

implant was harvested after 14 days and assessed for morphology, 

vascularization and functionality. Results: Gross examination of the implants 

showed healthy color with no signs of inflammation. The implanted tissue 

became vascularized as demonstrated by gross and histological analysis. 

Chitosan supported the luminal patency of the tissue. The innervated muscle 

remodeled around the tubular chitosan scaffold. Smooth muscle maintained its 

circumferential alignment and contractile phenotype. Functionality of the implant 

was further characterized using real time force generation. Cholinergic response 

was demonstrated by robust contraction in response to Ach. VIP and EFS 

caused relaxation. In the presence of neurotoxin TTX, the magnitude of Ach-

induced contraction and VIP-induced relaxation was attenuated while EFS-

induced relaxation was completely abolished, indicating neuronal contribution to 

the response. Conclusion: Our results indicated the successful subcutaneous 

implantation of engineered tubular neuro-muscular tissues. The tissues became 
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vascularized and maintained their myogenic and neurogenic phenotype and 

function. This provides potential therapeutic prospects for providing implantable 

replacement GI segments for treating GI motility disorders. 
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1. Introduction: 

Short bowel syndrome (SBS) is the result of massive resections (over 

70%) of the small intestine [1]. Severity and treatment of SBS are dependent on 

the specific regions of the bowel that are resected [2]. Due to reduced absorptive 

surface area following resection of the intestine, patients usually suffer from 

dehydration, weight loss, disturbances in electrolytes and deficiencies in minerals 

and vitamins [1, 3]. Current standard treatments for SBS require extensive 

nutritional management [4]. Parenteral nutrition is usually associated with liver 

failure and catheter-related complications. Intestinal transplantation provides an 

alternative treatment, however complications including graft rejection and failure 

still exist [5]. Therefore, there is a clinical need for gut lengthening to restore 

intestinal function. Previous studies demonstrated the feasibility of re-implanting 

a mechanically-lengthened intestinal segment in pig models [6]. This resulted in 

mucosal and muscle function. Tissue engineering is another viable option to 

restore gut continuity. The goal is to duplicate the architecture and function of all 

cell types of the GI tract using a combination of cells and scaffolds. 

    

   The GI tract is a complex system with multiple cell types, organized in 

different layers. The smooth muscle is considered as the basic unit of the 

musculature of the tract. The alignment and the phenotype of gut smooth muscle 

are critical for proper function [7]. The GI tract has its own intrinsic regulatory 

apparatus which includes the enteric nervous system and the interstitial cells of 

Cajal (ICC). Smooth muscle receives and interprets signals from the regulatory 
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apparatus required for proper function [8]. Another major component of the GI 

tract includes the epithelium which is required for enzyme secretion, nutrient 

absorption and defense barrier. All these functions are dictated by specialized 

cell types. Taken together, an ideal functional gut replacement requires the 

regeneration of all of these cell types. 

     

In our previous studies, sphincteric ring structures were engineered using 

the co-culturing system of smooth muscle and neural progenitor cells [9]. Those 

ring structures became vascularized and maintained their phenotype and 

function following their implantation around the internal anal sphincter of rats [10]. 

Results presented in this work demonstrate that we can successfully develop 

tubular tissues as a first stage for future gut replacements. We engineered 

innervated human smooth muscle sheets. We also introduced a tubular chitosan 

scaffold as support for those sheets. The tubular tissues were implanted 

subcutaneously in athymic rats and evaluated for vascularization, remodeling 

and functionality. Following 14 days of subcutaneous implantation, the 

engineered tubular neuro-muscular tissues became vascularized and maintained 

their myogenic and neurogenic characteristics as demonstrated by histological 

and physiological analysis. 
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2. Materials and methods: 

2.1. Reagents: 

Cell culture reagents were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Smooth 

muscle growth medium consisted of Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium 

(DMEM), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1.5% antibiotic-antimycotic, and 0.6% l-

glutamine. Neural progenitor cell growth medium consisted of neurobasal, N2 

supplement and antibiotic–antimycotic. Neural differentiation media consisted of 

neurobasal medium-A supplemented with 2% fetal calf serum, 1X B27 

supplement and 1X antibiotic–antimycotic. Medium molecular weight chitosan 

(75–85% deacetylation), acetylcholine (ACh), vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), 

tetrodotoxin (TTX), and nNOS-blocker Nω-Nitro-L-arginine methyl ester 

hydrochloride (L-NAME) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Sylgard 

[poly (dimethylsiloxane); PDMS] was purchased from World Precision 

Instruments (Sarasota, FL). Type I collagen was purchased from BD 

Biosciences.  

 

2.2. Cell Isolation:  

Human intestinal tissues were ethically obtained from organ donors through 

Carolina Donor Services and Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center (IRB No. 

00007586). 

a) Human circular smooth muscle cells: 

A segment of 10 cm of the duodenum right below the pyloric sphincter was 

consistently obtained from all donors for cell isolation. Human smooth muscle 
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cells were isolated from human duodenum following the protocols previously 

described by our lab [11]. Briefly, human duodena were cleaned of any luminal 

content and washed extensively in ice-cold Hank's balanced salt solution. The 

circular smooth muscle layer was stripped off and separated from the mucosa 

and the longitudinal muscle layer. The circular smooth muscle was minced and 

digested twice in type II collagenase (Worthington, Lakewood, NJ) and DNAse 

(Roche, Indianapolis, IN) for one hour each. Digested cells were washed, 

resuspended in smooth muscle growth media and cultured on tissue culture 

flasks until confluent. 

b) Human enteric neural progenitor cells: 

Human enteric neural progenitor cells were isolated following previously 

published protocols [9, 10, 12]. Briefly, human intestinal tissues were extensively 

washed in ice-cold Hank’s balanced salt solution supplemented with gentamicin 

and antibiotics/antimycotics. The tissues were finely minced followed by 

additional washing. Tissues were then subjected to digestion using a mixture of 

collagenase type II, dispase, and DNAse I. Cells were then passed through 70 

µm followed by 40 µm cell strainers. Cells were recovered by centrifugation and 

cultured in non-tissue culture treated plates in neural growth medium that 

enhances cell proliferation. Cells were maintained at 37°C and 7% CO2 with 

regular media change. These cultured cells formed floating clusters known as 

neurospheres. These neurospheres stained positive for neural crest-derived cell 

marker p75 [9]. 
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2.3. Engineering tubular neuro-muscular tissue: 

Tubular chitosan scaffolds were engineered as described previously [11]. Briefly, 

chitosan solution was prepared in 0.2 M acetic acid and mixed with type I 

collagen. Chitosan/collagen mixture was poured into a custom made tubular 

mold with a central opening to create the lumen of the scaffold. The whole 

assembly was frozen at −80 °C for 3 h and then lyophilized for 24 h. The 

scaffolds were neutralized in NaOH and washed extensively with PBS and 

distilled water. 

Innervated smooth muscle sheets (2x4 cm) were bioengineered following our 

previously published method [13]. Briefly, smooth muscle cells were trypsinized 

and collected. A suspension of 500,000 smooth muscle cells was seeded onto a 

Sylgard wavy mold coated with laminin and cultured in muscle growth medium. 

Smooth muscle cells were left in culture for 5 days to allow smooth muscle cell 

alignment along the grooves of the mold. On day 5, human enteric neuronal 

progenitor cells were suspended in a collagen gel mixture, which was overlaid on 

top of the aligned smooth muscle cells. Innervated smooth muscle sheets were 

formed through the process of delamination of the smooth muscle cell layer. 

Neural differentiation media was supplied every other day to enhance neural 

differentiation. The innervated smooth muscle sheets were then wrapped around 

the tubular chitosan scaffolds and prepared for implantation. 
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2.4. Implantation of the engineered tubular neuro-muscular 

tissues: 

The engineered tubular neuro-muscular tissues were implanted subcutaneously 

in the back of female athymic rats (n=5). All surgical procedures were performed 

following the guidelines set forth by IACUC. This surgical procedure has been 

previously described [14]. Athymic rats were anesthetized under continuous 

isoflurane masking. Surgical area in the back of anesthetized rats were shaved 

and aseptically prepared. A 1 cm transverse incision was made in the upper back 

of the rat. A subcutaneous pocket was created into which the engineered tissue 

was inserted and fixed using 5-0 prolene sutures in order to locate it at the time 

of harvest. Tubular chitosan scaffolds that were not seeded with the innervated 

smooth muscle were implanted in a similar fashion and served as control. The 

rats were allowed to recover in their cages in standard fashion.  

 

2.5. Implant harvest: 

The rats were euthanized 14 days post-implantation. The site of incision was 

reopened and the tissues were located using the 5-0 prolene sutures. The neuro-

muscular tissues and the control scaffolds were dissected from the surrounding 

tissue. The harvested tissues and scaffolds were evaluated as described below. 

 

2.6. Histological and immunofluorescence evaluation of the 

implant: 

Following harvest, the tissues were fixed in formaldehyde, processed and 

paraffin embedded. Cross sections of 6 µm thickness were obtained, 
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deparaffinized and hydrated in water. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and 

Masson’s Trichrome stains were performed for morphological analysis. 

Immunofluorescence studies were designed to evaluate (i) smooth muscle 

phenotype using primary antibodies directed against α-smooth muscle actin and 

smooth muscle specific heavy-Caldesmon and (ii) differentiated neurons using β-

III tubulin.  

 

2.7. Physiological analysis of the implant: 

Cross sections of the harvested neuro-muscular tissues were tested for 

physiological functionality using a force transducer apparatus (Harvard 

Apparatus, Holliston, MA) following our previously published protocols [15]. The 

physiological functionality of the implanted neuro-muscular tissues was 

compared to forces generated by native rat intestines of same size as the 

implants. The tissues were incubated in a warm tissue bath and connected to the 

measuring arm of the transducer.  

The tests were designed to evaluate the (i) electromechanical coupling integrity 

of the smooth muscle using potassium chloride (KCl), (ii) cholinergic 

responsiveness of the smooth muscle using Acetylcholine (Ach) and (iii) 

relaxation of smooth muscle in response to vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) 

and electrical field stimulation (EFS). The tissues were washed after each 

experiment. KCl response was evaluated in the absence and presence of 

calcium channel blocker, Nifedipine. Neural contribution to cholinergic 

contraction, VIP and EFS relaxation was tested in the absence and presence of 
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neurotoxin, tetrodotoxin (TTX). EFS-induced relaxation was further characterized 

for nitrergic neurotransmitters involved in the response by pre-treating the tissues 

with nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) blocker Nω-Nitro-L-arginine methyl ester 

hydrochloride (L-NAME). 

2.8. Statistical analysis: 

Analysis of acquired force data was acquired using Powerlab and exported to 

GraphPad Prism 5.0 for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego CA; 

www.graphpad.com). Second order Savitzky–Golay smoothing was applied to 

data. Student paired t-test was used to compare the means of forces in the 

absence and presence of inhibitors. Student t-test was used to compare the 

forces generated by the implant and the native intestine. A p-value less than 0.05 

was considered significant. All values were expressed as means ± SEM (n=5). 
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3. Results: 

3.1. Implantation and harvest of the tubular neuro-muscular 

tissues: 

Innervated smooth muscle sheets were cultured in the presence of neural 

differentiation media to allow neural differentiation. The Sheets were then 

wrapped around sterile tubular chitosan scaffolds and prepared for implantation 

(Figure 29A). A 1 cm incision was made in the back of the rat (Figure 29B) and 

a pocket was created to implant the tubular neuro-muscular tissues (Figure 

29C). The implants were secured in place by sutures and the skin was closed. 

Tubular chitosan scaffolds without innervated muscle were implanted as control. 

Figure 29: Implantation of the engineered tissue: (A) Engineered tubular neuro-
muscular tissue pre-implantation. Engineered aligned smooth muscle sheet was 

wrapped around tubular chitosan scaffold to form the tubular neuro-muscular 
tissue. (B) A 1 cm incision was made in the back of nude athymic rats. (C) A 

pocket was created and the tubular neuro-muscular tissue was inserted into the 
subcutaneous tissue. 

 

All rats maintained normal activity and survival was 100%. Incision sites were 

completely healed at the time of harvest with no signs of infection. Gross 

inspection of the neuro-muscular tissues showed no signs of inflammation, 

abscess formation or necrosis (Figure 30A). The tissues appeared healthy in 

color and surrounded by blood vessels. The tubular neuro-muscular tissues were 
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3 cm in length (Figure 30B). The tissues maintained their luminal patency 

following implantation, with an internal diameter of 0.3 cm and external diameter 

of 0.5 cm (n=5) (Figure 30C). 

 

Figure 30: Harvest of the implant: (A) The tubular neuro-muscular tissue was 
harvested after 14 days of implantation. The implant was healthy and 

vascularized. (B) The tubular neuro-muscular tissue was 3 cm in length and (C) 
0.3 cm internal diameter. The tubular neuro-muscular tissue maintained luminal 

patency during the implantation period. 

 

 

3.2. Histological and immunofluorescence evaluation of the 

implant: 

a) H&E and Masson’s Trichrome: 

Harvested implants were fixed in formaldehyde, processed and paraffin 

embedded. Cross sections of 6 µm thickness were prepared. Representative 

H&E staining of the neuro-muscular tissues after implantation is shown in Figure 

31A. Stains showed preservation of circumferentially aligned smooth muscle 

layer around the lumen. Blood vessel structures were observed in the periphery 

of the implant (white arrows). H&E of scaffolds only showed lack of cellular 

alignment around the scaffold (Figure 31B). Masson’s trichrome staining 

demonstrated deposition of collagen in the tubular neuro-muscular tissues 
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(Figure 31C) when compared to scaffolds only without smooth muscle (Figure 

31D). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: H&E analysis of the implant: (A) The tubular neuro-muscular tissue 
showed maintenance of alignment of smooth muscle around the lumen with 

blood vessels (white arrows) and (B) absence of smooth muscle in the scaffold 
only (control). Masson’s trichrome analysis revealed high and more compact 

collagen around the tubular neuro-muscular tissue (C) when compared to control 
scaffold (D). 

 

b) Immunofluorescence: 

Implant sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated. Sections stained positive 

with α-smooth muscle actin (Figure 32A) and smooth muscle specific heavy 

Caldesmon (Figure 32B). This indicated that smooth muscle contractile 

phenotype was maintained during the 2 week period of implantation. DAPI 
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staining showed maintenance of concentric alignment of the smooth muscle 

around the lumen of the tubular scaffold (Figure 32C). 

Sections of the neuro-muscular tissues stained positive for βIII tubulin, indicating 

the presence of differentiated mature neurons (Figure 32D). Scaffolds that 

served as control stained negative for α-smooth muscle actin (Figure 32E) and 

showed no specific cellular alignment around the scaffold (Figure 32F). 

 

 

Figure 32: Immunofluorescence analysis of the implant: The tubular neuro-

muscular tissue showed (A) positive stain for α-smooth muscle actin and (B) 

smooth muscle specific heavy Caldesmon indicating the maintenance of smooth 

muscle contractile phenotype. (C) DAPI staining (blue) showed maintenance of 

alignment of smooth muscle around the lumen. (D) Differentiated neurons were 

demonstrated by positive stain for β-III tubulin. DAPI stain shows the location of 

the smooth muscle with respect to neurons. (E) Tubular chitosan scaffold alone 

(control) showed negative stain for α-smooth muscle actin and (F) lack of any 

cellular alignment around the lumen of the scaffold. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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3.3. Physiological studies: 

Further confirmation of functionality of the neuro-muscular tissues is critical for 

successful outcomes. Cross sections of the tissues were obtained after harvest 

for real time force generation. Cross sections of similar sizes were obtained from 

rat intestines for comparison. One end of the tissue was connected to the fixed 

pin of the organ bath while the other end was connected to the measuring arm of 

the force transducer. The tissues were allowed to establish baseline. Tissues 

were washed with fresh warm buffer after every experiment. 

a) Electromechanical coupling integrity: 

After establishing baseline, the tissues were treated with 60 mM KCl. A robust 

and rapid contraction of 470 ± 78 µN (n=5) was observed in the neuro-muscular 

tissues compared to 992 ± 170 µN in the native tissue (Figure 33). In the 

presence of calcium channel blocker, Nifedipine, the response to the same 

concentration of KCl was significantly diminished. The response of the implanted 

tissue to KCl demonstrated that smooth muscle component was maintained and 

the calcium channels were preserved. 
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Figure 33: Electromechanical coupling integrity: Electromechanical coupling 

integrity was evaluated using potassium chloride (KCl). KCl caused a rapid and 

robust sustained contraction in both the implant and the native intestine. KCl 

response in the implants was around 50% of the force generated in the native rat 

intestine. 

 

 

b) Cholinergic response: 

Smooth muscle contraction was tested using the major contractile 

neurotransmitter in the gut, Acetylcholine (Ach). As the tissues established 

baseline, 1 µM Ach induced a rapid contraction of 427 ± 39 µN in the implants 

(n=5) compared to 827 ± 103 µN generated in the native intestine (Figure 34). In 

the presence of 1 µM TTX, the same dose of Ach caused a significant decrease 

in the magnitude of contraction (215 ± 18 µN in the implants and 482 ± 48 µN in 

native intestine) (Figure 34 - red trace). This indicated that the contractile 
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response in the implants is mediated by both a myogenic and neurogenic 

component.  

 

Figure 34: Cholinergic contraction: Cholinergic contraction was evaluated by 
addition of exogenous contractile neurotransmitter Ach. Ach caused a rapid 

contraction in both the implant and the native intestine. In the presence of TTX, 
contraction was significantly attenuated (red trace), indicating both myogenic and 

neurogenic contribution to the response. TTX significantly attenuated the Ach-
induced contraction (p<0.05). Ach-induced contraction seen in the implants was 

around 50% that of the native rat intestine. 
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c) VIPergic relaxation: 

Relaxation of the tissues was studied using vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP). 

Upon addition of 1 µM VIP, tissues rapidly relaxed (Figure 35). The average 

maximal relaxation magnitude in the implants was -240 ± 12 µN (n=5) compared 

to -350 ± 31 µN in the native intestines. In the presence of TTX, the magnitude of 

relaxation was significantly attenuated to -182 ± 14 µN (n=5), indicating that VIP-

induced relaxation in the implants has myogenic and neurogenic components 

(Figure 35 – red trace). VIP-relaxation of native intestine in the presence of TTX 

was -205 ± 59 µN. 
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Figure 35: VIPergic relaxation: Relaxation was evaluated using the 
neurotransmitter VIP. Both the implanted tissue and the native intestine relaxed 

upon addition of 1µM of VIP. In the presence of TTX, the response was 
significantly reduced (red trace, p<0.05). This indicates that relaxation was 

mediated by both the smooth muscle and the neurons. The force generated by 
the implants was 30% of the force generated by the native rat intestine. 

 

 

d) Electrical Field Stimulation (EFS): 

Neuronal excitation was performed using EFS (8 Hz and 0.5 ms). Upon 

stimulating the nerves with electrical field, a rapid and robust relaxation was 

observed (Figure 36). The maximal relaxation averaged -250 ± 16 µN (n=5) in 

the implants versus -510 ± 145 µN in the native intestine. In the presence of TTX, 

the relaxation response was completely abolished (Figure 36 – red trace). This 

indicated that the relaxation was purely neuronally mediated and caused by 

neurotransmitters released from the neurons upon stimulation by electrical field. 
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In the presence of nNOS inhibitor LNAME, the EFS-induced relaxation was 

significantly reduced to -163 ± 14 µN (n=5) in the implants and to -187 ± 36 µN in 

the native intestines (green trace). This inhibition indicates the presence of 

functional nitrergic neurons. 

 

Figure 36: EFS relaxation evaluation: Relaxation was further induced using 
electrical field stimulation (EFS). The 2 bars indicate the time of applying EFS. 

The implants and the native intestine exhibited a rapid relaxation. When the 
tissues were pre-treated with TTX (red trace), relaxation was completely 

inhibited. This indicates that the response was purely neuronally mediated and 
that the neurons are functional. In the presence of nNOS blocker (L-NAME), 

EFS-induced relaxation was significantly attenuated indicating the functionality of 
nitrergic neurons (green trace, p<0.05). EFS-induced relaxation in the implants 

was 50% of that seen in the native rat intestine. 
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4. Discussion: 

The challenges and limitations of current surgical treatments have 

switched the focus to a tissue engineering approach for generating functional 

segments to lengthen the gut. The use of scaffolds in combination with cells has 

shown promising outcomes in tissue engineering. Chitosan is a natural 

biomaterial used in different tissue engineering application [16]. Recently, we 

introduced tubular chitosan scaffolds in the field of GI tissue engineering and 

evaluated its biocompatibility in vitro [11, 15]. The next step in order to move this 

study toward translational aspects was to evaluate the tubular tissues in vivo. In 

our previous studies, we implanted engineered innervated smooth muscle rings 

for sphincter replacements. In this study, we sought an approach to develop 

tubular gut tissues. We developed tubular neuro-muscular tissues by wrapping 

sheets of innervated smooth muscle around 3 cm long tubular chitosan scaffolds. 

As early as 2 weeks following subcutaneous implantation, the tubular tissues 

were vascularized, maintained luminal patency and preserved viability and 

functionality. This is essential for maintenance of survival in future long term 

implantation studies. Since the engineered tubular neuro-muscular tissue is 

human derived, nude athymic rats were used in this study in order to avoid any 

immune rejection of the implant. 

The smooth muscle is the basic effector responsible for contraction and 

relaxation [17]. Plasticity of smooth muscle and the switch between synthetic and 

contractile phenotype is an extensive area of study [7, 18, 19]. Different smooth 

muscle markers exist and their expression varies [18, 20]. At 2 weeks post-
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implantation, the engineered neuro-muscular tissue showed positive expression 

of α-smooth muscle actin. This is consistent with a previous study where α-

smooth muscle actin expression was extensive at 2 weeks [19]. The implant also 

exhibited smooth muscle specific heavy Caldesmon expression. Smooth muscle 

specific heavy Caldesmon is a smooth muscle marker of later events of 

contractility and maturation [21]. The positive stain indicates that the implanted 

neuro-muscular tissue maintained contractile phenotype for 2 weeks in vivo.  

Previous attempts to develop gut segments have used scaffolds seeded 

with organoid units isolated from different parts of the GI tract [22-25]. Massive 

bowel resection was performed in rats followed by anastomosis to tissue-

engineered small intestine [26]. The engineered intestine grew into a mature 

tissue with differentiated epithelial, muscular and neural components. Organoid 

units were shown to be successful in generating a muscularis layer, ganglionated 

plexi and a differentiated functional epithelium in small and large animal studies. 

However, the functionality of the innervated muscularis layer was not evaluated, 

which is essential for motility purposes. Additionally, early reports investigated 

the ability to regenerate the musculature of the GI tract but showed lack of proper 

smooth muscle alignment or phenotype [27-29]. In our study, we generated 

tubular neuro-muscular tissues of 3 cm in length with luminal patency. Our 

immunostaining studies demonstrated differentiated phenotype of the muscle 

and the neurons. The innervated muscle maintained proper alignment and 

displayed key aspects of GI physiology when treated with exogenous 

contractile/relaxant neurotransmitters that are normally found in the GI tract. Both 
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the myogenic and neurogenic components of the tissue proved to be preserved. 

KCl-induced contraction was reversed in the presence of calcium channel 

blocker Nifedipine, which is consistent with previous studies [30]. The inhibition of 

the Ach, VIP and EFS responses in the presence of TTX indicated that the 

responses were partially mediated by the neural component. All of these 

responses were consistent with the in vitro functionality studies [15]. The ability of 

our engineered tissues to generate force indicates that the innervated muscle 

remodeled around the scaffold and was able to respond to pharmacological 

stimuli.  

We demonstrated the successful development of a viable and functional 

tubular neuro-muscular tissue in athymic rat models. This tissue is a first step 

towards generating a gut segment that contains the epithelial component. Our 

technique is advantageous by providing a pre-aligned innervated smooth muscle 

around tubular scaffolds to regenerate the neuro-musculature of the gut. 

However, this study has some limitations that need to be considered in the 

future. The first limitation is that out engineered tissue lacks the epithelial 

component, which is crucial for complete gut function. The epithelial part is 

important for patients receiving intestinal replacement to ensure proper 

absorption and secretion balance. Our engineered hollow tubular neuro-muscular 

tissue is a first step towards developing a complete functional gut segment that 

can be used as tubular replacement for different parts of the GI tract. Further 

investigations on the regeneration of the epithelial component are currently being 

conducted in our lab. There are different approaches in the literature for the 
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regeneration of the epithelium, including the use of organoid units or isolated 

epithelial cells [31-35]. Additionally, findings from previous reports demonstrated 

the proliferation of the epithelial cells following mechanical lengthening of an 

intestinal segment after its isolation from the intestinal continuity [6]. The capacity 

of the epithelium to proliferate and grow following resection of the intestine 

provides promising insights for our study. It will be interesting in the future to 

determine the ability of the epithelium to grow and proliferate into our engineered 

tissues following anastomosis with the native intestine. The second limitation of 

our study is the site of implantation. Even though the tissues became 

vascularized in the back of the rats, it is important to test vascularization in a 

more clinically relevant area. Our previous in vivo studies using engineered IAS 

have shown the capacity of our constructs to become vascularized when 

implanted subcutaneously in the back or in situ. This current study was intended 

to provide a proof that the engineered neuro-muscular tissues survived around 

tubular chitosan scaffolds of 3 cm length. We have initiated studies in our lab 

where the tissues are implanted in the abdominal area and vascularization was 

achieved. The outcomes of this paper will allow us to extend our studies to 

further evaluate the tissue following anastomosis with the native intestine. The 

third limitation is the lower force generated by our engineered tissues compared 

to native rat intestines. A recent study reported force values generated by an 

implanted engineered intestine to be one-fourth of native intestine [36]. The 

forces generated by our engineered tissues were 50%-70% those of the native 

intestine. Even though the forces generated by our engineered tissues were 
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lower than native rat intestines, our engineered tissues displayed similar neuro-

motility characteristics of native intestine. KCl and Ach induced sustained 

contraction in both types of tissues. Also, the responses were inhibited to the 

same level in the presence of TTX and LNAME. The lower force generated in our 

case might be due to the short period of implantation (2 weeks) which did not 

allow complete maturation of the tissue. Longer implantation periods are needed 

to confirm our hypothesis. In conclusion, we provided a custom-made multi-

purpose system to engineer 3 cm tubular neuro-muscular human tissues using 

smooth muscle and neural progenitor cells obtained from the same donor. Our 

tubular tissues can be used for applications including small intestine and/or large 

intestine. The engineered tissues presented in this work are considered as a first 

successful stage of engineering the neuro-musculature of a gut. Next, we aim to 

incorporate the epithelial component in order to develop a functional gut. 
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This chapter demonstrated the survival and maintenance of function of the 

engineered human neuro-muscular tissues following their subcutaneous 

implantation in athymic rats. The engineered tissues could be used to lengthen 

the gut and to replace lost gut segments as in the case of short bowel syndrome 

or gut cancer.  
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In this chapter, the work discusses the engineering of a gut-sphincter complex 

and its subcutaneous implantation in rats for 4 weeks. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Introduction: Neuro-muscular diseases of the gut alter the normal motility 

patterns. Even though surgical intervention remains the standard treatment, 

preservation of the sphincter attached to the rest of the gut is challenging. 

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate a bioengineered gut-sphincter complex 

following its subcutaneous implantation for 4 weeks in rats. Methods: 

Engineered innervated human smooth muscle sheets and innervated human 

sphincters with a pre-defined alignment were placed around tubular scaffolds to 

create a gut-sphincter complex. The engineered complex was subcutaneously 

implanted in the abdomen of the rats for 4 weeks. Results: The implanted 

tissues were vascularized. In vivo manometry revealed luminal pressure at the 

gut and the sphincter zone. Tensile strength, elongation at break and Young’s 

modulus of the engineered complexes were similar to those of native rat 

intestine. Histological and immunofluorescence assays showed maintenance of 

smooth muscle circular alignment in the engineered tissue, maintenance of 

smooth muscle contractile phenotype and innervation of the smooth muscle. 

Electrical field stimulation induced a relaxation of the smooth muscle of both the 

sphincter and the gut parts. Relaxation was partially inhibited by nitric oxide 

inhibitor indicating nitrergic contribution to the relaxation. Conclusion: In this 

study for the first time, we successfully developed and subcutaneously implanted 

a tubular human-derived gut-sphincter complex. The sphincteric part of TGSC 

maintained the basal tone characteristic of a native sphincter. The gut part also 
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maintained its specific neuro-muscular characteristics. The results of this study 

provide a promising therapeutic approach to restore gut continuity and motility. 
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1. Introduction: 

The gut is responsible for ingestion of food, propulsion of luminal content 

and excretion of waste. These functions are conducted by the basic unit of the 

musculature of the gut, which is the smooth muscle. Function of the smooth 

muscle of the gut is highly regulated, mainly by the enteric nervous system (ENS) 

and the interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs) [1]. The smooth muscle receives 

regulatory inputs which are critical to produce a coordinated response. While the 

gut is considered a continuous tubular muscular organ (except for the stomach), 

several sphincters exist as checkpoints along the length of the gut. Those 

sphincters possess high pressure zone that regulate the propulsion of luminal 

content. 

Motility disorders result when neuro-muscular functions of the gut are 

disturbed. In certain cases of neuro-muscular diseases, sphincter integrity and 

function is also impaired. In esophageal achalasia, impairment of the enteric 

neurons at the level of the smooth muscle of the lower esophagus causes loss of 

relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES) [2, 3]. Treatments aim to 

reduce the contractility of the LES. This can be done using different 

drugs/blockers, balloon dilatation, injection of botulinum toxin or myotomy of the 

LES [4]. On the other hand, gastroparesis is characterized by delayed gastric 

emptying. This is partially attributed to the inability of the pyloric sphincter to 

relax. Common treatments include botulinum toxin injection, drugs/diet change, 

gastric electric stimulation or pyloroplasty [5, 6]. In patients with colorectal 

cancer, preservation of the sphincter following surgical resection of the tumor is 
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challenging. The formation of a stoma is a common treatment; however patients 

suffer from low quality of life (social and physical problems) [7, 8]. In other cases, 

congenital anomalies such as anorectal malformation involve the rectum along 

with the anus. Children with anorectal malformation require surgical intervention 

which consists of either surgical repair or a colostomy [9]. Fecal incontinence is a 

major complication among other physical and social morbidities resulting from 

anorectal malformation [10-13]. All of the listed treatments for neuro-muscular 

disorders are either associated with complications or provide a short-term relief 

for the patients. New long term therapeutic strategies are needed. 

Tissue engineering provides an alternative approach that has been shown 

to be promising in the field of gut bioengineering [14]. Our group has previously 

developed a technique to engineer different gut smooth muscle layers with the 

appropriate alignment [15, 16]. We have also engineered intrinsically innervated 

sphincteric tissues [17, 18]. The engineered sphincters became vascularized and 

maintained viability and functionality following their implantation in mice and rats. 

Recently, we expanded our engineering technique to develop tubular neuro-

muscular intestinal tissues [19]. The tissues maintained their cellular alignment, 

became vascularized and maintained neuro-muscular phenotype and 

functionality following their subcutaneous implantation in rats. The objective of 

this study was to engineer a human gut-sphincter complex by combining the 

engineered sphincters and engineered tubular gut tissues around tubular 

chitosan scaffolds. We subcutaneously implanted the engineered human 

segment for 4 weeks in the abdomen of rats. The tissues were vascularized, 
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exhibited both luminal pressure and baseline force, and possessed mechanical 

properties close to native intestine.  

2. Materials and methods: 

2.1. Reagents: 

Cell culture reagents were purchased from Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY, 

US) unless otherwise specified. Smooth muscle growth medium consisted of 

Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium, 10% fetal bovine serum, 1X antibiotic-

antimycotic, and 2 mM L-glutamine. Neural growth medium consisted of 

neurobasal, 1X N2 supplement, recombinant human Epidermal Growth Factor 

(EGF 20 ng/mL, Stemgent, San Diego, CA, US), recombinant basic Fibroblast 

Growth Factor (bFGF 20 ng/mL, Stemgent, CA, US), and 1X antibiotic–

antimycotic. Neural differentiation media consisted of neurobasal medium-A 

supplemented with 2% fetal bovine serum, 1X B27 supplement and 1X 

antibiotic–antimycotic. Medium molecular weight chitosan (75–85% 

deacetylation), tetrodotoxin (TTX; 1μmol/L), and neuronal nitric oxide synthase 

(nNOS)-blocker Nω-Nitro-L-arginine methyl ester hydrochloride (L-NAME; 300 

μmol/L) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Sylgard 

[poly(dimethylsiloxane); PDMS] was purchased from World Precision Instruments 

(Sarasota, FL). Type I rat tail collagen was purchased from BD Biosciences.  

 

2.2. Cell Isolation:  

Autologous healthy human intestinal and pyloric tissues were ethically obtained 

from organ donors through Carolina Donor Services and Wake Forest Baptist 
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Medical Center (IRB No. 00007586). Tissues were obtained from 3 donors of 

ages 2, 18 and 67 years old. 

a) Human intestinal circular smooth muscle cells: 

Smooth muscle cells were isolated from human duodenum following the 

protocols previously described by our lab [19]. The duodena (10 cm below the 

pyloric sphincter) were consistently obtained for cell isolation. Human duodena 

were cleaned of any luminal content and were washed extensively in ice-cold 

Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing antibiotics-antimycotics. The 

tissues were cut into smaller pieces and the circular smooth muscle was 

obtained by stripping off the mucosa and the longitudinal muscle. The circular 

smooth muscle tissue was then minced and washed extensively in HBSS. The 

muscle was then finely minced, washed extensively in HBSS and incubated in a 

digestion mix containing 1mg/ml type II collagenase (Worthington, Lakewood, 

NJ) and 30 μg/mL DNAse (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) for one hour at 37˚C with 

agitation. The digested tissue was then extensively washed in HBSS and 

subjected to a second digest for an hour. Digested cells were washed by 

centrifugation, resuspended in warm smooth muscle growth media and 

expanded in tissue culture flasks at 37˚C with 5% CO2.  

 

b) Human pyloric smooth muscle cells: 

Human pylori were dissected off for smooth muscle isolation following previously 

published protocols [20]. Pylorus tissues were cleaned of any fat and mucosa 

and extensively washed with HBSS. Tissues were then cut into smaller pieces, 
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minced and washed again with sterile HBSS. Minced tissues were digested in 

1mg/ml type II collagenase (Worthington Biochemical, Lakewood, NJ) and 

30 μg/mL DNAse (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) mix solution twice at 37˚C with 

agitation at 100rpm for one hour each digest. Cells were pelleted down with 

centrifugation at 800 g, resuspended in smooth muscle growth media and 

expanded in tissue culture flasks at 37˚C with 5% CO2. 

 

c) Human enteric neural progenitor cells: 

Human enteric neural progenitor cells were isolated from the small intestine as 

previously published [19]. Human duodenal tissues were finely minced followed 

by extensive washing in HBSS. Tissues were then digested in a mixture of 0.85 

mg/ml type II collagenase, 0.85 mg/ml dispase II, and 30 μg/mL DNAse for one 

hour. Following digestion, the tissues were recovered by centrifugation and the 

cells in the supernatant were passed through 70 µm cell strainer followed by 

extensive washing. The pelleted tissues were subjected for a second digest 

followed by centrifugation and recovery of the cells through 70 µm cell strainer. 

The recovered cells from both digests were then passed through 40 µm cell 

strainers. Following centrifugation, cells were resuspended in neural growth 

media and cultured in non-tissue culture treated plates at 37°C and 7% CO2. The 

cultured cells formed free-floating clusters referred to as neurospheres which 

have been shown to stain positive for neural crest-derived cell marker p75 [21]. 
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2.3. Preparation of tubular gut-sphincter segment: 

Tubular chitosan/collagen scaffolds were engineered using the freezing and 

lyophilizing method as described previously [22, 23]. A 2% w/v chitosan solution 

was prepared in 0.2M acetic acid. The chitosan solution was then mixed with 

type I collagen in a 1:1 ratio. The mix was then poured into a custom-made 3 cm 

long tubular mold with a diameter of 0.7 cm. The lumen of the scaffold was 

created by inserting an inner tubing of 0.3 cm diameter in the center of the main 

tubular mold. This created a scaffold with length of 3 cm and internal diameter of 

0.3 cm. The mixture in the molds was frozen at -80ºC for 3 hours followed by 

lyophilization overnight. The scaffolds were then neutralized in 0.2 M NaOH and 

washed extensively with PBS and distilled water. The scaffolds were sterilized in 

70% ethanol and then washed extensively with sterile 1X PBS before cell 

seeding. 

Innervated aligned smooth muscle sheets were engineered as previously 

described [19, 24]. Briefly, smooth muscle cells were seeded onto laminin coated 

wavy molds made of Sylgard with longitudinal grooves and allowed to align. Five 

days following smooth muscle alignment, neural progenitor cells were collected 

and suspended in a mixture of 10% FBS, 1X DMEM, 1X antibiotic–antimycotic, 

10 μg/mL mouse laminin and 0.4 mg/mL type I rat tail collagen. The resuspended 

neural progenitor cells were laid on top of the aligned smooth muscle. Neural 

differentiation media was supplemented every other day for 10 days.  

Human innervated pyloric smooth muscle sphincters were engineered using our 

previously described technique [25]. A suspension of 200,000 enteric neural 
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progenitor cells was suspended in a gel mix similar to the one described above. 

The mixture was pipetted on a Sylgard-coated plate that had a central cylindrical 

post and allowed to gel for about 20 minutes at 37ͦC. Pyloric smooth muscle cells 

were trypsinized and 500,000 cells were obtained. The cells were resuspended 

in a similar gel mixture as described earlier. The mixture was then pipetted on top 

of the first neural layer. Following gelation, differentiation media was 

supplemented every other day for 10 days.  

The formed engineered human innervated smooth muscle sheets were 

circumferentially wrapped around the tubular scaffolds as described previously to 

mimic the circular muscle layer [19]. The inner tubing of the mold was left inside 

the lumen of the tissue to retain its lumen and prevent the opposing walls from 

collapsing. The ends of the tissues were left open. The gut-sphincter complex 

was left in culture for 2 days until the time of implantation. 

 

2.4. Implantation of the engineered tubular gut-sphincter 

complex: 

Athymic rats (n=6) were used as recipients of the tubular human gut-sphincter 

complexes.  Surgical procedures described in this work were performed following 

the guidelines set forth by IACUC. Rats were anesthetized by continuous 

isoflurane masking throughout the surgery. The surgical area was shaved and 

aseptically prepared. A midline skin incision of up to 5 cm was made in the 

abdominal wall. The engineered tubular gut-sphincter complex was implanted 

lateral and parallel to the midline followed. The tissue was then stabilized using 

5-0 prolene sutures to mark the tissue at the time of harvest. The rats were 
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allowed to recover in their cages in standard fashion and were given the 

appropriate analgesics.  

 

2.5. In vivo intraluminal pressure measurement: 

Four weeks following implantation, the rats were brought back to the procedure 

room. The rats were anesthetized by continuous isoflurane masking. The surgical 

site was re-accessed. The implants were located by the prolene sutures. An air-

charged catheter with 4 consecutive circumferential sensors (7 mm spacing 

between the sensors) was used to measure in vivo the luminal pressure of the 

tubular implants. The catheter was inserted into the tubular implant entering from 

the gut part until the first sensor of the catheter reached the sphincteric area. The 

remaining 3 sensors were measuring pressure at the gut part of the tubular 

implant. Luminal pressure was recorded using InSIGHT Acquisition (version 

5.2.4, Sandhill scientific Inc, Highland Ranch, CO, USA, www.sandhillsci.com). 

The recorded pressures were analyzed using BioVIEW system (version 5.6.3.0 

Sandhill scientific Inc, Highland Ranch, CO, USA, www.sandhillsci.com). 

Following pressure readings, the rats were euthanized. The implants were 

dissected from the surrounding tissue. The harvested implants were further 

evaluated. 
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2.6. Mechanical properties of the implants: 

a) Tensile properties: 

Immediately after harvest, the implants were tested for their tensile properties 

using a uniaxial load test machine (Instron model # 5544, Issaquah, WA, USA). 

Tubular specimens were obtained and hooked onto the machine equipped with a 

2kN load cell. Tensile strength, elongation at break and Young’s modulus were 

obtained. Rat native intestines with intact cell layers served as control. 

 

b) Burst pressure strength:  

A pressure transducer catheter with an inflatable balloon was used to measure 

the burst strength pressure of the implants. The catheter was inserted into the 

lumen of the tissues and the luminal pressure was increased until failure 

occurred. The pressure was slowly increased until failure occurred and the 

pressures were recorded. Rat duodena were used as control. 

2.7. Histological and immunofluorescence evaluation of the 

implant: 

Immediately after harvest, sections of the sphincter and the gut tissues were 

fixed in formaldehyde, processed and paraffin embedded. Sections were 

deparaffinized and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for morphological 

analysis. Phenotype of smooth muscle and differentiated neurons were analyzed 

by incubating the sections in primary antibodies directed against smoothelin and 

β-III tubulin, respectively. Neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) and choline 

acetyltransferase (ChAT) antibodies were used to confirm the presence of 
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inhibitory and excitatory motor neurons, respectively. Vascularization was 

confirmed by immunostaining of the sections with von Willebrand (vWF) factor. 

Appropriate fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies were used. 

 

2.8. Physiological analysis of the implant: 

Circular strips of the harvested sphincters and gut tissues were also immediately 

obtained after euthanasia of the rats, and evaluated for physiological 

functionality. A force transducer apparatus (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) 

was used to measure real time force generation. The tissues were hooked to a 

stationary fixed pin from one side and to the measuring arm of the force 

transducer from the other side. The tissues were kept in a warm tissue bath 

throughout the experiments. Establishment of basal tone by the sphincters, 

electromechanical coupling integrity of the smooth muscle of both the sphincters 

and the gut tissues, and the functionality of the differentiated neurons were 

evaluated as described before [19, 25].  

Electromechanical coupling integrity was evaluated in the presence of 60mM 

potassium chloride (KCl). Functionality of neurons was evaluated using electrical 

field stimulation (EFS) in the absence and presence of neurotoxin, tetrodotoxin 

(TTX) and nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) blocker Nω-Nitro-L-arginine methyl ester 

hydrochloride (L-NAME). 
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2.9. Statistical analysis: 

The difference in tensile strength, elongation at break and Young’s modulus 

between the implants and the native rat intestines was evaluated by Student’s t-

test. Analysis of acquired force data was conducted using Powerlab and 

exported to GraphPad Prism 5.0 for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego 

CA; www.graphpad.com). Second order Savitzky–Golay smoothing was applied 

to data. Student paired t-test was used to compare the means of forces in the 

absence and presence of inhibitors. All values were expressed as means ± SEM. 

A p-value less than 0.05 was considered significant. 

 

3. Results: 

3.1. Harvest of the implant: 

Gut-sphincter complex were engineered by combining innervated human smooth 

muscle sheets and engineered innervated human pyloric sphincters around 

tubular chitosan scaffolds (Figure 37). The engineered innervated human 

smooth muscle sheets were wrapped circumferentially around the tubular 

scaffolds to form the circular muscle layer. The sheets constituted the gut part of 

the gut-sphincter complex. The engineered sphincters of the complex were 

placed at one end of the scaffolds. The bioengineered human tissues were 

implanted subcutaneously in the abdomen of athymic rats for 4 weeks. At the 

end of 4 weeks implantation, the engineered gut became integrated with the 

engineered sphincter and formed a single continuous functional unit. The 

implants showed healthy pink color upon harvest. The implants were 3 cm in 

length and 0.5 cm diameter. The luminal patency of the implants was maintained 
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for 4 weeks post-implantation. There were no signs of inflammation, infection or 

tissue necrosis. Neovascularization was visually demonstrated by the presence 

of blood vessels around the implants. The ends of the tubular tissues were 

refreshed and the inner tubing was taken out. 

 

 

Figure 37: Harvest of the gut-sphincter complex after 4 weeks of implantation. 
(A) The complex pre-implantation, 3 cm in length, shows a gut part and a 

sphincter part (white arrow). (B) After 4 weeks of subcutaneous implantation in 
the abdominal wall shows vascularization of the complex. (C) The complex 

maintained its luminal patency (0.3 cm internal diameter). 

 

3.2. In vivo intraluminal pressure: 

The rats were anesthetized by continuous isoflurane masking. The implants were 

re-accessed. The catheter with circumferential sensors was calibrated before any 

measurement. The pressure reading was set to zero prior to insertion of the 

catheter into the lumen of the implant. The catheter was inserted into the lumen 

of the implant by increment of 1 sensor at a time until all sensors were inserted 
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(Figure 38). Pressures started increasing as the catheter was inserted into the 

tissue. Pressure reading from each sensor was reflected on a separate channel. 

The catheter was inserted from the gut side of the implant (opposite end of the 

sphincter). Pressure reading of the sphincter is shown on the top graph. The 

other 3 lower channels were measuring the gut part of the complex. The mean 

luminal pressure (of all sensors) of the gut zone was (21 ± 2 mmHg). The mean 

pressure recorded at the sphincter zone was (52 ± 3 mmHg). The basal tone of 

the sphincter increased gradually to reach the highest zone. After that, the 

pressures were stable over time. The luminal patency was further confirmed by 

completely inserting the catheter through the length of the implant without 

obstruction.  
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Figure 38: In vivo intraluminal pressure measurement. The rats were 
anesthetized and the complex was accessed. A catheter with 4 circumferential 

sensors was inserted into the complex to measure luminal pressure. The 
catheter was connected to Sandhill equipment that records the pressures (as 

shown in the diagram). Mean gut luminal pressure was 21 ± 2 mmHg while the 
sphincteric pressure was 52 ± 3 mmHg. 

 

 

3.3. Mechanical properties of the implants 

a) Tensile properties: 

Uniaxial tensile properties of the implants were compared to those of native rat 

intestine. The tensile strength was significantly different between the implants 

and the native rat intestine (Figure 39). The tensile strength of the native rat 
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intestine was 0.054 ± 0.005 MPa whereas the average tensile strength of the 

implants was 0.043 ± 0.007 MPa (n = 4, p = 0.12). Elongation at break and 

Young’s modulus of the implants were lower than those of the native rat intestine, 

however, they were not significantly different (n = 4, p = 0.1 and p = 0.37 

respectively). Elongation at break and Young’s modulus were 230 ± 13 % and 

0.12 ± 0.01 MPa, respectively for the native rat intestine. The implant’s 

elongation at break and Young’s modulus averaged 171 ± 30 % and 0.1 ± 0.01 

MPa, respectively.  

b) Burst pressure strength: 

A pressure transducer catheter with an inflatable balloon was inserted inside the 

lumen of the tubular implants. Pressure was increased gradually until failure of 

the implant. The pressure at failure was recorded as the burst pressure strength. 

The mean burst pressure strength of the implants was 1396 ± 60 mmHg 

compared to 1655 ± 56 mmHg in rat duodena (p = 0.06). 

 

3.4. Histology and immunofluorescence: 

 

a) H&E: 

Paraffin cross sections of the harvested engineered sphincters and gut tissues of 

6 µm thickness were prepared. Representative H&E staining of both the 

engineered sphincters and gut tissues after implantation is shown in Figure 40. 

The engineered innervated smooth muscle sheets were wrapped 

circumferentially around the tubular scaffolds to form circular muscle layer. The 
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smooth muscle of the engineered sphincters was also circumferentially aligned. 

H&E stains showed maintenance of smooth muscle alignment around the lumen 

of the tubular tissues for both the gut segment and the sphincter. H&E shows 

dense aligned smooth muscle. 

 

Figure 39: Mechanical properties of the implanted complex. The tensile 
properties of the complex were lower than those of the native rat intestine; 
however they were not significantly different. (A) The tensile strength of the 

complex was 0.043 ± 0.007 MPa compared to 0.054 ± 0.005 MPa for the native 
rat intestine. (B) Elongation at break of the implant was 171 ± 30 % compared to 

230 ± 13 % for the native rat intestine. (C) Young’s modulus of the implanted 
complex was 0.1 ± 0.01 MPa compared to 0.12 ± 0.01 MPa for the native rat 

intestine. (D) Burst pressure strength of the implant was 1396 ± 60 mmHg while 
that of rat duodena was 1655 ± 56 mmHg (p = 0.06). 
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b) Immunofluorescence: 

Figure 41 shows immunofluorescence evaluation of the implants. Sections of 

both the engineered sphincters and the engineered gut segments stained 

positive for the smooth muscle specific marker smoothelin. This indicated that 

smooth muscle contractile phenotype of both the engineered sphincter and the 

gut segment was maintained over a period of 4 weeks post-implantation. 

Engineered tissues also stained positive for pan-neuronal marker, βIII-tubulin, 

indicating the presence of differentiated neurons in the engineered complex 4 

weeks post-implantation. Additional positive staining for neural nitric oxide 

synthase (nNOS) and choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) indicate the presence of 

inhibitory and excitatory motor neurons in the implanted complex. Positive stain 

for vWF confirmed the vascularization of the implants. 

 

Figure 40: Histological evaluation of the implants. Representative images of H&E 
for the (A) sphincter and (B) gut parts of the complex show maintenance of the 
circular alignment of the smooth muscle around the lumen of the tubular graft. 
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Figure 41: Immunofluorescence of the implants. Smooth muscle of (A) the 
sphincter and (B) the gut parts of the complex maintained their contractile 

phenotype as shown by positive stain for smoothelin after 4 weeks of 
implantation. (C) Innervation of the complex was demonstrated by positive stain 

with βIII tubulin, indicating that the neural progenitor cells differentiated into 
neurons. (D) The presence of excitatory motor neurons was demonstrated by 

positive stain with ChAT. (E) Inhibitory motor neurons stained positive with 
nNOS. (F) Vascularization was demonstrated by positive stain with von 

Willebrand factor. 

 

3.5. Physiological studies: 

Circular strips of implanted engineered sphincter and gut segments were hooked 

to a force transducer measuring arm and allowed to establish baseline (Figure 

42). The engineered sphincters exhibited the spontaneous ability to generate 

basal tone that averaged 382 ± 79 µN. Electromechanical coupling integrity of 

both the sphincters and the gut segments was demonstrated by the robust 

contraction of the tissues after the addition of KCl. Sphincters demonstrated a 

contraction of 427 ± 42 µN above the basal tone while the gut tissues exhibited a 

mean peak contraction of 434 ± 17 µN. 
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Functionality of neurons in the segment was evaluated by electrical field 

stimulation (8 Hz and 0.5 ms). Smooth muscle of both the implanted engineered 

sphincters and the gut segments relaxed following excitation of the nerves 

(Figure 43). Relaxation of the implanted sphincters averaged -294 ± 26 µN 

below the basal tone and the maximal relaxation averaged -355 ± 8 µN in the gut 

segment. The tissues were then washed with fresh warm buffer and pre-treated 

with TTX. Upon excitation of the nerves, relaxation was completely abolished in 

both the sphincters and the gut segments. This indicated that the relaxation of 

the smooth muscle observed following EFS without TTX was due to excitation of 

neurons only. This also indicates that the neural progenitor cells within the 

complexes differentiated into functional neurons. Further characterization of the 

relaxation response was studied in the presence of nNOS inhibitor LNAME. The 

tissues were pre-treated with LNAME followed by EFS. Relaxation was 

significantly reduced to -140 ± 6 µN in the sphincters (gold trace) and -223 ± 29 

in the gut segments (gold trace). This inhibition indicates that EFS-induced 

relaxation of the smooth muscle was partially mediated by functional nitrergic 

neurons. 

 

4. Discussion: 

Surgical intervention (resection of the diseased segment of the gut 

followed by anastomosis or creation of a permanent stoma) remains the gold 

standard treatment for GI disorders at least for the short term. However, long 

term patient satisfaction needs to be achieved. Depending on the location of the 
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resection, loss of gut segments can be accompanied with loss of sphincteric 

integrity and function. In this study, we provide an approach to both lengthen the 

gut and restore sphincter integrity and function. To our knowledge, this is the first 

case of engineering a single functional complex composed of a sphincter part 

and a gut part. The engineered complex became vascularized when implanted 

subcutaneously in the abdomen of athymic rats for 4 weeks. Physiological 

functionality of the gut and the sphincter parts were maintained. Future studies 

will look at motility functions of the complex following its anastomosis to the 

native intestine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42: In vitro physiological functionality of the implants – myogenic 
component. (A) The implanted sphincter maintained its capacity to generate a 
spontaneous basal tone of 382 ± 79 µN. (B) The addition of potassium chloride 

(KCl) resulted in a contraction of 427 ± 42 µN above the basal tone in the 
sphincter. (C) KCl resulted in a robust and sustained contraction (434 ± 17 µN) in 

the gut part of the complex. 
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Figure 43: In vitro physiological functionality of the implants (neural component). 
Electrical field stimulation (EFS) of both the (A & B) sphincter and the (C) gut 

parts of the complex caused relaxation of the smooth muscle (black trace). Pre-
incubation of the implants with nNOS inhibitor LNAME significantly reduced the 
magnitude of relaxation, indicating the presence of functional nitrergic neurons 

(gold trace). 

 

 

There are several challenges in the field of GI tissue engineering, in part 

due to the different types of cells that colonize the gut and due to the different 

architecture of the cells. The multicellular aspect of the gut sets a challenge for 

finding an adequate cell source. Organoid units isolated from different parts of 

the gut (esophagus, stomach, small intestine and colon) have shown 
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regeneration capacity when seeded onto polymer scaffolds [26-28]. Functional 

assays have shown the presence of differentiated epithelium [29]. An innervated 

muscularis layer was demonstrated by immunohistochemistry. Additional 

functional evaluation of the regenerated muscle will be necessary for motility 

purposes. The ability to expand organoid units in vitro to generate enough units 

for seeding might be a limitation. 

Intestinal smooth muscle cells are potential candidates for regeneration of 

the musculature of the gut. In our study, we used 10 cm duodenal tissues to 

isolate smooth muscle cells and neural progenitor cells. Our previous 

proliferation assays have demonstrated the potential of isolating these cells from 

human tissues and growing them to a sufficient number in order to engineer the 

constructs [30]. Currently, we are using the gut as source of cells. Previous 

studies investigated the feasibility of isolating enteric neural progenitor cells from 

Hirschsprung's patients [31, 32]. This is promising when it comes to autologous 

applications. Our large animal studies have shown that a 1 cm2 intestinal tissue 

is enough to generate smooth muscle and neural progenitor cells. A common 

limitation using primary smooth muscle cells is their ability to maintain their 

contractile phenotype in a 3D setting. Contractile phenotype reflects normal 

physiological function of the smooth muscle. Smooth muscle survival following 

implantation is challenging [33]. Previous studies have looked at different designs 

of scaffolds in order to maximize survival and function of seeded smooth muscle 

following implantation [34]. It was found that smooth muscle cells survive better 

at a higher porosity. In our study, we used smooth muscle cells and enteric 
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neural progenitor cells isolated from the gut to engineer 3D innervated smooth 

muscle tissues. The engineered tissues exhibited a contractile phenotype in vitro. 

After 4 weeks of implantation, those tissues maintained their contractile 

phenotype as demonstrated by immunohistochemistry and physiological studies. 

Apart from phenotype, recapitulating the alignment of the smooth muscle is 

another challenge. It is essential to recapitulate the alignment specific to each 

muscle layer for proper function. The advantage of our engineering technique lies 

in the ability to engineer pre-aligned, neo-innervated smooth muscle tissues. The 

smooth muscle of the tubular gut-sphincter complexes maintained their circular 

alignment around the lumen of the complexes, mimicking the circular muscle of 

the gut.  

Acellular approaches have been explored in the field of gut 

bioengineering. Chitosan was recently evaluated in the form of acellular hydrogel 

for intestinal regeneration [35]. Regeneration of an organized epithelial cell layer 

was observed in the harvested tissue. A partial regeneration of the smooth 

muscle layer was observed only after 60 days of implantation of the chitosan 

hydrogels. In our study, tubular chitosan scaffolds were used as matrices for the 

engineered gut-sphincter tissues. The engineered complexes exhibited a mature 

contractile phenotype as early as 2 weeks and then at 4 weeks post implantation. 

Neuro-muscular activity of the engineered complexes was evaluated by in vivo 

luminal pressure recordings and in vitro organ bath physiological studies. Even 

though the forces generated by the engineered complexes were lower than the 

forces generated by the native intestine, it is important to notice that the force 
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patterns displayed by the engineered complexes are similar to native tissues 

[36]. Engineered gut tissues generating lower force than native gut tissues has 

been a challenge in other studies as well [37]. In future studies involving 

anastomosis of the engineered complexes to native intestines, it will be 

interesting to evaluate whether host cells infiltrate the engineered tissues and 

increase the magnitude of force generated by the engineered tissues. 

Current treatments to restore sphincteric function range from diet change, 

medications, toxin injections or electric stimulation. The efficacy of toxin injection 

requires further investigations. Electric stimulation has been associated with 

complications that include infection at the site of implantation of the device. This 

has led to the removal of the device from patients. Additional studies are needed 

to confirm the efficacy and effectiveness of those approaches. This has shifted 

the focus to a regenerative medicine approach to treat neuro-muscular disorders 

in the gut. In previous studies, skeletal muscle derived cells were injected into the 

LES and resulted in increased basal LES pressure [38]. Immunofluorescence 

assays showed that the muscle derived cells differentiated into skeletal muscle 

rather than smooth muscle. The tonic activity of the sphincter is dominantly due 

to the smooth muscle component of the sphincter. Restoration of the myogenic 

tone of the sphincter (smooth muscle component) is therefore critical for 

reinstating normal sphincter function. In our approach, we provided a 

bioengineered complex that has both a gut segment and a sphincteric tissue with 

appropriate neuro-muscular function. The implanted engineered sphincteric 

tissues maintained their ability to generate spontaneous basal tone when 
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compared to engineered sphincters pre-implantation [25]. The contractile 

phenotype of the sphincteric smooth muscle was maintained. Our previous 

studies have shown that bioengineered IAS tissues became vascularized and 

maintained viability and functionality when implanted alone as sphincter 

replacements in rat models [18]. Based on those results, we suggest that the 

bioengineered complex with a sphincter and a gut part holds a promising option 

for gut replacement. Our regenerative medicine approach provides a unique 

continuous complex that contains both a functional sphincteric part and a 

functional gut part in a single unit. This approach makes it easier for the 

replacement of any diseased or degenerated sphincter in addition to lengthening 

the gut. 

Long term success of the engineered gut tissues requires additional 

quality control testing. In previous studies, there has been no emphasis on the 

mechanical strength of the engineered gut tissues. Some of the main surgical 

complications that arise following intestinal anastomosis in humans include 

leakage or stenosis at the anastomosis site. While animal studies involving 

anastomosis of engineered gut tissues have shown successful outcomes, 

additional evaluation of the engineered tissues is needed for translational 

purposes. The engineered complexes exhibited tensile properties similar to 

native rat intestine following 4 weeks of implantation. This is crucial to avoid any 

compliance mismatch following anastomosis.  

Previous attempts have aimed at regenerating either intestinal 

replacements or at re-instating sphincteric pressure. In this study, we 
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demonstrated the successful regeneration of the neuro-muscular components of 

both sphincters and gut in a single continuous segment. The segment met the 

basic requirements for motility. However, this study still lacks some additional 

components to fine tune the muscular component. First, ICCs are believed to be 

regulators of smooth muscle rhythmic function. Preliminary studies have been 

initiated in the lab to incorporate ICCs in the engineering process to assess the 

myogenic activity of the complex. Protocols for isolation of ICCs are established 

in the literature. Co-culturing smooth muscle cells with ICCs in an engineered 

construct is currently under consideration [39]. Second, the epithelial component 

is still missing in our engineered complex. Current studies in our lab are seeking 

different approaches to regenerate the epithelium as part of the complex. Third, 

the engineered complex was implanted subcutaneously in the abdominal area. 

Our future studies plan to anastomose the engineered tissues with the native 

tissue to evaluate peristalsis and motility. 

 

5. Conclusion: 

Neuro-muscular diseases of the GI tract result in motility disorders. Often, 

these diseases affect a gut segment along with the adjacent sphincter. Different 

approaches are being developed to restore neuro-muscular functions. In this 

study, we provide an approach to reconstruct gut sphincter incorporated into a 

gut segment. We successfully engineered a human-derived tubular 

neuromuscular tissue. The tissue consisted of an innervated gut smooth muscle 

and an intrinsically innervated sphincter tissue. The cellular components of the 
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tissue maintained their alignment, phenotype and physiological functionality 

following their subcutaneous implantation in rats for 4 weeks. The engineered 

tubular complex possessed biomechanical properties that make it suitable for gut 

replacement. Future studies will look at the epithelial regeneration and motility 

capacity of the engineered tissue. 
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In this chapter, the engineered human based gut-sphincter complex maintained its 

survival and function following its subcutaneous implantation for 4 weeks in 

athymic rats. This work offers a regenerative medicine approach to treat patients 

who present with diseased gut segments that extended to the adjacent sphincter 

(i.e. LES achalasia, gastroparesis and fecal incontinence). Having successfully 

engineered the neuro-musculature of the GI tract, the next step was to regenerate 

the epithelial component of the gut.  
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CHAPTER X: TRANSLATIONAL APPLICATION OF THE 

TISSUE-ENGINEERED GUT (TEG)  

 

Short bowel syndrome: 

 

Short bowel syndrome is a condition that results from loss of a large surface 

area of the small intestine 1. Patients suffer from inadequate digestion and 

absorption of nutrients resulting in malnutrition. Management of patients with 

short bowel syndrome ranges from dietary to surgical 2, 3. Dietary management, 

special diets and total parenteral nutrition are different treatment options. There 

is a high risk of morbidity and mortality in patients undergoing total parenteral 

nutrition, usually associated with infections and liver disease with low survival 

rate. Other complications include catheter occlusion. Surgical management of 

short bowel syndrome includes intestinal transplantation. This approach is limited 

by the availability of donors, graft rejection, non-functional graft, organ failure and 

others.  

A tissue engineered intestine is needed to lengthen the gut, restore motility 

and to re-establish the nutritional balance in patients with short bowel syndrome 

4. The complexity of the intestine imposes several requirements on the newly 

generated intestine. First, the neo-intestine must possess the properties needed 

for restoring motility and propulsion of luminal content. Second, the restoration of 

the absorptive characteristic is essential for nutrition. Finally, the intestine’s 
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immune and endocrine functions must be taken into consideration. Several 

previous approaches have worked on regenerating the different cellular 

components of the intestine. The use of organoid units seeded onto polymer 

scaffolds resulted in the formation of a multilayered intestine 5, 6. Assays have 

shown the regeneration of a functional epithelium 7. Motility and physiological 

properties of the regenerated neuro-musculature is missing. We have previously 

demonstrated the ability to engineer tubular neuro-muscular tissues that 

maintained their biomechanical properties following their subcutaneous 

implantation 8. The goal of this study was to implant the engineered tubular 

tissues in the omentum of the rats followed by their anastomosis to the native 

intestine. The hypothesis of this study was that anastomosis of the engineered 

tubular neuro-muscular tissue will allow epithelial cell migration into the tissue 

and formation of the intestinal epithelium. The schematic diagram of the surgical 

process is illustrated in Figure 44. The first surgical step involves implantation of 

TEG in the peritoneal fold followed by the formation of the intestinal loop. The 

second surgical step involves the anastomosis of TEG with the native intestine in 

the loop part. The loop was formed to create 2 ways for luminal flow; one through 

the loop and the other through the neck in order to avoid any obstruction that 

may be caused by TEG.   
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Engineering TEG: 

Aligned innervated smooth muscle sheets were formed as previously described. 

Briefly, smooth muscle cells were isolated from human small intestine and 

seeded onto laminin-coated plates that have longitudinal grooves. Following 

smooth muscle alignment, neural progenitor cells isolated from human small 

intestine were suspended in collagen gel and laid on top of the aligned smooth 

muscle. Following formation of the sheets, the neural progenitor cells were 

allowed to differentiate before wrapping the sheets around the mechanically 

reinforced tubular chitosan scaffolds. Chitosan scaffolds had circumferentially 

aligned chitosan fibers on the outer side of the scaffold. 

 

Figure 44: Schematic diagram of the surgical process for TEG anastomosis. 

(The red arrows show the 2 paths for luminal flow). 
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Implantation of TEG followed by the formation of the 

intestinal loop: 

Athymic female rats were used for this study. Surgical procedures described in 

this work were performed following the guidelines set forth by IACUC. Rats were 

anesthetized by continuous isoflurane masking throughout the surgery. The 

surgical area was shaved and aseptically prepared. A midline abdominal incision 

of up to 5 cm was made and the peritoneal fold was explored. TEG was 

implanted intra-abdominally and wrapped with the peritoneal fold (Figure 45). 

The tissues were returned back to the abdominal cavity. Up to 10 cm of the 

native intestine was used to form a loop and the neck of the loop was 

anastomosed in a side-to-side fashion as shown in Figure 46. The intestine was 

returned back to the abdominal cavity and the rats were allowed to recover in 

their cages in standard fashion and were given the appropriate analgesics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 45: Implantation of TEG in the peritoneal fold. 
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Figure 46: Creation of the intestinal loop. 

 

Anastomosis of TEG to the native intestine: 

Rats were brought back to the procedure room and prepared for the second 

surgery of anastomosis. An abdominal midline incision was made and the 

peritoneal fold was explored. TEG was identified and the intestinal loop was 

located. The ends of TEG were refreshed and biopsies were obtained for 

physiological and histological analysis. TEG was then anastomosed with the 

native intestine in the initially created intestinal loop (Figure 47). The intestines 
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were returned back to the abdominal cavity. The abdominal wall and skin were 

sutured and the rats were allowed to recover in their cages in standard fashion 

and were given the appropriate analgesics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47: Anastomosis of the engineered tissue with the native intestine in the 
created loop area. 

 

Physiological functionality of the implant: 

Four weeks post TEG anastomosis, the rats were euthanized. The anastomosed 

TEG was harvested. A circular strip of the implant was used for organ bath 

studies (Figure 48). The protocol was previously described. Briefly, the tissues 

were hooked to a force transducer arm in a warm tissue bath. Smooth muscle 

electromechanical coupling integrity was tested by administering potassium 

chloride. Neural functionality was tested using electrical field stimulation. 

Following equilibration and establishing baseline, potassium chloride was 

administered to the tissue. A contraction of 466 µM was observed. The tissue 
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was then washed and allowed to establish baseline again. Electrical field 

stimulation was applied and caused relaxation of the implant to -270 µM. 

 

 

Figure 48: Organ bath studies using potassium chloride and electrical field 
stimulation indicated the preservation of both the smooth muscle and neural 

components of the implanted tissue. 

 

 

Histological evaluation of the implant: 

At 4 weeks post-anastomosis of TEG, implants were harvested. Cross sections 

of the implant were fixed in formaldehyde, processed and embedded. Paraffin 

sections of 6 µm thickness were obtained and stained with hematoxylin and 

eosin (H&E) for morphological analysis. H&E analysis of the implants revealed 

re-epithelialization of the implants (Figure 49). Epithelial cells were seen in the 

implant even though not fully differentiated. 
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Figure 49: H&E analysis of the implant indicated the re-epithelialization of the 
engineered tissue following anastomosis with the rat native intestine. 

 

Discussion: 

This study demonstrated the feasibility of anastomosing the engineered tubular 

neuro-muscular tissue with the native intestine of the rat. The anastomosis site 

was completely healed following surgery without any signs of leakage. The 

intestinal bypass surgery performed during implantation of the engineered tissue 

aimed to alleviate any potential obstruction from the implanted engineered tissue. 

Following 4 weeks of implantation of the engineered tissue, the implant 

remodeled and became vascularized. 
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Physiological functionality of the implant showed that the neuromuscular 

components of the engineered tissue were preserved. Contraction in response to 

potassium chloride indicated that depolarization of the smooth muscle membrane 

caused activation of voltage dependent calcium channels and allowed the influx 

of calcium into smooth muscle resulting in the observed contraction. Additional 

studies will look at the specific phenotype of each component. Electrical field 

stimulation induced the release of neurotransmitters from the neural component 

of the engineered tissue. Neurotransmitters caused relaxation of the smooth 

muscle. 

Previous studies have shown that the epithelial cells increase their proliferation 

rate following mechanical manipulation of the native intestine 9. This has led to 

our hypothesis that anastomosis between the engineered tissue and the native 

intestine will result in epithelial cell proliferation, migration into the engineered 

tissue and epithelialization of the tissue. Histological analysis showed evident re-

epithelialization of the engineered tissue following anastomosis. The epithelium 

did not look uniformly differentiated. A longer period than 4 weeks of 

anastomosis will be needed to determine the maturity of the newly generated 

epithelium. Additional studies will characterize the different cell type present in 

the newly generated epithelium and their function. 

In conclusion, this study is promising in providing a solution for patients with short 

bowel syndrome. Our engineering technique provides a tubular tissue with the 

necessary components for restoring motility. Following anastomosis, the tissue 
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has the ability to become epithelialized to provide the absorptive component 

needed for these patients.  

Future directions 

Our preliminary results in this study have shown the regeneration of an epithelial 

component in the engineered tubular neuromuscular tissue following its 

anastomosis to native rat intestine. Further studies will characterize the epithelial 

differentiation and function. The presence of the 4 differentiated types of 

epithelial cells is important for a functional epithelium. Stains such as villin for 

enterocytes, chromogranin-A for enteroendocrine, mucin-2 for goblet cells and 

lysozyme for Paneth cells will be performed. Once these stains have been 

conducted, functionality of the regenerated epithelium will be confirmed using 

functional assays. Enzymatic activity of maltase and sucrase will be measured by 

checking the hydrolysis of the respective sugars through the amount of glucose 

released. 

 

The work performed in this thesis was in a small animal model. Future studies 

will look at scaling up the engineering process to develop scaffolds with larger 

diameter to match large animals. The scaffolds will be tested for maintenance of 

mechanical strength. Anastomosis of the scaled up engineered tubular tissue to 

the native intestine of a large animal model will be performed as a way to 

lengthen the gut. 
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CHAPTER XI: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  

The hypothesis of this thesis was that tubular chitosan scaffolds will 

mediate the reconstruction of the neuro-musculature of the GI tract. The studies 

conducted in this thesis were devised to address this hypothesis. Given that the 

natural polymer chitosan hasn’t been previously tested for its potential use in gut 

tissue engineering, the first step of this thesis was to evaluate the in vitro 

biocompatibility of chitosan using smooth muscle cells and neural progenitor 

cells. Smooth muscle cells maintained their contractile phenotype, alignment and 

functionality around chitosan scaffolds. The neural progenitor cells differentiated 

into functional neurons when seeded with smooth muscle cells on chitosan 

scaffolds. The next step of this thesis was to develop tubular chitosan scaffolds 

with mechanical properties that match those of a native intestine. Compliance 

matching between the engineered gut and the native gut is necessary for 

successful anastomosis. Different tubular scaffolds were engineered and were 

mechanically reinforced by embedding chitosan fibers circumferentially around 

the scaffolds in different patterns. Reinforced chitosan scaffolds had increased 

tensile strength, elongation at break and burst pressure than scaffolds without 

fibers. 

 The next step of the work outlined in this dissertation was to evaluate the 

biocompatibility and remodeling of the engineered tissues in vivo. Aligned human 

gut smooth muscle sheets were engineered and innervated using gut-derived 

neural progenitor cells. The sheets were circumferentially wrapped around 
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mechanically reinforced tubular chitosan scaffolds to form an innervated circular 

smooth muscle layer around tubular chitosan scaffolds. The tissues were 

implanted subcutaneously in the back of athymic rats for 2 weeks. The implants 

became vascularized and maintained their luminal patency. The smooth muscle 

maintained its circumferential alignment around the lumen of the scaffold, 

maintained its contractile phenotype and maintained its innervation as 

demonstrated histologically and functionally. 

 The application of the engineered tubular neuro-muscular tissues can be 

extended to replace gut segments along with the adjacent sphincter. The tubular 

innervated circular smooth muscle tissues were engineered as described above. 

Human sphincteric tissues were also engineered and placed around the same 

scaffold on one end to form a gut-sphincter complex. The tissue was implanted 

subcutaneously in the abdomen of athymic rats for 4 weeks. At the time of 

harvest, the tissues displayed luminal pressures with the sphincter zone 

exhibiting a higher pressure than the gut zone, consistent with physiological 

characteristic of sphincters in the gut. The mechanical properties and burst 

pressures of the implants matched those of a native rat intestine. Histological 

studies indicated that the alignment and the phenotype of both the muscular and 

the neural components were preserved. This was further confirmed by organ 

bath studies that indicated the preservation of the smooth muscle contractility 

and the neural functionality.  

 Lastly, the last aim of this thesis was to regenerate the epithelial 

component in the newly generate gut tissue. The engineered tissues were 
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implanted in the omentum of athymic rats followed by the creation of an intestinal 

loop through side to side anastomosis of the small intestine. Following maturation 

of the engineered tissue, anastomosis of the engineered tissue and the native 

small intestine was performed in the loop area. Histological studies showed 

evident epithelial regeneration in the engineered gut tissue. This indicated the 

possibility of the epithelial cells to migrate from the native intestine into the 

engineered tissue. Those results are promising and require further investigation. 

 In conclusion, we were successful in reconstructing the neuro-musculature 

of the gut using a tubular chitosan scaffold and an innervated aligned smooth 

muscle sheet. The reconstructed neuro-muscular tissues maintained viability in 

vivo, maintained their phenotype and functionality and exhibited mechanical 

properties that make them suitable for gut repair. Those engineered tissues 

provide a potential solution to either replace an intestinal segment or to replace a 

gut segment along with the adjacent sphincter. 
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